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S-RELAP5 REALISTIC LARGE BREAK LOCA
Request for Additional Information

Heat Transfer
Question 1: Pleaseprovide a list of differences in the heat transfermodels and CHF
correlationsas utilized in the Realistic Large Break LOCA to those utilized in Small Break LOCA
models.
Response 1: The differences in the heat transfer models and CHF correlations utilized in the
RLBLOCA methodology relative to those utilized in the SBLOCA methodology are summarized
in Table 1.1 below.
Table 1.1 Differences Between SBLOCA and LBLOCA Models
Heat Transfer Model

Changes from SBLOCA to
LBLOCA

Minimum Film Boiling
Temperature, Tmin =

New Model

700 K

Transition Boiling

Forslund-Rohsenow
Dispersed Film Bailing

Modified Bromley Film
Boiling
Modified Zuber Critical
Heat Flux (CHF)

The Ff factor in the modified
Chen's transition boiling
correlation is changed for
smoothness
The value for the coefficient K
is changed from 0.4 to 0.2

The (1- cg)114 factor is dropped
Zuber CHF is used for void
fraction below 0.74 and the
modification factor is applied for

References
EMF-2100,
EMF-2100,
Revision 4
Revision 2
Figure 4.1
Figure 4.1
Equation
(4.36)

Equation
(4.41)

Page 4-17,
second
sentence from
the end of the
first paragraph
Equation
(4.45)
Equation
(4.32)

Page 4-18,
the last
sentence of
second
paragraph
Equation
(4.47)
Equations
(4.32) and
(4.33)

void fraction above 0.74

] was implemented to improve the
The minimum film boiling temperature [
reflood. The Tmin model practically
during
behavior
quench
and
calculated quench temperature
to determine whether the heat
correlation
boiling
eliminates the role played by the transition
the transition boiling
Consequently,
boiling.
transfer mode is in transition boiling or film
on the calculated results.
impact
significant
correlation can be modified for smoothness without
The changes in the film boiling correlations were made in an attempt to impiove code-data
comparisons for tube data.
The change in the modified Zuber critical heat flux is partly based on experimental data and
partly intended to smooth the reflood calculations.

N
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The heat transfer modifications between the SBLOCA and the RLBLOCA code versions are
improvements for LBLOCA. In the heat-up/dry-out period of a SBLOCA, the core can essentially
be characterized by a single-phase steam region above a two-phase mixture region. Therefore,
its PCT is mainly determined by the single-phase vapor heat transfer and will not be significantly
impacted by small changes in other heat transfer models. Undocumented calculations did
demonstrate that both SBLOCA and RLBLOCA code versions produce about the same PCTs
for SBLOCA.
Question 2: In the analysis of the LBLOCA thansient, there are a number of different
correlationsthat are used as ihe transientunfolds, (Biasi,modified Zuber, Sleicherand Rouse,
Dittus-Boelter,etc.). Please choose a typical LBLOCA transientand map out all the different
correlationsthat are used along the way, from the beginning of the transient to the end. Stating
the particularcorrelationused, its applicable range (in terms of Reynolds No., flow rates, etc.),
and validation of its use in the applicablerange.
Response 2: During a transient simulation, different heat transfer correlations may be applied
at any given time. The best way to demonstrate how the S-RELAP5 simulation of a LBLOCA is
supported by correlation development and validation studies is to first identify (or map) the
"simulation-space" and compare it to the "assessment-space.' The 'assessment -space"
represents the combination of the applicability range from separate-effects investigation (i.e.,
correlation development or derivation), the expanded applicability range from uncertainty
analysis, and validation from integral-effects benchmark calculations. The simulation-space is
evaluated through the examination of the limiting calculations (in terms of PCT) for the 3- and 4
loop sample problems for key correlation dependent parameters. The key parameters are
defined as those engineered parameters that can be designed into a thermal-hydraulic test
matrix. The most common engineered parameters used in thermal-hydraulic testing and
correlation development are pressure, power (in terms of linear heat generation rate, or heat
flux), and mass flux (may be also given as Reynolds number or mass flow).
The comparison of the simulation-space and assessment-space provides quantitative support to
Step 6, Determination of Code Applicability, in the Code Scaling, Applicability, and Uncertainty
(CSAU) methodology (Reference 1). As stated in Reference 1, "ifinadequacies are noted, they
should be fully documented and, if possible, quantified." Ideally, the assessment-space will span
the simulation space; however, realistically, there will likely be holes in the assessment-space.
To prioritize the effort in demonstrating adequate coverage, Framatome ANP presented a PIRT
for the LBLOCA in Reference 2. This PIRT identified and ranked the relevant phenomena of
importance for a LBLOCA. Table 2.1 highlights just the core heat transfer phenomena identified
as being important for LBLOCA from the PIRT. This table does not explicitly identify all the heat
transfer regimes or correlations of importance. This information is given in Reference 3. The
important heat transfer regimes are nucleate boiling, CHF (DNB), transition boiling, and film
boiling. As can be seen from the PCT response in Figures 2.1 and 2.3 for the 3- and 4-loop
sample problems, respectively, core heat transfer around the hot rod is limited to these heat
transfer regimes. Figures 2.2 and 2.4 provide the corresponding heat transfer coefficient near
the PCT node. It was the conclusion of the Framatome ANP PIRT team that the other heat
transfer regimes were either not present or had negligible impact on peak clad temperatures. In
fact, it was concluded that nucleate boiling has a relatively low ranking during the LBLOCA event
(see Table 2.1).
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The best resource for information about the heat transfer regimes and their application can be
found in Section 4 for the S-RELAP5 Models and Correlations Code Manual (EMF-2100,
Reference 3). The selection logic for each heat transfer regime is presented in Figure 4.1 of that
document. As a summary Table 2.2 highlights the heat transfer correlations used in S-RELAP5.
The transient history at the PCT node for the 3- and 4-loop limiting PCT calculations (Case 41
and Case 22, respectively as given in Reference 2) are used as an example to show the heat
transfer models invoked during the entire transient and to define the example problem
simulation-space. The heat structures at the PCT locations pass through the CHF point almost
immediately (-0.03 s) after the break is initiated and the mass lux drops rapidly from over 3000
kg/s-m 2. Table 2.3 defines the simulation-space from the 3- and 4-loop sample problems for the
duration of the transient simulation by presenting the different heat transfer regimes, the heat
transfer correlations used and approximate parameter ranges. (Note: the chronology presented
in this table is the traditional LBLOCA phases. The LBLOCA phases map well to the heat
transfer region numbers highlighted in Figures 2.1 and 2.3 and referenced in Table 2.3.)
Figures 2.1 and 2.3 show clad temperature plots from the 3- and 44oop sample problems,
respectively with the LBLOCA phases in Table 2.3 identified. The heat transfer modes during
the LBLOCA are identified in this figure. During most of the LOCA calculation, multiple heat
transfer modes are present. However, with the exception of the period from just prior to quench
to the end of the calculation, the dominant heat transfer mode is convection to single phase
vapor (Sleicher-Rouse correlation). It should be noted that the heat tbansfer to vapor is
calculated by the Sleicher-Rouse correlation during the film boiling period. Unlike the 4-loop
sample problem, the 3-loop sample problem shows a late reflood heat up (Figure 2.1 vs. 2.3).
As identified in Table 2.3, this is a period of film boiling with the void fraction generally greater
than 0.995. The most obvious observation that can be made from these figures is that for the
majority of the transient the hot rod is in film boiling. This is consistent with the expectation
presented in the PIRT.
Definition of the assessment-space in terms of the range of applicability and validation of the
relevant heat transfer correlations applied to the hot rod is given in the following paragraphs.
This discussion is presented in the chronological order anticipated during a LBLOCA. Pressure
and heat flux (heat flux is translated into linear heat generation rate, LHGR, by assuming a
typical fuel rod diameter) are easily compared to the simulation-space; however, reported flow
rates are given in either mass flux, velocity (aka, reflood rate), or Reynolds number. A simple
approximation for reflood rate is 1 in/s = 25 kg/s-rn 2.
Time Period: Early Blowdown (0.0 - 0.03 s)
Immediately following the postulated LBLOCA, portions of the core will, for a very brief time, be
in the nucleate boiling heat transfer regime until critical heat flux (CHF) is achieved. The
duration of this period depends on the size of the break; however, for the typical limiting PCT
break, this period will last only a fraction of a second. This period is more influenced by the CHF
correlation, rather than the nucleate boiling heat transfer correlation, because CHF triggers the
time of transition to the low heat transfer regimes (post-CHF).
S-RELAP5 Implementation of CHF
Correlation: Modified Zuber [
Formulation: See Section 4.4 of Reference 3.

] and Biasi [
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Derived Range of Applicability: During this early portion of the LBLOCA transient, core mass
fluxes are generally high as fluid is beginning to move rapidly towards the break planes. For
these higher mass fluxes, the Biasi correlation will apply. The Biasi correlation is empirical. For
LBLOCA simulation with S-RELAP5, the Biasi correlation is applied only immediately following
the transient initiation until the beginning of reflood. Sensitivity studies have shown that CHF is
reached so quickly after a break, that clad temperatures are unaffected by a large uncertainty in
CHF. The applicability range for the Biasi correlation is published in Reference 19 as:
•
2.7 bar < Pressure (P) < 140 bar (approx. 40 psia < P < 2050 psia)
*
100 kg/m 2 -s < Mass Flux (G) < 6000 kg/m 2-s (S-RELAP5 constrains to G > 200 kg/m 2-s,
typical of blowdown phase of LBLOCA)
In general, the conditions for which the Zuber correlation is applied are not expected during this
early period. Nonetheless, the Zuber correlation was derived theoretically for pool boiling
conditions with well-wetted horizontal surfaces; however, the formulations for other geometries
range within +/- 12% of the Zuber values (Reference 17). It is applied for very low mass fluxes
and when the reflood heat transfer model is activated. The S-RELAP5 mass flux constraint was
recommended in Reference 18.
ValidationlAssessmentlExpanded Range of Applicability: Sensitivity of PCT to CHF was
determined to be minimal in LBLOCA sensiti'ity studies. Early in the transient, heat transfer in
the core rapidly advances to post-CHF conditions. Nonetheless, the Biasi correlation was
assessed against the tests performed on the THTF at Oak Ridge National Laboratory and a
bounding bias was determined for application in the RLBLOCA methodology. This study is
presented in EMF-2102 (Reference 15). Further discussion is provided in Section 4.13 of EMF
2100 (Reference 3).
Table 2.4 provides a comparison of the simulation-space (taken from Table 2.3) and the range
of applicability evaluated for the assessment-space for the Biasi CHF correlation. [Note: the
assessment-space includes three components as previously described: the test conditions used
in correlation development, relevant uncertainty analysis, and integral-effects validation.]
Time Period: Blowdown (0.03- 20 s)
As the RCS depressurizes and CHF is reached in the core, vapor generation is rapid and the
steam quality increases. This post-CHF period is characterized by film boiling, single-phase
steam convection, and radiation (although radiation isn't expected to be significant; hence, it
doesn't appear in the PIRT). As long as the steam maintains some wetness, the total heat
transfer includes all three heat transfer mechanisms; however, single phase steam convection
dominates heat transfer when void fractions are above about 0.75. Post-CHF heat transfer
includes uncertainty not only from the application of the correlations, but also from contributions
of interfacial drag and heat transfer phenomena. Forthis reason, total post-CHF heat transfer,
rather than the individual correlations, is a statistically treated parameter.
S-RELAP5 Implementation of Film Boiling HeatTransfer
Correlation: Modified Bromley [
(a 1)

], Forslund-Rohsenow [

Formulation: See Section 4.7 of Reference 3.

], Sleicher-Rouse
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Derived Range of Applicability: The modified Bromley correlation was analytically derived to
be generally applicable in the film boiling regime. Nonetheless, the Bromley model was
assessed with datasets covering a range of working fluids. The published database ranges for
this correlation is:
*
*
•
*

0.1 Mpa < Pressure (P) < 0.7 Mpa (or 14.7 psia < P < 102.9 psia, bounds reflood pressures)
0 < Velocity (V)< 0.3 m/s (approx. 0 < G < 300 kg/s-rn 2, typical of reflood conditions)
30.0 kW/m 2 < Heat Flux (q") < 130 kW/m 2 and 0.25 in < D(rod) <.5 in
(or -0.16 kW/ft < LHGR < 0.7 kW/ft, typical decay heat during reflood)
Void < 0.4

The Forslund-Rohsenow correlation was derived experimentally using only nitrogen as the
working fluid.
*
•
*

Pressure = 25 psia (below reflood)
70,000 Ibm/hr-ft2 < G < 190,000 Ibm/hr-ft 2 (0.82 kg/s-rm2 < G < 2.23 kg/s-rn 2 , a very low
flow rate)
q" < 25000 Btu/hr-ft2 (q" < 79 kW/m 2, .228 in < D <.462 in, hence, 0.44 kW/ft < LHGR <
0.88 kW/ft, approximately, typical decay power range)

The Sleicher-Rouse correlation is discussed separately in the next section.
ValidationlAssessment/Expanded Range of Applicability: Within S-RELAP5 both the
modified Bromley and Forslund-Rohsenow correlations may be used outside their derived range
of applicability, however, applied statistical uncertainty on the total heat transfer provides the
means for expanding the range of applicability. The primary deviations from the original range of
applicability are:
The modified Bromley correlation is limited to the condition Mhere vapor void fraction is
less than [

•

], rather than 0.4.
The Forslund-Rohsenow correlation was developed using nitrogen as the working fluid.
The Forslund-Rohenow correlation is applied when the volume void fraction is above [ ].
For void fractions between [
], both the Forslund-Rohsenow and modified
Bromley correlations are smoothly weighted to cover this transition region.
Full range of pressure from 2250 psia to atmospheric.

*

Full range of mass fluxes expected during reflood.

*
*
*

A discussion on the statistical treatment of total heat transfer is presented in S-RELAP5
Verification and Validation document, ENF-2102 (Reference 15). The uncertainty analysis
applies data from the Thermal-Hydraulic Test Facility (THTF) tests and from FLECHT-SEASET
tests. The applicability of these tests was evaluated by analysis of the breadth of the data in
terms of key correlation parameters and the density of the data in terms of the parameters for
which the correlation is most sensitive, pressure and void fraction. A comparison of the data
density from the simulation- and test-space over the Bromley and Forslund-Rohsenow void
range of applicability are given in Figures 2.5 and 2.6. The experimental ranges for the key test
parameters for each test are:
THTF: Transient reflood tests and full height
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•
*
*

404 psia < P < 1195 psia (typical during blowdown)
G < 4250 kg/s-m2 (typical during steady-state and blowdown)
0.8 kw/ft < LHGR < 2.2 kw/ft (typical during blowdown)

FLECHT-SEASET: Transient reflood tests and full height
*
20 psia < P < 60 psia (typical reflood range)
*
.8 in/s < flooding rate < 6 in/s (approx. 20 kg/s-mr2 < G < 150 kg/s-m 2, typical reflood range)
*
LHGR <.7 kw/ft (typical decay power)
Since steady-state pressure will always be near 2250 psia, there will be a short period of time in
which the system pressure will be above the range of applicability. However, additional
coverage is supported through the "Evaluation of Bias" calculations using the LOFT and
SemiScale benchmarks that show good or conservative agreement. These are integral tests
that are initiated from full pressure conditions.
S-RELAP5 Implementation of Single-Phase Vapor Convection
Correlation: Sleicher-Rouse
Formulation: See Section 4.5 of Reference 3.
Derived Range of Applicability: The Sleicher-Rouse correlation was developed for single
phase heat transfer for both liquids and gases over the following parameter ranges:
0.1 < Pr < 105 (0.6 < Pr < 0.9, typical for single phase water vapor)
104 < Re < 106 (typical of blowdown phase, high for refill and reflood period)
The form of the correlation is a summation of both a turbulent and laminar convection term. The
laminar convection term is Nu(lam) = 5.0. This is below the best-estimate value of 7.86 for rod
pitch to diameter of 1.33 (see Section 4.2 of Reference 3).
ValidationlAssessment/Expanded Range of Applicability: Single-phase vapor heat transfer
has been assessed using the 161-rod bundle FLECHT-SEASET steam cooling tests (Reference
16, also see RAI Response 41). The range of the key design parameters for these tests is:
*
*
*

Pressure = 40 psia (typical of post-blowdown periods)
3000 < Re < 20000 (typical of reflood period)
0.006 kW/ft < Rod Power (q') < 0.24 kW/ft (below typical decay heat powers)

The LOFT and Semiscale integral tests during the refill period and the separate effect
assessments, including FLECHT-SEASET and CCTF, during the early period of adiabatic heat
up were used to validate single-phase heat transfer at very low flows. The range of the key
design parameters for these tests are:
•
S
*

Pressure = 20-60 psia
0 < Re < 3000
LHGR <.7 kw/ft (typical decay power)

Low flows that directionally oscillate are characteristic during this period in both the tests and the
calculations (i.e., Re will be as low as zero). In LBLOCA calculations during vessel refill, vapor
flow rates decelerate and directionally oscillate as a result of the transition to refill. This will last
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until the beginning of core reflood which is a period typically less than 15 s. During this unsettled
period, core flow will likely remain turbulent; however, vapor Reynolds numbers will be low.
In general, the S-RELAP5 results conservatively bound the measured results (higher clad
temperatures). While the results of the assessments demonstrated that the Sleicher-Rouse
correlation is adequate for post-blowdown periods during a LOCA (and lower Reynolds
numbers), single-phase vapor heat transfer is treated implicitly in the evaluation of uncertainty in
the total post-CHF heat transfer (see previous section).
S-RELAP5 Implementation of Radiation
Correlation: Sun (for rod-to-fluid, based on Stephan-Boltzman)
Formulation: See Section 4.8 of Reference 3
Derived Range of Applicability: The Stephan-Boltzman correlation was derived to be
generally applicable for radiation calculations. Radiation heat transfer in S-RELAP5 is limited to
rod-to-fluid phenomenon. The key addition of the Sun correlation is the development of
separate emissivities for vapor and liquid droplets. Since radiation is a relative small contributor
to heat transfer, this model is not invoked until rod temperature is both above 650 K and the
steam temperature.
ValidationlAssessmentlExpanded Range of Applicability: Since radiation is such a small
component to total heat transfer, this model has not been explicitly assessed by separate effects
tests; however, this model is activated in the majority of assessments presented in the
S-RELAP5 Code Verification and Validation document (Reference 15). This includes both the
THTF and FLECHT-SEASET test suites used to derive the post-CHF total heat transfer
uncertainty.
Table 2.5 provides a comparison of the simulation-space (taken from Table 2.3) and the range
of applicability evaluated for the assessment-space for the film boiling correlation. (Note: the
assessment-space includes three components as previously described: the test conditions used
in correlation development, relevant uncertainty analysis, and integral-effects validation.)
Time Period: Refill (20 s - 32 s)
During the refill period, the RCS has nearly depressurized and the core region is devoid of
coolant. Heat transfer in the core is almost all from single phase vapor. As previously stated,
single phase vapor heat transfer is predicted using the Sleicher-Rouse correlation. The core
conditions during this time are consistent with both the derived range of applicability and the
FLECHT-SEASET steam cooling tests. While post-CHF total heat transfer is a statistically
treated parameter, there is no bias or uncertainty applied when void fraction equals 1.0. As
assessed from the FLECHT-SEASET steam cooling tests, the Sleicher-Rouse correlation is
slightly conservative relative to the data. Analysis of the "Evaluation of Bias" integral tests
assessment cases support this finding.
Since the single-phase vapor heat transfer is a component of film boiling, refer to Table 2.5 for a
comparison of the simulation-space (taken from Table 2.3) and the range of applicability
evaluated for the assessment-space for the Sleicher-Rouse single-phase vapor heat transfer
correlation.
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Time Period: Reflood (32 s - Quench)
By this time, RCS pressure has established some equilibrium with the relative low pressure
containment. ECCS coolant from the accumulator begins to reach the lower portions of the core
and a definite two-phase mixture is present throughout the core region. With the constant
supply of coolant, a quench front is established at the bottom of the core that slowly moves
upward. At some point the coolant supplyfrom the accumulator ends and core heat removal
relies solely on that provided by the low pressure injection system. This may result in a late
reflood heat up. Nonetheless, in time this supplyof coolant will be able to completely quench all
the fuel rods in the core.
For the duration of this period, the heat structure nodes with the highest temperatures are
removing heat by film boiling. Table 2.5 provides a comparison of the simulation-space (taken
from Table 2.3) and the range of applicability evaluated for the assessment-space for the film
boiling. This period ends with the fuel rod quench, which will occur shortly after meeting the
conditions for transition boiling.
S-RELAP5 Implementation of Reflood Heat Transfer
Correlation: All
Formulation: See Section 4.12 in Reference 3.
Derived Range of Applicability: Refer to the discussion on the suite of heat transfer
correlations presented in this RAI response.
Validation/Assessment/Expanded Range of Applicability: When core reflood is enabled in
S-RELAP5 (provided in the input model), a heat transfer regime profile covering the entire
boiling curve is established along the modeled heat structure. Proceeding from the bottom of
the core, this will be single-phase liquid and/or nucleate boiling, transition boiling, and single
phase vapor and/or film boiling. The same heat transfer correlations apply that would apply
otherwise; the only major difference is the forced mapping of the heat transfer profile that keys
on the calculation of CHF wall temperature from the Zuber CHF correlation.
The uncertainty and bias for the total post-CHF heat transfer includes data from THTF and
FLECHT-SEASET simulations that modeled reflood heat transfer. This expanded range of
applicability was presented previously in the discussion on film boiling.
S-RELAP5 Implementation of Transition Boiling
Correlation: Modified Chen
Formulation: See Section 4.6 of Reference 3.
Derived Range of Applicability: Chen reports the following parameter ranges for which the
correlation was assessed:
*
*

61 psia < Pressure (P) < 2830 psia
1.221x10 4 Ibm/hr-ft2 < G < 2.22x106 Ibm/hr-ft2 (0.143 kg/s-m2 < G < 26.0 kg/s-rn 2 , approx.
0-1.0 in/s reflood rate)
1.07x10 4 Btu/hr-ft2 < Heat Flux (q") < 5.236 x10 6 Btu/hr-ft2 (approx. LHGR < 13.5 kW/ft)
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ValidationlAssessment/Expanded Range of Applicability: In general, the application of the
modified Chen correlation is within the range of applicability; however, system pressures will
likely be lower than the 61 psia used in the derived range of applicability. In limiting RLBLOCA
simulations (high clad temperatures), the PCT sensitivity to transition boiling is minimal. This is
because the location of PCT in these limiting cases is vell above the quench plane (see Figures
2.1 and 2.3). Once heat transfer moves into the transition boiling regime, the feedback from the
cooler cladding temperature enhances heat transfer rapidly and within only a few seconds heat
transfer moves into the nucleate boiling regime. Considering the distance between the quench
location and the PCT location, heat transfer below the quench front has little direct influence on
PCT.
Indirectly, the quench phenomenon does enhance liquid entrainment which may influence PCT.
This implies that the timing of quench is more important than transition boiling heat transfer. For
this reason, a Tmin model defining the transition from film boiling to transition boiling is used in
]. This value was derived using
S-RELAP5. For RLBLOCA applications Tmin [
FLECHT-SEASET test 31302 which was performed at a pressure of 40 psia, a peak power of
0.7 kW/ft and a flooding rate of -75 kg/s-m 2. This is a very conservative value (see Reference
15). Examination of the integral test validation problems presented in Reference 15 (LOFT,
CCTF, and Semiscale) provides evidence of this conclusion.
Table 2.6 provides a comparison of the simulation-space (taken from Table 2.3) and the range
of applicability evaluated for the assessment-space for the Modified Chen transition boiling
correlation. (Note: the assessment-space includes three components as previously described:
the test conditions used in correlation development, relevant uncertainty analysis, and integral
effects validation.)
Time Period: Long Term Cooling (Quench - End of Simulation)
This period is characterized by single-phase liquid convection or nucleate boiling. Peak clad
temperatures are not influence by this condition. Calculations are terminated after whole core
quench.
S-RELAP5 Implementation of Nucleate Boiling Heat Transfer
Correlation: Chen
Formulation: See Section 4.3 of Reference 3.
Derived Range of Applicability: The Chen correlation is based on several datasets with a
broad range of applicability. A discussion of the applicability range of the datasets is provided in
Reference 19. The pressure range included in the derivation of the Chen correlation extends up
to about 510 psia.
ValidationlAssessment/Expanded Range of Applicability: Since nucleate boiling is not
considered to have a significant influence on clad temperatures, no formal assessment has
been performed. S-RELAP5 has been assessed for the few high pressure boil-off tests
presented in Reference 15; however, the focus of these other tests is the more dominant film
boiling phenomena.
Table 2.7 provides a comparison of the simulation-space (taken from Table 2.3) and the range
of applicability evaluated for the assessment-space for the Chen nucleate boiling correlation.
(Note: the assessment-space includes three components as previously described: the test
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conditions used in correlation development, relevant uncertainty analysis, and integral-effects
validation.)
Summary
A discussion has been presented on the mapping of heat transfer regimes to the chronology of
the limiting LOCA calculation. It has been emphasized that post-CHF heat transfer has the
dominant influence on clad temperatures. In addition, among the post-CHF heat transfer
mechanisms, heat transfer to single phase vapor provides the primary heat sink for fuel rods. As
has been presented, individual correlations have been programmed into S-RELAP5; however,
during a LBLOCA calculation multiple correlations will be employed simultaneously to calculate a
total heat transfer during post-CHF conditions. In addition, correlations for interfacial
phenomena will also influence this calculation. Forthis reason it is the superposition of these
individual correlations that becomes the post-CHF heat transfer correlation in S-RELAP5. The
pedigree of this "correlation" must rely on the range of applicability of the individual correlations;
the expanded range of applicability provided by the uncertainty analysis using the THTF and
FLECHT-SEASET datasets and the RLBLOCA analysis methodology, and the "Evaluation of
Bias" calculations used to validate the calculated uncertainty bias. Discussion on the details of
this work has been provided in the methodology document (Reference 2), the S-RELAP5 Code
Verification and Validation document (Reference 15), and this RAI response.
Table 2.8 presents a collective summary of the coverage of the assessment-space provided in
the discussion of the heat transfer regimes (including data provided in Tables 2.4-2.7). This
includes the derived range of applicability, the expanded range of applicability based on
statistical treatment (the uncertainty analysis), and code-to-data comparisons. In general, the
FLECHT-SEASET and THTF test-spaces, used to expand the range of applicability, encompass
the original derived range of applicability. Nonetheless, between the range of applicability of the
correlations and the uncertainty analysis, some holes still remain. To account for holes, a
number of integral test simulations were performed and are presented in References 2 and 15.
The integral tests, including LOFT, CCTF, and Semiscale, provide the largest coverage of the
assessment-space; that is, they were performed at conditions typical for LBLOCA. The
demonstration of good agreement among these validation cases sufficiently completes the
assessment-space and the assessment-space provides sufficient coverage over the simulation
space.
For certain nuclear power plants, aggressive containment cooling mechanisms exdst to rapidly
lower containment pressure to atmospheric or subatmospheric conditions. No useful test data
exists for this range, but no new phenomena are expected as a result of the lower pressure.
The dominant LBLOCA phenomena strongly dependent on pressure, steam binding and
downcomer boiling, will be enhance by lower pressures. Nonetheless, the dynamics of these
phenomena are dependent on steam and water properties; hence, the uncertainty associated
with low pressure conditions is that associated with the water property tables applied. S
RELAP5 incorporates the 1967 ASME steam tables. Uncertainty is reported there to be within a
very tight tolerance. In RLBLOCA analyses containment back pressure is conservatively derived
by using a hypothetical worst single failure and by statistically ranging containment volume (see
RAI #26).
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Table 2.1 Final PIRT for PWR LBLOCA (Core Heat Transfer Only)

Core

DNB

7

-

Post CHF

8

8

Rewet

8

6

Reflood HT plus Quench
Nucleate Boiling

4

9

-

9

2

2

Table 2.2 Summary of Heat Transfer Regimes

Heat Transfer Regime
Single-phase liquid convection
Nucleate boiling
Critical Heat Flux, [
Critical Heat Flux,
Transition boiling
Film boiling, [
Film boiling, [
Single-phase vapor convection
Condensation
Convection to noncondensable-water mixture
Radiation

Correlations
Dittus-Boelter
Chen
Modified Zuber
Biasi
Modified Chen
Modified Bromley
Forslund-Rohsenow
Sleicher-Rouse
Carpenter and Colbum
RELAP51MOD2
Sun (Stefan-Boltzman)

Reference #
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
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Table 2.3 Identification of Heat Transfer Parameters During a
Limiting LBLOCA Simulation
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Table 2.4 Simulation- and Application-Space for CHF

Table 2.5 Simulation- and Application -Space for Film Boiling Heat Transfer
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Table 2.6 Simulation- and Application -Space forTransition Boiling Heat Transfer

I-

Table 2.7 Simulation- and Application-Space for Nucleate Boiling Heat Transfer (late reflood)
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Table 2.8 Summary of Full Range of Applicability
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Figure 2.1 Heat Transfer Map for PCT Node Independent of Location for
3-Loop Sample Problem
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Figure 2.2 Corresponding Heat Transfer Coefficient at PCT Node (Node 33)
for 3-Loop Sample Problem
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Figure 2.3 Heat Transfer Map for PCT Node Independet of Location
for 4-Loop Sample Problem
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Figure 2.4 Corresponding Heat Transfer Coefficient Near PCT Node (Node 33)
for 4-Loop Sample Problem
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Figure 2.5 Comparison of Density of Pressure and Void Fraction for the LBLOCA
Application (left) and the Test Data (right) in the Modified Bromley Region

Figure 2.6 Comparison of Density of Pressure and Void Fraction for the LBLOCA
Application (left) and the Test Data (right) In the Forslund-Rohsenow Region
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Question 3: Subroutine CHFCAL has the ICHFoptions foreitherBiasi and Zuber (ICHF=O),or
the Extended Biasi (ICHF=1). EMF-CC-097(P), Rev. 7, page 7-2 also mentions the option for
the Extended Biasi and choosing this Wll use the correlation for all flow conditions. However,
EMF-2100(P), Section 4.4 does not mention the "Extended"Biasi, but the Biasi and Zuber
correlations. There is also a note that the Biasicoirelation is not used forG < 100 kg/trrs. Is
this Biasi correlationthe 'Extended Biasi"?
Response 3: The Extended Biasi (ICHF=I) is only used in the steam line break methodology for
the steam generator secondary side to provide a conservative heat transfer treatment. The
option is not applied to RLBLOCA, SBLOCA, and otherChapter 15 non-LOCA methodologies.
It is an oversight that a description of the Extended Biasi is not included in EMF-2100. The
Extended Biasi option uses only the Biasi correlation for CHF calculations under all flow
conditions. With the Extended Biasi, the mass flux, G, in the Biasi correlation is set to [

I.

Question 4: Subroutine CHFCAL appearsto contain the Modified Zuber CHF correlation
beginning at 300. Line 300 and its uncorrmentedcontinuation,and Equation 4.32 of EM
2100(P)appearto match up if MHTCHFis equal to F. However it does not appearthat was the
intention given the code WMich follows.
Question 4a: What are MHTCHF andXBIASI and where do they come from?
Response 4a: MHTCHF and XBIASI are RLBLOCA uncertainty analysis multipliers for the
modified Zuber and the Biasi CHF correlation, respectively. The default value for all multipliers is
1.0. The multipliers are for RLBLOCA sensitivity studies and statistical analyses. The input
formats for the multipliers are described in Section 2.9 (Page 2-4) of EMF-CC-097(P), Rev.7.
Question 4b: The second option forF in Equation 4.33 of EA#F-2100(P) is similarbut different
than the first uncommented line after what appears to be the modified Zuber CHF correlation.
Pleaseclarify the differences and the apparentabsence of the first option for F (commented out
on the second continuationline after300?).
Response 4b: [
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Question 4c: The 3 lines of coding before the last END IFof submutine CHFCAL appear
similarbut different than the linearinterpolationfor mass flux between 100 and 200 kg/rrs of
Equation 4.34 of EMF-2100. Pleaseexplain the apparentdifferences between the coding and
the code manualdocumentation.
Response 4c: The interpolation scheme was modified in the S-RELAP5 code version for the
proposed RLBLOCA methodology. It is an oversight that the change did not get in EMF-2100.
The interpolation scheme is for smoothing the transition between two correlations. The new
scheme places more weight on the modified Zuber correlation in computing the CHF in the
transition region.
Question 4d: ParameterHTHDMO(LS) appearsto be in units of meters given the logic
question: IF (HTHDMO(LS) .LT. O.01DO) THEN in the Biasi correlation coding. However, the
next line multiplies HTHDMO(LS) by 100 possibly to convert to meters from centimeters before
raising it to the "n"power (either0.4 or O.6 based on the conditionson page 4-12 of EMF
2100(P)). The documentation states that the hydiaulic diameteris in units of cm and is not
multiplied by 100 in eitherEquation 4.28 or4.29. Pleaseclarify.
Response 4d: As stated on page 4-12 of EMF-2100(P), the hydraulic diameter in Equations
(4.28) and (4.29) is in units of centimeters (cm). The equations have not been changed to be in
the Standard SI units generally used by S-RELAP5. The variable HTHDMO, which holds the
value of hydraulic diameter, is in units of meters (m). In the expression IF (HTHDMO(LS) .LT.
0.01 DO) THEN, 1 cm is converted to 0.01 m to be compared with HTHDMO. In computing the
CHF, HTHDMO is multiplied by 100 to be in units of cm, for use by the equations for the Biasi
correlation.
Question 4e: Is the mass flux parameter"G"brought into the CHF calculationin units of
gm/crrms, or kg/rrns?
Response 4e: The mass flux G, is in kg/m 2s.
Question 4f: Clarify why MAXimums and MINimums are taken throughoutthe subroutine
CHFCAL. How does this affect the uncedtainty of the CHF value? Forexample, if ICHF=1 and
G=20kg/m 2s, G is changed to 100 kg/rrs since the Biasi correlationis not used forG<100
kg/rn2s. However, Biasi is used when the ICHF overrides that applicabilitywhere the Zuber
correlationshould be used. This also occurs if G is 120 kg/lrrs and ICHF=I. It does not appear
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that the interpolationon the mass flux with the Biasi and Zuber correlationswill not be
implemented as described in the documentation. Is this Biasi correlationthe Extended Biasi?
Where did the parameterXBIASI come from?
Response 4f: The MAX and MIN are generic FORTRAN Intrinsics. They are used in S
RELAP5 in two ways: (1) to set physical limits and (2) to combine IF-THEN statements, as
demonstrated in the Question 4b responses. The multipliers for the uncertainty analysis are
applied after the MAX and MIN functions are applied; therefore, their effects are taken into
account implicitly. As described in the response to Question 3, the option ICHF=I, which is
called the Extended Biasi, is not used in the proposed RLBLOCA methodology. The
interpolation scheme is described in the response to Question 4c and XBIASI is discussed in the
response to Question 4a.
Question 5: In the Sleicherand Rouse heat transfercorrelation,please clarify how the coded
parameterXTF in subroutineDITTSG matches the documentation of Equation (4.36) in EMF
2100, P. 4-15.
Response 5: XTF corresponds to the factor:

The coding uses conversion from common logarithm (log 10 ) to natural logarithm (In):

log1 X`=0.25 In X = 0.250 nX = 0.1085736InX
In 10

In10

LOG is the FORTRAN generic function for In.
Question 6: Account for the VOIDG term which appearsin the coding for the naturalconvection
term but does not appearin the documentation.
Response 6: The text below Equation (4.44) will be modified as follows: "The heat transfer
coefficient, h., is given in Equation (4.35) with the natural convection heat transfer coefficient of
Equation (4.37) multiplied by a void fraction factor to approximately account for the effective
vapor area."
Question 7: Please clarify what is meant by, OThe equation is independent of the characteristic
length due to the 1/3 power dependency of the Grashofnumber given in Equation (4.35)."
Equation (4.35) gives the heat transfercoefficient as the MAX of the Sleicher Rouse and the
naturalconvection heat transfercoefficients with no mention of the Grashofnumber. (Pages4
14,15 of EMF-2100(P), Rev. 4)
Response 7: The reference to Equation (4.35) is incorrect. The reference should be to
Equation (4.37). Equation (4.37) is equal to Equation (4.7) with the definition of Grashof number,
Equation (4.5), inserted into the equation and with the subscript f (for liquid phase) changed to g
(for vapor phase). The Grashof number contains a factor DW and (D•) 113 /Dh = 1.
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Question 8: The documentation on Page 4-15 of EMF-2100(P), Rev. 4 includes the addition of
radiationheat transfer from the wall to the single phase vaporfluidif the surface temperature is
greaterthan 650K. Identify where this is accounted forin the code.
Response 8: [

]I

The coding is for heat transfer coefficient and is Equation (4.59)of EMF 2100(P) divided by (Tm

T).
Question 9: It appearsthat a modified Dittus-Boeltercorrelationor the Sleicher and Rouse
correlationis chosen based on the IF statement:
IF (IAND(IDNGAP(2,IH),256) .NE. 0) THEN ...... modified (?) Dittus-Boelter else Sleicher
Rouse.
Question 9a: Pleaseclarify why in the documentation of Page 4-14 of EMF-2100(P)the
SleicherRouse correlationis said to be selected because it has a smaller uncertainty than the
Dittus-Boeltercorrelation,but in the code, the IF statement results in a choice betveen the two.
Please clarify the meaning of the IF statement.
Question 9b: The Dittus-Boelterheat transfercorrelationcoded in the DITTSG subroutine does
not appearto be the same as that documented in Equation (4.16) of EMF-2100(P). Please
clarify the differences.
Response 9, 9a, and 9b: The Dittus-Boelter correlation was used in the past for the approved
methodologies using ANF-RELAP (RELAP5/MOD2 with limited improvements) and is no longer
used in any approved or proposed methodology based on S-RELAP5. The coding was used to
assess the effects of changing the correlation in the transition from the ANF-RELAP-based
methodologies to the S-RELAP5-based methodologies. The integer 256 (=28=29"1) corresponds
to the binary number 100000000. The "1" in the 9th digit can only be set by the user, as
described in Section 7.2.6 of EMF-CC-097(P) Revision 7, to purposely select the Dittus-Boelter
correlation. Section 7.2.6 of EMF-CC-097(P) clearly states that the input card should be used
for code verification purposes only. At the present, there is no use for the vapor phase Dittus
Boelter correlation. Ideally, it should have been removed, but in practice, there always are some
leftovers of previously used coding. This can have an advantage of easy restoration of old
models in the future if necessary.
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The Dittus-Boelter correlation used in the DITTSG subroutine is in the same form as Equation
(4.16) of EMF-2100(P) with liquid properties changed to vapor properties. The difference is in
the(forced) laminar flow Nusselt number, which is not part of the Dittus-Boelter (forced) turbulent
convection correlation. The laminar flow Nusselt number is 7.86 for liquid and 4.36 for vapor.
Question 10: The 'nature'convection correlationcoding of subroutineDITTUS includes:
HTCOEF = MAX(HMAC, 0.59DO*(PRGR)**0.25DO*PRGR*COHDMJTERM)
which occurs if PRGR is less than the Reynolds number squared. Please identify the discussion
of this in the documentation of EMF-2100, or include it as needed.
Response 10: "Nature" is a typo in a FORTRAN comment statement. The coding is not
discussed in EMF-21 00(P) but in an ANF-RELAP SDR (Software Development Record). It was
added in an attempt to smooth the transition between the forced convection correlation and the
natural convection correlation. Because of the use of MAX function, its effect is minimal.
Discussion of the coding will be added to EMF-2100(P).
Question 11: Is the modified Bromley from the documentation (EMF-2100,Rev.4, P.4-18) the
same as the Bromley correlationof the FILMBL subroutine?
Response 11: Yes. The constant CB in the coding represents

and is given a data value of 0.92163 in the code.
Question 12: Pleasedescribe how the interpolationof the last line of FILMBL is the same as
Equation 4.50 of EMF-2100(P), Rev.4, P 4-19.
Response 12: The coding for Equation (4.50) along with Equation (4.51) of EMF-2100(P), Rev.
4 is

F-
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Question 13: Pleaseinclude _• Ž> in the documentationdescriptionabove Equation4.50 of
EMF-2100(P), Rev.4, P 4-19 to describe use of the Forslund-Rohsenowand modified Bromley
correlationsif that was the intent as coded.
Response 13: To be precise, _ or > should be used for one of the two branches of < and > in
order to have complete consistency with the coding. However, other than to avoid dividing by
zero, the coding can go either way, depending on personal preference. Numerically, exact
equality hardly occurs unless due to an assignment statement; therefore, it really does not
matter in which branch the equality is placed.
Question 14: Please explain why in the code the BROMLEY correlationis calculatedfor a void
J, and the FORSLUND-ROHSENOW is
fraction less than or equal to I
] as documented in EMF
calculated for a void fraction greaterthan orequal to [
2100(P), Rev.4, Page 4-19. The void fractions appearconsistent with the documentation
beginning at line 208.
Response 14: The heat transfer coefficient values from the two correlations are quite different in
magnitude. It is necessary to have a transition region to bridge the two correlations. It is also
necessary that the two correlations be calculated at the boundaries of the transition region to
facilitate the interpolation; otherwise, there will be no heat transfer coefficient values at void
1. As the void fraction is selected as an interpolation parameter,
fractions between [
]. Only the FORSLUND
the transition boundaries are defined at the void fraction of [
ROHSENOW correlation is explicitly dependent on the void fraction and the void fraction is set
at [ ] in the transition region calculation.
Question 15: What does CFR, the first term in HDF,account for in the Forslund-Rohsenow
correlation?

Response 16: [

and assigned a value of 0.4515 in the code.
Question 16: In the "NATURE"convection correlation,HMAC is defined if (PRGR.LT.TERM) as

the [
], which appearedsimilarlyin subroutine DITTUS,
which the staff hasn't yet found describedin the documentation.
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Response 16: See responses provided for the DITTUS question (Question 9) and the next
question. The Nusselt number of 7.86 is for the forced laminar flow.
Question 17: Please include discussion of the scaling of the naturalconvection heat transfer
correlationsby the void fraction in the PREDNB subroutine by COHDMF=COHDM*VOIDF.
Response 17: Natural (or free) convection heat transfer comes from the motion of fluid due to
density changes caused by the heating process under gravity force (or body force) conditions.
Natural convection heat transfer is negligible in comparison with other heat transfer processes,
except for the laminar (forced) flow convection. The coding of natural convection is copied from
Subroutine DITTUS to Subroutine PREDNB to provide continuity in the bordering region for
numerical reasons rather than for physical reality. It is trivial to use liquid fraction and void
fraction to weight the contribution from liquid and from vapor under two-phase conditions. The
natural convection heat transfer is not treated as additive, but as a "floor value," i.e., the lowest
possible value; therefore, its accuracy is not greatly important and a crude approximation to
extend it to two-phase is acceptable. In any case, the natural convection heat transfer for liquid
is negligibly small compared with the nucleate boiling heat transfer, it does not matterwhat form
of natural convection is used to supply a reasonable "floor value." Additional discussion of
natural convection will be added to the code manual EW-2100(P).
Question 18: Please explain why the suppression factoris coded to be 0.0797 if the ReTPŽ70
instead of 0. 1 as documented in Equation 4.21 of EW-2100(P).
Response 18: The upper limit of ReTP (i.e., maximum value) is 70. Substituting 70 for ReTP in
1+ 0.42 Reo

8

1p

yields 0.0797. The coding is correct. The value in the document (EMF-2100(P)) is a rounded
off number.
Question 19: What is the ICHF=2option, and where is that described?
Response 19: ICHF=2 is for the Framatome ANP XNB correlation, which was installed and
removed. The statement
IF (ICHF.EQ.2) GO TO 314
was a leftover. It should have been removed along with the XNB correlation coding, but it is
harmless, since the model for ICHF = 2 is no longer in existence. To avoid confusion, the
statement will be deleted in a future code revision.
Question 20: Many of the test programs used in the assessment of S-RELAP5 inherently
incorporatedradiationheat transferbetween hot rods and colder components. Please discuss
andjustify exclusion of a specific radiationheat transfermodel in the Framatome-ANP
RLBLOCA methodology. Include in the discussion the manner in which the methodology
accounts for radiationheat transferduring those portions of the analyzed event for which
radiationheat transferwould be expected to play a significantrole. Also discuss andjustify
known compensatingerrors introducedin the methodology that account forthis effect.
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Response 20: The exclusion of rod-to-rod and rod-to-wall radiation heat transfer was a decision
that came out of the Framatome ANP PIRT-development team. When ranked in importance to
other core heat transfer phenomena, radiation heat transfer was judged to be negligible for all
phases of the PWR LBLOCA problem. For that reason it was not included in the methodology
PIRT. S-RELAP5 does consider rod-to-fluid radiation heat transfer. This is the largest
component of radiation heat transfer occurring in the core since the temperature differences are
the largest. Since no effort was made to separate the influence of radiation heat transfer in
filtering test data, radiation heat transfer is implicitly treated in the uncertainty analysis for film
boiling heat transfer. The development of any post-CHF heat transfer correlation will contain a
degree of compensating error because it is difficult, if not impossible, to separate the influences
such as fluid state, two-phase flow regime and interfacial drag. Nonetheless, for statistically
treated parameters the issue of compensating error is considerably less important because the
model error is captured in the application of the statistics in the Inal analysis.
In addition, the following three points should be made:
Point 1: There are many factors that cause variation in the observed temperatures and
heat transfer coefficients in reflood tests. Consider the variation in temperature at the
midplane of FSS-31504. For test 31504, the temperature profiles for several rods at elevation 72
inches are shown in Figure 20.2. Prior to the adiabatic heatup, the radial temperature
distribution already has a variation of 10 K (-80 sec). The temperatures at this time are
sufficiently small that the radiation heat flux may be assumed to be negligible. The heat transfer
due to convection is also very small because the flow rate is nominally zero (steam pre-heat has
been terminated and reflood has not been initiated). The test is initiated with an adiabatic
heatup that begins at approximately -85 seconds and ends at 0 seconds. Notice that at the end
of this adiabatic heatup, a period when convective heat transfer rates should be very small, there
is considerable variation in the radial temperature distribution, with the maximum difference on
the order of 43 K. This difference is caused by several factors, including
"* Variations in rod to rod electrical resistivity causing slightly different power and therefore
different deposited energies (-0.5%).
"* Boron nitride rod to rod property variations in thermal conductivity (10% uncertainty), density
(3% uncertainty), and specific heat (5% uncertainty).
"* Variation in SS-347 properties of density (1% uncertainty), thermal conductivity (3%
uncertainty), and specific heat (3% uncertainty).
"• Uncertainty in the temperature measurement (- ±5 K uncertainty).
"* Effects of rod to rod radiative heat transfer (effects reduced by not considering rods in outer
two rows, see Figure 1).
Each of these items contributes to the variation in measured heat transfer coefficients and to the
uncertainty that is applied. At the time the tempeBture is near the peak in each rod at the
midplane (77 seconds), the maximum observed temperature is 1388 K and the minimum is 1305
K, a difference of 83 K. In addition to the abowe causes for variation in temperature, the
following factors contribute to variation after the onset of reflood:
*

Subchannel to subchannel variation in the steam flow rate
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"* Variations in the void fraction caused by subchannel variations
"* Variations in droplet size and velocity
"* Variations in local pressure
"* Oscillations in the local flow rate
"* Variations caused by non-uniform spacer interactions with droplets and with steam flow
"• Variations caused by minor rod bow, causing asymmetries between adjacent subchannels
"* Inaccuracies caused by rod thermal expansion
"* Quenching effects on the rod power through changes in resistivity that cause a redistribution
of the rod power
The conclusion is that rod to rod radiative heat transfer is but one of many different factors that
affect the PCT observed in reflood tests.
Point 2: The code's package of equations and relations that compute the film boiling
regime multiplier in dispersed flow produce a total effective film boiling heat transfer
coefficient - one that includes the effects of conduction, convection, and radiation. The
total effective heat transfer model is adjusted, through the development of the multiplier, to
provide a reasonable estimate of the total effective heat transfer for the FLECHT-SEASET and
THTF experiments. The adjusted model implemented in S-RELAP5 is then benchmarked and
validated against the measured data and provides a very good estimate of the total effective
heat transfer coefficient. The quality of that estimate is delned by the uncertainty obtained from
the fit to the FLECHT-SEASET and THTF data.
The measured data used to qualify the model includes all of the mechanisms of heat transfer
radiation, convection, and conduction, between the participating components. Each data point
or thermocouple measurement represents the thermal state of a specific rod, at a specific
elevation, and at a specific azimuthal location. Fora rod that is adjacent to a thimble, some of
the thermocouples will have a view factor relative to the cooler thimble and the remaining
thermocouples will see only heated rods. Thus, the adjusted model has been developed using
data which has differing rates of rod to rod radiation heat transfer between hot and cold
surfaces.
In conclusion, the multiplier adjusts the S-RELAP5 total effective heat transfer model to agree
with the FLECHT-SEASET and THTF data, and the calculated uncertainty accounts for the
degree of fit of the adjusted model to the data. In the actual plant analysis, the uncertainty is
applied and will account for the observed variation between the adjusted model with the
multiplier and the measured data. The rod to rod radiation is implicitly accounted for.
Point 3: The adjusted S-RELAP5 film boiling heat transfer model is appropriate and
correct. The need for the multiplier and the consequent improvement in the prediction of
temperatures is illustrated clearly in Figure 20.3 and Figure 20.4. These figures present the PCT
by axial elevation for the two hottest CCTF tests assessed with S-RELAP5. Note that this data
was not used in the development of the film boiling heat transfer multiplier and provides an
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independent check of the multiplier. The temperature is clearly over-predicted when the
multiplier is set to the nominal value of 1.0, indicating that the total tIm boiling heat transfer
model needs to be adjusted. When the multiplier is set to 1.75, as determined from the
FLECHT-SEASET and THTF tests, the agreement between the measured temperature and the
calculated temperature is significantly improved, with the S-RELAP5 model still remaining
slightly conservative.
It is also important to note that in this test theie are significant differences in powers between
assemblies and thus rod to rod radiative heat exchange. Yet the model implemented in S
RELAP5, and adjusted to appropriate data, provides a good estimate of the heat transfer
coefficient, and therefore a good estimate of the peak clad temperature.
Conclusion: The film boiling heat transfer coefficient multiplier and uncertainty were determined
from the FLECHT-SEASET and THTF data sets. The adjusted S-RELAP5 film boiling heat
transfer model has been demonstrated to be correct and applicable for predicting RLBLOCA film
boiling heat transfer by validation against the independent CITF data set. Since the measured
data includes all heat transfer components, including rod to rod radiation, the model validation
addresses this effect.
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Figure 20.1 FLECHT-SEASET Rods Used for Film Boiling Multipliers
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Question 21: Pleaseexplain andjustify the basis forchoosing the Forslund-Rohsenow
] for dispersed
J and the Bromley at [
correlationfor void fractions [
during
coefficients
transfer
heat
flow film boiling. Since the Bromley correlationcan result in high
J can result in
dispersed flow, extrapolating the Bromley correlationbetween [
applying extrapolatedHTCs over large regionsof the bundle. Pleasejustify this extrapolation
range and show that it does not influence the heat transfer coefficient at ornearthe PCT
location.
Question 22: The ForslundRohsenow correlationfor dispersed flow film boiling consists of a
droplet wall contact model developed for low quality, high mass flux conditions in a small
diametertube. The model is applicableonly to a small localized regionjust above the quench
front, where the wall temperaturesare below the rewet temperature. Physically,the droplet wall
contact begins at the inverted annularregime and increases through to the agitatedinverted
annularregime where the effect is at a maximum due to eitherhigh turbulence orsome possible
droplet wall contact. Doiwrstreamof the agitatedregion, this droplet wall contact affect
decreasesrapidlyand becomes non-existent once the highly dispersedflow region develops.
] indicatesthat the correlation may not present a
The computed heat transfermultiplierof[
true best-estimate representation. Since the Forslund-Rohsenow correlationis highly
dependent on void fraction, over-estimation of the entrainment can propagatelarge errors into
the heat transferduring reflood.
Response 21 and 22: In S-RELAP5, the film boiling heat transfer is modeled as described in
EMF-21 00, Sections 4.6-4.9. No single correlation has been developed to effectively cover the
range of boiling conditions in this heat transfer regime. Instead, Framatome ANP has chosen a
suite of correlations developed from various investigations over a broad range of fluid conditions
(see response to RAI #2). In calculating film boiling heat transfer, the individual contributors of
heat transfer (liquid and vapor convection, radiation to liquid) are calculated independently and
summed for the total heat transfer. Liquid convection is described by either the Bromley or
Forslund-Rohsenow correlation, vapor convection is described by the Sleicher-Rouse correlation
and radiation is described by the Stefan-Boltzman equation. Collectively, these correlations
represent the S-RELAP5 model for total heat transfer under film boiling conditions. The choice of
these correlations is based on Framatome ANP experience and the recognition of merit given by
the thermal-hydraulics community for these correlations.
In the development of the RLBLOCA methodology, uncertainties have been determined for
various correlations based on their planned range of applicability. That is, in the development of
the assessment matrix various experimental assessments were selected to cover the range of a
LBLOCA (LBLOCA-space). These assessments were then used to determine the uncertainty
for specific code correlations over the range covered by the assessments (Test space). Thus, in
effect extending the range of applicability of those correlations to the assessment range. For the
Forslund-Rohsenow correlation this is discussed in some detail in the iesponse to RAI #2
above.
Since post-CHF heat transfer has been determined to have a strong influence on PCTs, the
CSAU approach requires that this phenomena be treated statistically. The FILMBL and FRHTC
uncertainty are actually determined for the total heat transfer, rather than just for the liquid
convection term. This is necessary since any procedure to separate the effects of the other heat
transfer mechanisms in the test data inherits an additional measure of uncertainty, thus,
negating the value of this task. The uncertainty has been calculated as described in the
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methodology report and the uncertainty is applied in a Monte-Carlo sense in the RLBLOCA
analysis. Given that the total heat transfer is treated statistically, the emphasis on having perfect
models becomes less important. The penalty of not having a perfect model is measured by the
uncertainty derived and applied.
The best validation of the heat transfer correlation is presented in EMF-2102. Figures 5.27 and
5.28 present the cumulative probability distribution function applied in the RLBLOCA application.
When a parameter is treated statistically, the derived probability distribution function becomes
part of the correlation. In comparing the probability distribution function over the void fraction
range treated by Bromley and Forslund-Rohsenow to the data, it is obvious that the chosen
distributions bound the data. For the void fraction range not explicitly covered by either Bromley
or Forslund-Rohsenow, the probability distribution function used is weighted by a smoothing
function dependent only on void fraction. Because of the variation in void fraction, this void
range has a large uncertainty band. Figure 21.1 below shows how the FLECHT-SEASET and
THTF data fall between the two probability density functions. As seen from the figure the data
falls between the two functions as would be expected.

Figure 21.1 Cumulative PDF for Interpolated Region
With respect to the applicability of the Forslund-Rohsenow correlation for predicting wall-to-fluid
heat transfer for dispersed flow film boiling at void fractions greater than [
], Framatome ANP does not agree that the Forslund-Rohsenow correlation, as presented
in their original paper, is applicable as only a droplet wall contact model and, thus, only
applicable to a small localized region above the quench front. The description of the Forslund
Rohsenow heat transfer model is provided in the S-RELAP5 Models and Correlations document
and by the authors in their paper entitled uDispersed Flow Film Boiling," presented in the Journal
of Heat Transfer, November 1968.
Like the Bromley expression, the form of this heat transfer expression has been derived from a
force balance on "droplet on a [sic] hot surface in a gravity field;" however, this does not imply a
droplet wall contact model typically associated with two-phase turbulence modeling. There is
nothing unique in the derivation of this correlation that binds it to any more restrictive wall or fluid
condition. The authors reference an earlier publication entitled uA Generalized Correlation of
Vaporization Times of Drops in Film Boiling on a Flat Plate" (Reference 1) as providing this basic
component. From this formulation, Forslund and Rohsenow translate the flat plate assumption
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to be applicable for tubes, thus providing the final form. The expressions dependency on vapor
quality is translated to void fraction by assuming no slip. This is the form referenced in S
RELAP5. Before the correlation is finally applied, two parameters must first be determined: the
correction factor K and the mean droplet diameter.
As with the correlation presented by Forslund-Rohsenow, S-RELAP5 has set K = 0.2. This
value was experimentally derived from tests using nitrogen. As is stated in the S-RELAP5
Models and Correlations document (Section 4.7), other investigators have evaluated this
constant to be anywhere between 0.2 and 2.0 for various fluids. The mean droplet diameter
calculation in S-RELAP5 is evaluated somewhat differently than by Forslund-Rohsenow as
necessitated by the calculational environment; however, both methods are constrained to the
calculation of the critical Weber number. The Forslund-Rohsenow calculation of the mean
droplet diameter is solved simultaneously with the drift-flux; while S-RELAP5 calculates it
explicitly since the momentum equations Wth interfacial drag are solved directly in the finite
difference formulation.
In addition, too much credit has been given to the role of the Forslund-Rohsenow correlation in
the Framatome RLBLOCA methodology. As indicated in EMF-21 00 a number of other models
are provided in S-RELAP5 to account for various important phenomena. Specifically,
S-RELAP5 Models and Correlation Reference
Section 3.4.7 (Inverted Slug/inverted Annular

Phenomena
Interfacial heat transfer

Flow)
No credit taken
Negligible to convection

Turbulence in center core due to drop flow
Radiation heat transfer between vapor and
droplets

Section 2.1 and 3.4.7 (Mass transfer is an

Evaporation of droplets

explicit function of interfacial heat transfer)

Section 3.2.1
No credit taken
Negligible to convection
Section 3.2.1

Droplet breakup (non impact)
Droplet breakup (spacer effect)
Rod-to-rod radiation
Interfacial drag

As previously stated above, the primary contributors of film boiling heat transfer (liquid and vapor
convection, radiation to liquid) are:
S-RELAP5 Models and Correlation Reference
Section 4.7

Phenomena
Liquid convection (Bromley, ForslundRohsenow)

Section 4.5

Single-phase vapor convection (SleicherRouse)

Wall-to-fluid radiation

I

Section 4.8

Physically, fuel clad heat transfer is explicitly and simultaneously dependent on these three
primary mechanisms. Collectively, they form the total heat transfer correlation in S-RELAP5.
The form of the correlation is given as

q='+q,+qd
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Framatome ANP recognizes that uncertainty could be attributed to each primary heat transfer
mechanism as well as the seven implicit contributors to heat transfer previously highlighted. In
addition, that this uncertainty is dependent on the assumptions associated Wth each correlation
applied (e.g., 1-D, average properties). Nonetheless, what is relevant to cladding temperature is
the total heat transfer. This is a variable that can be measured with good-to-excellent fidelity.
Conversely, the separation of the total heat transfer into these components is extremely difficult,
requires numerous assumptions, and, in general, has not been done in the complextest
programs used to support nuclear safety research. Thus, the database to support the
development of the individual uncertainties across the range of a LBLOCA is unavailable.
Therefore, the most straight forward approach is to use test data such as that piovided by
FLECHT-SEASET and THTF (i.e., supporting the expected parameter-space of a LBLOCA) for
the derivation of heat transfer uncertainties. In addition, it is also correct to validate these
uncertainties against independent test data equally supporting the parameter-space of a
LBLOCA as presented in Section 4.3.4, 'Evaluation of Code Bias,* in the RLBLOCA
methodology document, EMF-2103. There calculations using the LOFT, CCTF, and Semi-Scale
test series show that the biases, including the heat transfer bias, brings the estimation of clad
temperatures in line with the test measurements.
By ensuring (1) that the experimental data base used to develop correlation statistics provides
adequate coverage over its expected range of application, and (2) that the correlation
uncertainty is supported by comparison with data not used in its generation, than in the statistical
framework in which this correlation is applied, the uncertainties have been demonstrated to be
acceptable.
The above discussion addresses the majority of the points given in this RAI. With the exception
of droplet diameters, the range of applicability and the corresponding LBLOCA parameter space
was provided in the response to RAI #2. Droplet diameters are constrained in the code to be
] m. A plot of droplet diameters for the 4-loop sample problem has
between [
been provided in the response to RAI #123. Figure 4.208 in the RLBLOCA methodology
document provides a scatter plot of single-phase vapor heat transfer coefficients from the
Sleicher-Rouse correlation as a function of Reynolds number from the data originally used to
develop the correlation.
The heat transfer coefficients as a function of void fraction at the PCT node and the tvw nodes
immediately upstream are provided in Figures 21.1 and 21.2. Note the lim boiling HTC
approaches zero as void approaches 1.0. This is due to Forslund-Rohsenow being dependent
on void fraction. As void decreases, Forslund-Rohsenow increases slightly until the transition to
modified Bromley which starts at a void fraction of [ ]. The transition is shallow until a void
fraction of [ 1, then increases rapidly to the modified Bromley at a void fraction of [ ]. The
scattering of total and film boiling HTCs occurring below a void fraction of [ ] is from transition
boiling during the quenching process. Overall, these plots show that the heat transfer to the
liquid is minimal in the dispersed flow regime.
A sensitivity study was performed to evaluate the impact of the Forslund-Rohsenhow correlation
on PCT. Table 21.1 compares the PCT values for K= 0 and K= 0.2, where K is the coefficient
for the Forslund-Rohsenow correlation (K=K1 K2), for the seven FLECHT-SEASET tests used in
the derivation of the heat transfer uncertainties. Setting the coefficient K to zero increases PCT
in four tests and decreases PCT in the other three tests. The maximum PCT decrease is -24 OF
for Test 31203 with a flooding rate of 1.5 in/sec. The maximum PCT increase is +20 OF for Test
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31701 with 6.1 in/sec flooding rate. The average PCT change for the seven tests is -2 OF
(decrease). The results are within the code accuracy. Thus, the calculated PCT values for K=0
and K=0.2 can be considered as the same. It is concluded that the Forslund-Rohsenow
correlation does not play a significant role in determining PCT.
Table 21.1 Comparison of PCT values for the Forslund-Rohsenow
Correlation with K=0 and K=0.2

Reference 1) Baumeister, et.al, "A Generalized Correlation of Vaporization Times of Drops in
Film Boiling on a Flat Plate," 3rd International Heat Transfer Conference and Exhibit, August
1966.
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Figure 21.1 Heat Transfer Coefficient vs. Void Fraction from
FLECHT-SEASET 31302 Calculation
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Figure 21.2 Heat Transfer Coefficient vs. Void Fraction from
FLECHT-SEASET 31805 Calculation
Question 23: It appearsthat the data for elevations above 8 ft in the tests used for determining
the film boiling heat transfermultipliers were discardedduring the data reduction process.
Please discuss andjustify the applicabilityof the film boiling heat transfermultiplierat all
elevations along the fuel rod and for variouspower shapes. Include in the discussion
justification for applicabilityof the film boiling multipliers for all LBLOCA phases. The discussion
should include an explanation of why separatemultipliers for the different LBLOCA phases are
not obtained using phase-specific test data, such as THTF data for the blowdown phase and
FLECHT-SEASET data for the reflood phase.
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Response 23: The FLECHT-SEASET series of tests that were used have cosine axial power
shapes. During the preheat of the assembly to the initial condition, this axial power profile
causes the initial temperature distribution to be roughly cosine shaped also. As the super
heated steam transits the assembly from the bottom to the top, its tempeBture rises. It is quite
probable that by the time this superheated steam reaches the upper parts of the assembly, the
temperature of the steam is actually hotter than the rod surface temperature and that the heat
transfer is in the reverse direction, that is, the steam is heating the id. Since the local steam
temperature is not easy to measure, the reference saturation temperature is conventionally
chosen in analytical models and in data reduction. Thus, it is not easy to determine if reverse
heat transfer is occurring.
The data above 8 feet in the FLECHT-SEASET data were discarded in the determination of the
film boiling multipliers. The purpose in removing these data was to avoid the possibility of a
model with non-physical behavior (negative or reverse heat transfer). This is not the only data
that were removed. Also removed from consideration were data that were next to cold surfaces.
Retaining these data would have resulted in higher measured heat transfer coefficients. The
objective in discarding data was to ensure that the limiting rod was adequately modeled with
suitably conservative heat transfer coefficients. The method developed and applied satisfies this
requirement.
The film boiling heat transfer coefficient correlation is a local conditions correlation. It was
developed using a wide range of local conditions including pressure, power, void fraction, and
flow rates, in determining the heat transfer coefficient. In all cases, the location Mhere PCT
occurred is included in the data sets that vere evaluated. But to ensure that wide ranges of
variables could be supported, the development included data from the bottom and midsection of
assemblies (FLECHT-SEASET) as well as data from the upper part of an assembly (THTF).
Explicit treatment of the axial effects was not necessary.
We chose to not use phase specific treatment of the film boiling multipliers. This simplifies the
code logic and avoids complications associated with determining when one phase begins and
another ends. Provided the database on which the correlation is developed and validated
includes data that covers both the blowlown and reflood phases, the correlation is adequate. It
is acknowledged that by having a LBLOCA phase specific correlation, one might be able to
reduce the standard deviation on the film boiling multiplier, however, the uncertainties that were
obtained are reasonable.
PIRT
Question 24: The FramatomeANP PIRT is similarto the NUREG/CR 5249 PIRT. This PIRT
does not address the following:
Question 24a: Relative Icoation orthe hot assembly in the core.
Question 24b: Uncertaintyin the single phase purrpperformance
Question 24c: Uncertaintyin the broken nozzle k-factor
Please clarify how these contributorsare addressedin the RLBLOCA methodology.
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Response 24: The relative location of the hot assembly is not considered a phenomenon. The
methodology guideline specifies that the hot assembly must be modeled under a mixer vane,
rather than an open hole. A sensitivity study was performed to address this specific issue that
demonstrated that clad temperature calculations for hot assemblies located under a mixer vane
or standpipe bounded those located under an open hole.

] The RCS temperature and flow is adjusted through a
control system acting on the pumps and steam generator feedwater and steam flow. Relevant
documentation on this point can be found in EMF-2054, Section 7.4.2 and Appendix A, and in
EMF-2058, Section 6.2.2.4.
]An
Section
4.3.3.2.7.
in
EMF-2103,
overview discussion on break flow treatment can be found
Details on statistical treatment of critical flow can be found in Section 4.3.1.8.
It is agreed that variations in the nozzle loss coefficient will impact break flow - a PIRT
phenomenon. In RLBLOCA analyses, break flow is varied by both a sampling of break size,
I.
over the full LBLOCA spectrum, [
Sensitivity to loss coefficients will only impact break flow during refill and reflood, i.e., when
break flow is unchoked. In RLBLOCA analyses, loss coefficients at the break planes are
assumed to be 1.0, which is the limit of the classical abrupt area change formula for single
phase flow. During two-phase fluid flow conditions, the losses will be higher. Clad temperatures
would be reduced for higher break nozzle losses as a result of less ECCS water being lost
during the LBLOCA. Hence, using the single-phase assumption provides a conservative bound
for the duration of the LBLOCA.
Variations of loop resistance will also impact the PIRT phenomena break flow and, to a lesser
extent, core flow stagnation. There is little uncertainty in total loop resistance since this
parameter must be fairly accurate to ensure good steady-state agreement of reactor vessel and
core pressure drops; however, a flow split uncertainty may exist that is associated with break
configuration and/or relative break location. [

I
It is agreed that if you look at a single break size and vary the loop resistances and break loss
coefficient, a variation in PCT will be observed. However, the proposed methodology performs a
full break spectrum. This break spectrum covers the range of possible break flow rates during
the LBLOCA. In the Appendix K approach where the break spectrum is looked at in a
deterministic manner, one break size and associated break flow is found to be limiting over the
others. In general, this break size and associated flow produce the limiting PCT because it
produces the longest time of flow stagnation in the core.
The impact of including the uncertainties in the loop resistances would be to change the break
flow rate from both sides of the break and, consequently, the total break flow rate for a given
break size. The change in total fow rate has the same effect as varying the break size and is
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therefore covered by performing the full break spectrum. [
] Thus, the flow rate from each
side of the break is already treated statistically in the methodology.
To demonstrate this, a suite of calculations has been performed to assess clad temperature
sensitivity to realistic variations in loop resistances. Two specific parameters, Kpump and Knoz,
are the focal point of the study. Two interpretations of Kpump: were considered, a form loss on
the pump component or a modification to rated head. To be consistent with the modification of
Knoz (a form loss), Kpump will be interpreted as a form loss. Since the base model has zero
form losses explicitly applied in the pump (all losses captured in pump curves and friction
model), the form loss modifications have been made downstream (about 12 ft) of the pump, at
the break junction (see figure below), which has a form loss 1.0 in the base model.

The pump resistance at rest was calculated as follows:
K:=(2g'AA'KLR'Hr)/Qr Form loss forumula

where
KLR:=0. 9

Pump at rest loss coefficient from normalized pump head curves (below)

6

4.
3.
25.
2.
to,
C.
CL

1
05
-1.5

-1

1.5

-0.5

mp at Rest
vlalpha

Hr:=266.0 ft

Rated pump head

Qr:=88500 gal/min

Rated pump flow
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AA:= 9.09 ft2

Pump volume area

K=35.06

Solution

K(2a):=K*0.02=0.7

Form loss uncertainty

Based on Appendix L of NUREG/CR-5249, the 2a uncertainty is taken as 2%. Applying this
uncertainty to the pump at rest resistance results in a form loss of 0.7. A secondary method of
determining this uncertainty can be made by evaluating the form losses applied in the code
assessment calculations provided in EMF-2102. Examination of the UPTF, Marviken, LOFT,
and SemiScale tests produces values between 0.0 and 1.5; hence, a value of 0.7 for the
uncertainty is consistent with how the assessments have been performed.
Four base calculations were performed:
a) Increase Knoz and decrease Kpump by the 2a uncertainty (Knoz = 1.7, Kpump =
0.3).
b) Decrease Kpump and increase Knoz by the 2a uncertainty (Knoz = 0.3, Kpump =
1.7).
c) Increase Knoz and increase Kpump by the 2a uncertainty (set to 1.7).
d) Decrease Knoz and decrease Kpump by the 2a uncertainty (set to 0.0).
calculations are included to ensure completeness of the assessment. These are:
Increase Knoz and increase Kpump to 5.0
Increase Knoz and increase Kpump to 10.0
Cd = 1.4 (Knoz = 1.0, Kpump = 1.0).
Cd = 1.4, Increase Knoz and decrease Kpump by the 2a uncertainty (Knoz = 1.7,
Kpump = 0.3).
i) Cd = 1.4, Decrease Kpump and increase Knoz by the 2a uncertainty (Knoz = 0.3,
Kpump = 1.7).

Additional
e)
f)
g)
h)

This set of calculations will bound the expected uncertainty.
For each calculation the following key variables are provided to support the analysis: peak clad
temperature, heat transfer coefficient at the high power node, void and quality at the vessel-side
break plane, break flow, downcomer liquid and saturation temperatures, downcomer and core
liquid levels, and approximate reflood rate. A complete set of plots is provided at the end of this
response.
The table below summarizes the key parameter values and results from the base case (case 41)
and the nine sensitivity cases. (Note: The case number is used to identify calculations in the
figures presented in this summary). With the exception of cases 62,69-71, the PCT results are
within 30 F of the base case results and with the exception of case 64, the base case PCT
bounds the results of all the cases.
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The peak clad temperature is the key measure of interest in licensing calculations and; hence, it
is the key measure in this study. Comparisons of the base case peak clad temperature (case
41) are made against the nine sensitivity calculations in Figures 24.1-24.3. The grouping of
calculations in Figure 24.1 is symmetric variations of both the Kpump and Knoz loss coefficients
so that break resistance ratio remains constant. The values range from Kpump, Knoz = 0 to
Kpump, Knoz = 10. The grouping of calculations in Figure 24.2 is a simultaneous
increase/decrease in form loss between Kpump and Knoz (break resistance ratio not constant).
The grouping of calculations in Figure 24.3 is equivalent to Figure 24.2 except that the vessel
side break discharge coefficient is set to 1.4 in these calculations and the base case calculation
(41) is included in the figure.

Figure 24.1 Clad temperature Sensitivity to Increasing Form Loss Variations
on Kpump and K,oz.(Rb1..k constant)
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Figure 24.2 Clad Temperature Sensitivity to 2ar Form Loss Variations on Kpump and K,.

Figure 24.3 Clad Temperature Sensitivity to 2cr Form Loss Variations
on Kpump and Knozwith Cd=1.4
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Analysis of the first grouping of calculations suggests the conclusion that clad temperatures
decrease with increasing form loss. This is driven by a reduction in coolant lost out the break.
Because the relative amounts of liquid coolant loss are small compared to the total break flow,
the break flow plots are not a good indication of this; however, plots of the downcomer and core
liquid levels in Figures 24.4-24.6 do show that as the form losses increase more liquid is present
in the downcomer. Outside these differences, the results from these cases are relatively similar.

I-I

Figure 24.4 Downcomer and Core Liquid Level Sensitivity to Increasing Form Loss
Variations on Kpump and Knoz.(Rbrmak Constant)
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Figure 24.5 Downcomer and Core Liquid Level Sensitivity
to 2c Form Loss Variations on Kpump and Kno,

Figure 24.6 Downcomer and Core Liquid Level Sensitivity
to 2a Form Loss Variations on Kp.mp and Kno: with Cd--1.4
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Analysis of the second and third grouping of calculations suggests the conclusion that the peak
clad temperatures are relatively insensitive to realistic variations in form loss (±2%). Comparison
of cases 63 and 64 to the base case 41 and case 70 and 71 to case 69 showPCT variations
< 50 F. This is well within the numerical uncertainty of S-RELAP5 and statistically insignificant in
the computation of uncertainties. [
] Case 64 does show some delay to
quench; however, the delay in quench had no impact on clad temperatures.
The general conclusion from the calculation is that the designation of form losses provided in the
base model is conservative with respect to clad temperatures and that realistic variations in loop
resistances produce only a relatively minor variation on clad temperatures.
Question 25: The orientationand location of the postulatedpipe bjeaks are not explicitly
addressed. Please discuss the followng:
Question 25a: The choice of break location, such as cold leg versus hot leg and hot leg both
with and without pressurizer,and location of slot breaks, such as top, side and bottom of the
pipe. In addition, why were otherlocations than those presentednot considered,or if the vere
considered,why were they not analyzed?
Question 25b: The smallest break size analyzed using the RLBLOCA methodology. Also
discuss the definitions used by FramatomeANP in determining the boundariesbetween the
large and small break methodologies and how is a single calculationaltool such as S-RELAP5
applicableover the entire range of break sizes.
Response 25: The choice of break location is addressed in the methodology as part of the
scenario specification in Section 3.1. It is stated that "For a LBLOCA, the most limiting bleak
typically occurs in a cold leg pipe betv&-en the pump discharge and the rector vessel." The
scenario specification and the PIRT phenomena for this scenario are those associated with the
cold leg break location.
There are several reasons why this break location is most severe for a LBLOCA and why it was
chosen for the scenario. (1) The cold leg break location has the lowest resistance for flow from
the core inlet to the vessel end of the break, and the highest resistance for flow from the core
outlet to the loop end of the break. This fact maximizes the potential for early core flow reversal
and flow stagnation, which traps initial stored energy in the fuel and results in heatup beginning
from a higher temperature level and ultimately higher PCTs. (2) The cold leg break location is
between the vessel and the broken loop ECC injection location, and is immediately adjacent to
the ECC injection. This break location virtually assures that all of the ECC injection fluid from
the broken loop flooding tank or accumulator and from the broken loop pumped ECC injection
are lost through the break and cannot contribute to core reflooding. For other break locations,
much if not all of this ECC fluid will remain in the system and be available to aid reflooding. (3)
The cold leg break location maximizes the flow resistance and pressure drop for steam
generated during reflooding to exit the vessel which reduces the reflood rate and increases the
PCT.
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These factors are all associated with current PWR systems and are independent of the analysis
methodology being used. The limiting cold leg break location has been demonstrated many
times by various analysts using different codes. Therefore, the writers of the ECCS
compendium and the CSAU also limited the worst LBLOCA scenario to the cold leg break
location as was done by Framatome ANP.
Break orientation is not considered to be a significant contributor to PCT for LBLOCA
simulations because the break size is large by definition which results in high and well mixed
break flow. For these conditions, calculated critical flow would not vary with orientation. Also
because of the rapid depressurization associated with large breaks, the issue of loop seal
plugging is not a concern. This depressurization assures that either the water has flashed or
has escaped out the break. Without the plugging in the loop seals, the severe steam binding
capable of depressing the core level cannot occur. Spot checks on S-RELAP5 calculations
using break sizes near the SBLOCA range have been performed to verify this.
The break size spectrum is designed to interface with the Framatome ANP Small Break LOCA
methodology. The SBLOCA methodology, using S-RELAP5, was qualified for breaks up to 10%
of the cross-sectional area of the cold leg pipe. Breaks larger than this will be analyzed with the
LBLOCA methodology. Thus, the full range of LOCA break sizes is considered.
Containment Modeling
Question 26: Although the Framatome-ANPRLBLOCA methodology uses the ICECON
methodology to perform the containment back pressureto the reactorcoolant system analysis,
the methodology still uses a simplified component system model of the containment. Please
discuss how a single comparison of ICECON With GOTHIC is sufficient demonstrationof
applicabilityto the range of Westinghouse and CE containment configurations.
Response 26: The role of the containment model for LBLOCA simulation is to provide an
adequate back pressure calculation. The containment pressure will influence break flow and
steam binding phenomena during the simulation. Forthe types of containment used in PWRs,
this space is well modeled by a single large volume with mass and energy transport. S-RELAP5
uses a total energy equation required for accurate energy transport during the early phases of a
LBLOCA when large pressure differences between a plant's RCS and the containment e~ist.
Energy removal characteristics from the containment is modeled on a component basis f.e.,
sprays, fan coolers, or ice condensers) with data provided by the specific plant to be analyzed.
Sensitivity studies have shown that under prediction of containment pressure is generally
conservative. This RLBLOCA methodology allows that these parameters may either be treated
statistically or using a conservative bound (i.e. maximum energy removal). Containment
pressure has been identified as a PIRT parameter of high importance. [

I
Containment pressure during a LBLOCA is largely dependent on mass and energy inputs
(primarily boundary conditions) and air/water properties, rather than empirical models.
Therefore, the S-RELAP5 containment model has the capability to predict the dominant
phenomena which affect containment pressure during a LOCA. Forthis reason, the two
calculations examining a dry containment and an ice containment seive the purpose of
validation of the S-RELAP5 models against a containment code Mhich has been assessed
against experimental data. Containment codes like GOTH-IC do provide a more detailed
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physical modeling capable of capturing thermodynamic conditions that can degrade containment
systems or challenge containment licensing criteria outside the scope of LOCA analysis.
Typically, the routine use of these codes is performed to address licensing concerns
documented in NUREG-0800 Section 6.2 (Standard Review Plan for Containments) and
NUREG-0588 (Environmental Qualification).
The containment analysis performed as part of the RLBLOCA analysis is not used to support
licensing analyses of the plant containment. The only purpose of this containment analysis is to
provide a back pressure to the primary reactor coolant system throughout the LBLOCA. Based
on sensitivity studies it was concluded that a low containment pressure resulted in higher PCTs.
It was also recognized that the utility would, to some extent be moving equipment in and out of
containment. [

The actual containment for a plant will be addressed in the plant specific RLBLOCA analysis.
This includes the impact of the plants actual containment •vlume, containment sprays, fan
coolers, and ice condensers, if present. [

In addition, the containment pressure calculated from two Appendix K simulations for the same
3-loop plant are included in the figure. These Appendix K simulations are for a 0.8 double
ended guillotine break with two different single failure assumptions. In one case a loss of diesel
generator (-DG) is the assumed single failure and in the other case a loss of low-pressure
injection system (-LPSI) is the assumed single failure. The loss of diesel generator case
reported the highest clad temperature; however, containment cooling in this simulation was
limited by the loss of some containment spray. The loss of LPSI calculations does not directly
impact the designed containment cooling and therefore has a lower containment pressure
response than the loss of diesel generator case. Regardless, Figure 26.1 demonstrates that the
lower bound from the RLBLOCA calculation is more conservative than either Appendix K result.

I
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Figure 26.1 Containment Pressure Response from RBLOCA Simulations
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Downcomer Boiling
Question 27: The brief overview and description of large break LOCA behavioron Page 3-4
does not mention the potential fordowncomer boiling. Downcomerboiling has been shown to
be important in the transportof coolant to the core in the LBLOCA. Discuss the basis forthe
applicabilityof the S-RELAP5 simulation of the effects of downcomer boiling and the mannerin
which downcomer boiling has been treatedin the RLBLOCA methodology. Include in the
discussion the roll of the downcomer wall initialtemperature in downcomer boiling.
The PIRT in Table 3.3 does not include downcomer boiling. Please include in the discussion the
exclusion of downcomer boiling from the PIRT.
Response 27: The downcomer boiling issue is included in the Framatome ANP PIRT under the
label "Hot wall" phenomenon; in addition, downcomer boiling is also highly dependent on
containment pressure, which is also a phenomenon appearing on the PIRT. Unlike many 10
CFR 50, Appendix K methodologies, S-RELAP5 simulates this phenomenon and its detrimental
effects on core reflooding. [

]

Downcomer wall temperature is initialized both in input and by a long steady-state calculation
(800 s). Examination of wall temperatures following the steady-state calculation has shown
good convergence.
Boiling is a phenomenon that codes like S-RELAP5 have been developed to predict and boiling
in the downcomer is an observed phenomenon in S-RELAP5 LBLOCA simulations. Downcomer
boiling is the result of the release of stored energy in vessel metal mass. Unlike many legacy
LBLOCA methodologies, surface boiling is a modeled phenomenon for all components in an
RLBLOCA analysis. Specifically, downcomer boiling is in the nucleate boiling regime and in
S-RELAP5, nucleate boiling heat transfer is modeled using the Chen correlation. The
implementation of the nucleate boiling model in S-RELAP5 has been validated through the
prediction of several assessments on boiling phenomenon provided in the S-RELAP5 Code
Verification and Validation document (EMF-2102).
Hot downcomer walls penalize PCT by two
mechanisms: reducing subcooling of coolant entering .
bdc
the core and by the loss of coolant mass out the break
from boiling along the downcomer (ithb,&, see figure at
right). These processes reduce the density of the
downcomer fluid and effectively lower the height of the A co
0"OC
liquid column in the downcomer which reduces the
0 00
pressure driving force for reflooding the core. While
boiling in the downcomer may occur at anytime during a
LBLOCA transient, the biggest impact on clad
temperatures will occur during late reflood following the
end of accumulator injection. At this time there is a
large step reduction in coolant flow from the ECC
system (rhECC in figure)and at this same time the
coolant subcooling is being lost due to heat input from
the downcomer metal mass. When this coolant
becomes saturated, boiloff occurs which further reduces the effective downcomer level. With the
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reduction of the downcomer liquid level, the core reflood rates will be reduced and the clad
temperatures will increase.
While this phenomenon can impact clad temperatures, it is a self-limiting process. As the
downcomer liquid level decreases, less energy is released from the downcomer walls and the liquid
level eventually stabilizes. (Note: the core liquid level will move with the downcomer level which will
further contribute to this stabilizing effect.) This stable level is a function of the total energy release
to the coolant. The largest component of the total energy is not from the downcomer; but, rather,
from the core to the coolant.
To what extent the liquid level decreases to a new stable level is dependent on the same
characteristics that encourage boiling. Many of these factors, such as geometry, coolant flow
rates, and power, are dependent on plant design and operation. Phenomenologically, boiling is
most dependent on coolant properties, of which, pressure is the key characteristic. (Note:
calculations with S-RELAP5 show that heat transfer from the downcomer metal mass becomes
conduction-limited, resulting in heat fluxes that are insensitive to hydraulic variations.)The extent
of the downcomer liquid level reduction is strongly correlated to the amount of coolant at the
beginning of downcomer boiling, i.e., the maxdmum liquid level following the step change in
ECCS flow and prior to boiling. Downcomer liquid level (collapsed) is directly related to how
much coolant mass is lost out the bieak. This implies that the smaller breaks will have the higher
pre-downcomer boiling liquid level and the larger downcomer liquid level reduction during
downcomer boiling. Thus, downcomer boiling will have the largest impact on clad temperatures
for the smaller breaks.
Several sensitivity studies have been performed using S-RELAP5 to demonstrate the primary
simulation sensitivities to downcomer boiling phenomena and to establish a pedigree for
S-RELAP5's capability to simulate downcomer boiling. These studies are summarized in the
table below.
Study #
1
2
3
4
5

Description
W/vs. W/O DC Walls
Low Containment Pressure Plant RLBLOCA Analysis
SemiScale S-06-3 Benchmark
Finer Aziumuthal Nodalization (6 axial x 9 azimuthal)
DC Cross Flow Form Loss (based on Idelchek formulation)

Heat structures attached to the downcomer and lower plenum fluid volumes were decoupled so
that heat released from these heat structures would not contribute to heating liquid in these
regions (the decoupling was assumed to occur following accumulator discharge). Removing the
heat structures will both prevent the reduction in subcooling and the boiling of coolant entering
the reactor vessel. The base calculation was extracted from a preliminary RLBLOCA analysis of
a 3-loop plant. Figure 27.1 compares the PCT from these calculations for the condition with and
without downcomer boiling for the case with the highest PCT, 1826 0F. This break is best
described as a 93% double-end guillotine break to a dry containment. (Note: Generally, dry
containment pressures during LBLOCAs are usually greater than 30 psia.)
Shortly after the accumulator discharges, boiling was observed along the downcomer sector
adjacent to the broken loop, as seen in Figure 27.2; however, sustained downcomer boiling was
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not observed in the other two sectors until after 100 s. These two sectors received LPSI driven
ECCS coolant that offset some of the heatup in the downcomer in this area. In comparing the
"W1 DC walls" case to the "W/O DC walls" case, the collapsed liquid level shown in Figure 27.3
for the "W/ DC walls" case changes very little; however, it is obvious from the divergence in the
liquid level results that at about 100 s downcomer boiling is removing a significant amount of
liquid from the downcomer. This level differential represents the dominant condition influencing
core reflood rate and it is obvious in Figure 27.1 that dowcomer boiling is a factor in raising clad
temperature beginning after accumulator discharge. In fact, in this sensitivity study, the PCT
contribution from downcomer boiling is about [
].

F

Figure 27.1 PCT Trends with Downcomner Boiling
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Figure 27.2 Vapor Generation Rate In Downcomer Broken Loop Sector

I

Figure 27.3 Core Collapsed Liquid Level Trends with
Downcomer Boiling
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It is Framatome's experience that the PCT impact of downcomer boiling is predominantly the
consequence of plant type, break size and containment pressure. In the above sensitivity study
on a 3-loop plant, containment pressure was no lower than 30 psia at anytime during the late
reflood period. This is relatively high compared to plants that incorporate ice condensers or more
aggressive containment spray systems.
Study #2
To evaluate the effect of containment pressure, a complete RLBLOCA analysis was performed
for a 3-loop plant designed with a very aggressive containment cooling system capable of rapidly
returning the containment pressure to near atmospheric conditions following a LBLOCA. To
demonstrate the downcomer boiling sensitivity to break size, the worst split break and the worst
guillotine break were identified. The break size of these cases was determined to be 36% and
89% for the split and guillotine break, respectively. The worst case guillotine break calculation
was modified in a special calculation to be similarto the W/O DC walls" calculation in Study #1.
This calculation also modeled an increase in the ECCS coolant temperature to simulate the loss
of subcooling that would occur from the downcomer walls.
Figure 27.4 shows a comparison of the PCT response from the limiting LBLOCA simulation
(89% DEGB) for the low containment pressure plant and a "No Downcomer Boiling" calculation
(no wall heat structures, elevated ECCS coolant temperature). The effect of downcomer boiling
is dramatic; however, it only accounts for about a [
I impact on PCT. The most noticeable
difference is the time-at-temperature condition of the base case. Forthis reason the effect of
downcomer boiling and the low containment temperature will likely have a significant impact on
oxidation. Figure 27.5 shows the collapsed liquid level response from these two calculations. In
these calculations the accumulator discharge ends near 60 s. At that time both calculations
show a dramatic decrease in collapsed liquid level as a result of the drop in coolant flow. (Note:
the liquid level is also depressed somewhat from the nitrogen bubble that flows from the
accumulator to the break.) After this initial drop, both calculations recover somewhat until
subcooling is lost in the base case. At that time, the dowicomer collapsed liquid level drops to
about 9 ft and stabilizes. The calculation without the wall heat structures shows a relatively
consistent increase in the liquid level.
Figure 27.6 shows the PCT response for the limiting split break. Through the end of
accumulator discharge, clad temperature remains lower than the DEGB, as would be expected
for smaller LOCAs that leave more coolant in the reactor vessel. After this time, there is a
significant heat up of the hot pin (300°F over the early reflood peak). In this calculation the
downcomer collapsed liquid level drops to about 12.5 It, prompting the temperature excursion
observed during the late reflood.
Figures 27.7 and 27.8 show PCT vs. Time of PCT graphs for the 3-1oop sample problem and the
low containment pressure RLBLOCA analyses. The key distinction between these two graphs is
in the preferences for the Time of PCT. For the dry containment there are two distinct groupings
around the early (30 s) and late (90 s) reflood periods. In the low pressure containment analysis
there is a distinct grouping during the early reflood period; however, an effect of the low pressure
containment is an apparent spreading out of the late reflood grouping. Comparing the early
reflood grouping between the two graphs, calculated PCTs are similar (although the dry
containment results tend to be higher). However, there is little similarity between the late reflood
groupings. The delayed cooldown predicted for the low containment pressure analysis clearly
contributes to higher PCTs. In particular, split breaks are noticeably higher.
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Figure 27.4 PCT from Worst Guillotine and "WIO DC Walls" Calculation

F-

Figure 27.5 Collapsed Liquid Level from Calculations on Worst Guillotine Break
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Figure 27.6 PCT from Worst Split Break Calculation

I-

Figure 27.7 PCT vs. Time of PCT for 3-Loop Sample RLBLOCA Analysis
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Figure 27.8 PCT vs. Time of PCT for Low Containment Pressure RLBLOCA Analysis
Framatome is aware of a LBLOCA simulation for the 4-loop Westinghouse Watts Bar plant that
attributes about 400°F to a PCT penalty from downcomer boiling. We are unaware of all the
assumptions applied in this simulation; however, there are a couple of aspects to this calculation
that are unique: specifically, low pressure and break sizes that approach the small break region.
As shown in this RLBLOCA analysis on the low containment pressure plant, S-RELAP5 has
] or more for
predicted similar characteristics with a downcomer boiling penalty as high as [
smaller break sizes and low pressure. To date, none of these calculations have been a limiting
analysis; however, the design of this RLBLOCA methodology does not preclude this possibility.
Study #3
No specific test program has explicitly addressed downcomer boiling; however, CCTF, LOFT,
and SemiScale have all performed tests with hot downcomer walls. All the CCTF, LOFT, and
SemiScale assessments performed for the "Evaluation of Code Bias" include hot downcomer
walls. In addition, such scaled tests tend to over emphasize metal mass since it is impossible to
scale down such structure without distorting hydraulic scaling. Generally, S-RELAP5 has been
shown to match or bound clad temperature predictions. The main limitation of these tests is that
the minimum pressure among these tests is about 30 psia. Similar containment pressure
profiles were used in the PWR sample problems.
Possibly the best benchmark available for examining downcomer boiling is the SemiScale
S-06-3 test. This test was included in the S-RELAP5 Code Verification and Validation.
Unfortunately, that calculation as presented did not show significant downcomer boiling. For this
reason the modeling of this calculation was reevaluated with the aid of one of the original
SemiScale engineers (Tom Larson). His suggestion was to reexamine the modeling of the
downcomer filler component and its contact with the downcomer vessel wall. This is primarily
concerned with how to model the "filler gap," a space located between a filler mass and the
vessel wall. Original documentation indicated that this filler gap was filled with air; however,
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according to the SemiScale engineer and verified through thermocouple measurements, this
space filled with water during the transient and greatly enhanced the release of metal mass
energy to the downcomer inventory.
Figures 27.9 and 27.10 show a calculation vs. test comparison of the peak clad temperature and
liquid level (in terms of differential pressure) response, respectively. The liquid level specifically
shows the post-accident refill, followed by a rapid boil off that stabilizes to about 2.5 psid. The
downcomer boiling phenomena doesn't actually contribute to a higher peak clad temperature;
however, it does extend the cool down period.

Figure 27.9 Semiscale S-06-3 Peak Clad Temperature Comparison to Data
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Figure 27.10 Semiscale S-06-3 Downcomer Liquid Level Comparison to Data

Study #4
This sensitivity study consists of four calculations examining clad temperature sensitivity to
downcomer nodalization. The base model, with 6 axial by 3 azimuthal regions (Figure 27.11),
has been expanded to 6 axial by 9 azimuthal regions (Figure 27.12). The first calculation
simulated is designed to be equivalent to the limiting PCT calculation given for the 3-loop
sample problem. The second calculation simulated increases the vessel side break flow
discharge coefficients. The third and fourth calculations repeat the first two calculations using a
low containment pressure plant (3-loop sample problem).

Figure 27.11 Base Model Nodalization Around Cold Leg Nozzles
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Figure 27.12 Renodalized Model Around Cold Leg Nozzles
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Figure 27.13 presents the peak clad temperature responses for the conditions representing the
3-loop sample problem from the renodalized and base models. The renodalized model has a
significantly different response beginning at the end of blowdown. The clad temperature
response shows a distinct blowdown peak in the sensitivity study that was not present in the
base case. From the break flow and downcomer liquid level plots (Figure 27.15 and 27.15), it is
obvious that in the sensitivity study that less RCS and ECCS coolant is going out the break
during the early phases of the transient and is staying in the downcomer instead.
With basically equivalent models except for the nodalization in the downcomer, the source of
this discrepancy is found in understanding how the nodalization influences the result. Referring
to the Figures 27.11 and 27.12, the pathways from the intact loops to the broken loop can be
traced out by following each optional pathway from the two sources to the one sink. In the base
model the pathways are few; flow moves from the source volumes in the downcomer to either up
or down, then over to the broken loop sector, and out the sink volume. In the renodalized model,
there are more pathways possible. The effect is an increase in the mean free path between the
source to the sink volumes for the model with the finer nodalization. By moving to finer and finer
nodalization, the change in the mean free path would evidently become negligible; however,
there is a penalty in code runtime.
For LBLOCA applications, the remarkable characteristics of the simpler nodalization scheme is
that it contributes to a conservative clad temperature bias. Downcomer phenomena impacting
clad temperatures are many, including hotwall, boiling, CCFL, condensation, and multi
dimensional effects, and the relative contributions of each of these phenomena are difficult to
separate and assess. This was the conclusion of the Technical Program Group that developed
the CSAU methodology. Like the TPG the Framatome RLBLOCA methodology has
demonstrated the conservatism of the simple nodalization through assessment (primarily against
full-scale UPTF tests) and sensitivity study (this nodalization study). By consistently applying this
nodalization in assessments and in licensing calculations, the code bias and uncertainty
associated with nodalization is passed to all similar calculations. This was the conclusion of the
TPG.
Nonetheless, maintaining the simpler nodalization does not fully address downcomer boiling
sensitivity to nodalization. For this reason a second calculation was performed using the
renodalized model in which the break flow discharge coefficients were increased so that the
break flow during the early phase of the transient would be nearly equivalent to that in the base
model calculation. By doing this, downcomer inventory at the beginning of reflood would be
approximately the same as the base case, thus, providing for the key boundary condition for
assessing boiling in the downcomer. Figure 27.16 provides the peak clad temperature response
from this calculation compared to the base case. Figures 27.17 and 27.18 present break flow
and downcomer liquid level plots that demonstrate that similar beginning of reflood conditions for
downcomer inventory exist as the result of increased break flow.
From the peak clad temperature plot it is seen that the two cases present very similar results.
The finer nodalization model is still impacted by the longer mean free paths as observed in the
first sensitivity calculation; hence clad temperatures are still lower. Relevant to the downcomer
boiling issue was whether having more modeled heat structure surfaces cooled by ECCS (i.e.,
not directly under the cold leg nozzles) would in some way influence how the bulk rate of boiling
in the downcomer was calculated. The key measures addressing this concern are downcomer
liquid level, downcomer temperatures, and, by virtue of the application, clad temperatures.
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No indication of a phenomenological discrepancy is discemable from the downcomer liquid level
response in Figure 27.18 and the clad temperature response shown in Figure 27.16. Figure
27.19 shows the coolant liquid temperature vs. saturation temperature for an azimuthal slice in
the downcomer between the broken loop and the intact loop. It can be seen that as one moves
away from the broken loop, the subcooling of the liquid increases. Comparison of this figure to
Figure 27.20 presenting the same temperatures for the base case shows that in the simpler
nodalization subcooling is less for the nodes directly under the intact loops and more for the
nodes directly under the broken loop; hence, on the average, the same amount of heat is being
removed in both calculations. In both calculations it is shown that boiling diminishes with time.
Heat transfer out of the downcomer walls becomes conduction-limited and despite the large
amount of stored energy remaining in the heat structures, the heat transfer at the wall surface is
adequately handled by the flow of LPSI-supplied ECC and subcooling returns.

Figure 27.13 Peak Clad Temperature Comparison of the Renodalization Model
to the Base Model
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Figure 27.14 Break Flow Comparison of the Renodalization Model and the Base Model
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Figure 27.15 Downcomer Collapsed Liquid Level Comparison of the
Renodalization Model and the Base Model
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Figure 27.16 Peak Clad Temperature Comparison of the Modified
Renodalization Model to the Base Model
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Figure 27.17 Break Flow Comparison of the Renodalization Model and the Base Model

Figure 27.18 Downcomer Collapsed Liquid Level Comparison of the Modified
Renodalization Model and the Base Model
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Figure 27.19 Downcomer Saturation and Liquid Temperatures in Second
Renodalization Sensitivity Study Calculation
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Figure 27.20 Downcomer Saturation and Liquid Temperatures in the Base Case
Downcomer boiling is known to be highly sensitive to containment pressure. For this reason, the
two nodalization sensitivity calculations were performed for a plant with an aggressive
containment cooling system. Figure27.21 provides the peak clad temperature response from
the "renodalized-only" calculation (74) compared to the low containment pressure base case
(16) for this separate RLBLOCA analysis. As with the first calculation, the break flow and
downcomer liquid level plots (Figure 27.22 and 27.23) show that less RCS and ECCS coolant is
going out the break during the early phases of the transient and staying in the downcomer.
Figure 27.24 compares the peak clad temperature response for the "renodalized + flow"
calculation (75) with that from the low containment pressure base case (16). Like the second
calculation, the key measures addressing this concem are downcomer liquid level, downcomer
temperatures, and clad temperatures. Comparison of these measures provided in Figures
27.24-27.26 to those provided for the 3-loop sample problem show similar characteristics.
There is no indication of any phenomenological discrepancies related to the prediction of
downcomer boiling between these calculations.
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Figure 27.21 Peak Clad Temperature Comparison of the Renodalization
Model to the Base Model (Low Pressure Plant Analysis)
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Figure 27.22 Break Flow Comparison of the Renodalization Model and the
Base Model (Low Pressure Plant Analysis)
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Figure 27.23 Downcomer Collapsed Liquid Level Comparison of the
Renodalization Model and the Base Model (Low Pressure Plant Analysis)

Figure 27.24 Peak Clad Temperature Comparison of the "Renodalized + Flow"
Model to the Base Model (Low Pressure Plant Analysis)
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Figure 27.25 Break Flow Comparison of the "Renodalized + Flow" Model
and the Base Model (Low Containment Pressure Plant)
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Figure 27.26 Downcomer Collapsed Liquid Level Comparison of the "Renodalized +
Flow" Model and the Base Model (Low Containment Pressure Plant)
Study #5
Two calculations have been performed to determine clad temperature sensitivity to best
estimate cross flow form loss resistances (friction is inherently treated in S-RELAP5). The form
loss calculation applies the Idelchek reference for flow through a curved pipe or rectangular
duct. Using an angle of curvature of 1200, this results in a form loss of 0.1167. This loss is
applied along the junctions of the three azimuthal sectors in the base case model (not the
renodalized model). The two calculations are derived from the limiting calculations for the 3-loop
sample problem (in figures, case 66 vs. 41) and from a RLBLOCA analysis of a low containment
pressure plant (in figures, case 80 vs. 16). Figures 27.27 and 27.28 show the clad temperature
results for these two calculations.
The dominant result in the first calculation is that beginning-of-reflood occurs earlier as a result
of less fluid lost from the break. Outside of the clad temperature and downcomer liquid level
plots, other key variables are very similar to the base case. The early beginning-of-reflood was
not observed in the second calculation. This may be related to differences in the influence of
steam binding related to the different containment pressures. A comparison of reflood rates
between the two calculations shows that during the early reflood period, the reflood rate from the
low pressure plant calculation is significantly lower. The lower reflood rate is indicative of a
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greater resistance to flow from the downcomer to the upper plenum and out the break. This
resistance is likely the dominant resistance to flow into the reactor vessel rather than the effect
of the added cross sectional form losses. As a consequence, the effect of the added cross
sectional form loss on clad temperatures is minimal, about 14 F.
The sensitivity calculation does show a later quench time. However, comparison of the total
oxidation actually shows that the base case is somewhat higher than the sensitivity calculation.
This suggests that for the majority of the transient, the calculations are very similar. There is an
accumulative effect from the inclusion of the cross flow form losses that limits how much heat is
being removed from the downcomer walls in the form of steam. The result is a delayed quench.
This can be seen in the downcomer collapsed liquid level (Figure 27.29). The base case
calculation clearly shows that near the end of the calculation, the rise in the downcomer liquid
level is more rapid than in the sensitivity calculation. Measuring the importance of these
differences relative to the primary acceptance criteria, PCT, for a LBLOCA, these differences are
minor.

Figure 27.27 Peak Clad Temperature Results from Cross Flow Resistance Study
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Figure 27.28 Peak Clad Temperature Results from the Cross Flow Resistance Study
on the Low Pressure Containment Plant
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Figure 27.29 Downcomer Collapsed Liquid Level Responses for the Cross Flow
Resistance Sensitivity Study and the Base Case for a Low Containment Pressure Plant
Downcomer Boilina Summary

The key sensitivities for downcomer boiling are break size and containment pressure. Sensitivity
studies have been done for both of these parameters during the development of this RLBLOCA
methodology. In all the studies performed for lowered containment pressure, clad temperature
increased. Studies on break size showed that there tends to be a break size that minimizes
blowdown heat transfer and that tends to provide the highest clad temperatures. Sensitivity
studies on interfacial drag have not shown a strong influence on clad temperatures. Injection
subcooling is considered a Plant Parameter that is treated on a plant specific basis. In sample
problems it has been conservatively treated (minimized). A time step sensitivity study is
presented in Appendix C of EMF-2103 Revision 1.
Fuel Swelling and Rupture, Relocation and Metal/Water Reaction
Question 28: On page 3-7 it is noted that fuel rod rupture is not included in the calculations,
and possibly the peak local clad oxidation calculation will not include inside oxidation as well as
outside oxidation. In addition, there is some confusion regardingthe metal/waterreaction model
being used.
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Question 28a: Please clarify and discuss why the fuel swelling and rupture model is not used.
The discussionshould include considerationof the effects of bum up. The discussion should
also includejustification for neglecting fuel swelling and rupture in the calculationsand the effect
this has on producing a lower oxidation potentialsince innercladdingsurface oxidation is not
considered.
Response 28a: Swelling and rupture models were not used in the Framatome methodology
because use of the swelling and rupture models based on NUREG 0630 would yield slightly
reduced PCTs and reduced total metal-water reaction (oxidation) compared to the same
calculations without using the swelling and rupture models.
As a fuel rod heats up, the internal pressure will increase and the strength of the zircaloy
cladding will decrease. At temperatures usually in excess of 1600F, the cladding will begin to
experience plastic strain at which time the cladding begins to move away from the internal fuel,
i.e. the gap size increases. This swelling effect is beneficial with regard to the cladding
temperature, in that the gap thermal resistance is increasing and any available cooling is now
more effective in removing energy from the cladding and reducing the cladding temperature.
With swelling, the external area increases which enhances both the surface heat transfer and
the metal-water reaction. As temperature increases further, the NUREG-0630 models predict
rupture of the cladding. At rupture, there is a further expansion of the cladding with associated
increase in heat transfer area. The metal-water reaction area also increases and at rupture is
nearly doubled with the addition of the internal cladding surface for reaction.
In this process, there are competing phenomena some of which tend to increase PCT while
others tend to decrease PCT. Therefore, Framatome ANP performed calculations to quantify
the overall effect. The results of the calculations showed that for approximately limiting LOCA
conditions, the calculated PCT and total local metal-water reaction was highest for the
calculated cases without use of the swelling and rupture model. The exponential temperature
dependence of the metal-water reaction caused more reaction to be calculated for the rod which
did not experience swelling due to the higher temperature than was calculated for the case using
the swelling and rupture model. Appendix B.2 of the methodology report EMF-2103 provides
some discussion on this issue.
In sensitivity studies examining fuel swelling and rupture, PCTs always went down when swelling
and rupture was calculated. Since data from studies on this issue is sparse and the uncertainty
large, the decision to not use the fuel swelling and rupture model was logical since PCT
predictions without these effects represented a bounding model.
Bumup affects possible fuel rod rupture in two ways: (1) fuel rod initial stored energy, and (2)
fuel rod pressure. Fuel rod initial stored energy is highest at near BOL exposure, but then
decreases rapidly with bumup. A minimum value is reached and then at higher exposures the
initial stored energy increases, but for exposures at which the rod power can be limiting, the
stored energy never recovers to the maximum BOL value. The second effect, fuel rod initial
operating pressure, increases with bumup. Framatome ANP calculations indicate that the
increased temperatures associated with the higher initial stored energy has a much greater
effect on PCT and extent of metal-water reaction than does the internal rod pressure. Hence,
first cycle high stored energy conditions are most limiting with respect to bumup. (Also see
response to Question 131.)
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Question 28b: Fuel pellet relocationhas been observed which can cause pellets to fill the
space created by svelling and ballooningcladding. Please discuss why Framatome-ANPhas
not included this effect and the basis forthat decision.
Response 28b: The response to Question 131 shows observed temperature behavior during
fuel rod swelling, and rupture with fuel relocation. These results show cooling effects due to
swelling and rupture which are not calculated as part of the Framatome model. The fuel
relocation occurred but did not adversely affect the subsequent temperature behavior. Thus, a
LOCA analysis of the fuel rod with the Framatome model, which ignores the beneficial effects of
swelling and rupture, provides a bounding cladding temperature calculation even in the event
rod swelling, rupture, and pellet relocation were to occur.
Rupture would not be calculated to occur during the blowdown phase of the LOCA because the
external pressure is high during this time and rupture could only occur for very high internal gas
pressures. At high bumups when the internal pressure is high, the rod LHGR is too low, due to
bumup, to be limiting, and the LOCA transient temperature for this rod does not reach the
rupture level during the blowdown phase. [

I

Question 28c: Pleaseclarify why the Cathcart-Pawelmodel is used in S-RELAP5 model
described in the Methodology document, EMF-2103, while the Models and Correlations
document, EMF-2100 describes the Baker-Just model. Also, there appearto be bettermodels
than the Cathcart-Pawelmetal/waterreaction model for temperaturesbelow 1900 OF. Please
discuss the basis for not choosing anothermetalwaterreaction model for the lower temperature
range and also include in the discussion a justification forthe assumptionsapplied for the initial
condition.
Response 28c: The Cathcart-Pawel reaction rate equation is used for S-RELAP5 applications
in the Realistic LOCA methodology as described in EMF-2103. For small break LOCA
applications using S-RELAP5, calculations are performed according to the requirements of 10
CFR 50 Appendix K. These requirements specify that the Baker-Just reaction rate equation
must be used. Report EMF-2103 presents the Realistic LOCA methodology. EMF-2328(P)(A)
presents the SBLOCA methodology. EMF-2100 is not specific to either methodology but is a
support document for the S-RELAP5 code and thus, is intended to descrbe the overall code
capabilities for all applications. Hence, EMF-21 00 documents and presents both models.
The Cathcart-Pawel reaction rate equation is used for the calculation of high temperature
oxidation of zircaloy with steam. Experimenters generally note that this high temperature
reaction has a negligible rate at temperatures of 10000C (about 1800 0 F) and below. The ECCS
criteria limit maximum cladding temperatures to less than 2200oF (12000C). Thus, the
temperature range for the high temperature oxidation is limited to 1800-2200°F. Cathcart-Pawel
was chosen for this range because it already existed in the RELAP5 code, and the consensus of
the ECCS compendium was that this equation was a good best estimate of the reaction rate for
this range of temperatures.
It is generally accepted that the reaction rate of zircaloy with steam is insignificant at
temperatures below 10000C (18320 F) (Reference ORNL-NSIC-23). Above this temperature,
various reaction rate equations have been formulated. Cathcart-Pawel was chosen for the
realistic LOCA model because it is recommended in the ECCS Compendium (NUREG/1230) for
application between temperatures of 1000 - 13000C (1832 - 2372 0 F) and is given as an
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acceptable correlation in Reg. Guide 1.157 for temperatures above 19000 F. The metal-water
reaction is best estimate and is appropriately applied over the temperature range where the
reaction rate is significant.
The Cathcart-Pawel expression is also extended to lower temperatures. Significant reaction
does not occur and is not calculated by the Cathcart-Pawel equation at the lower temperatures.
Conclusion 4 from ORNL/NUREG-17 states: "Oxide layer growth at 900 and 9500( (1652
1742 0F) is not describable in terms of parabolic kinetics. Extrapolation below - 1000 0C (18320F)
of high temperature rate constant data for oxide or Xi layer growth or total oxygen consumption
will yield overpredictions of these quantities. However, the error resulting from such an
extrapolation is likely to be negligible if the time of oxidation at the lower temperatures does not
exceed - 100 s." Thus, the extrapolation of Cathcart-Pawel below 10000 C is conservative and
insignificant compared to reaction at higher temperatures.
The oxidation due to corrosion affects the initial cladding state at the initiation ofthe LBLOCA.
The corrosion oxidation is calculated as a function of bumup using the NRC approved RODEX3
code. The RODEX3 initial condition oxidation values are transferred directly to the S-RELAP5
code for use in the LBLOCA calculation. (See response to Question 28d.)
Question 28d: In the time-in-life study, what inside and outside initialoxidation thickness %ere
used for the BOL analysis. WMat oxide thickness is used for once and twice burned fuel?
Response 28d: The NRC reviewed and approved RODEX3A code is used to calculate an
exposure dependent oxidation thickness that is transferred to S-RELAP5. S-RELAP5 uses this
information for calculating cladding thermal conductivity which affects the initial stored energy
results. However, a zero oxidation thickness is assumed to initialize the metal-water reaction
rate calculation. Framatome ANP experience with regard to oxidation calculations has been that
the oxidation calculated for a zero initial oxide thickness provides the largest oxidation thickness
increase during the transient simulation. The results shown for maximum local and core-wide
oxidation are those computed for the high temperature metal-water reaction. This is the same
approach taken for Framatome ANP Appendix K methodologies.
The response to this question was initially provided in response to an RAI on the topical report
EMF-2328PA, "PWR Small Break LOCA Evaluation Model, S-RELAP5 Based". The response
provided and accepted by the NRC is shown below followed by some additional comments.
"The Framatome ANP methodology described in EMF-2328(P), "PWR Small Break LOCA
Evaluation Model, S-RELAP5 Based,3 results in a conservative calculation of peak local
oxidation for comparison to the 17% oxidation criteria of 10 CFR 50.46. The methodology
assumes that the pre-accident cladding oxidation is zero in order to maximize the rate and extent
of oxidation during a LOCA. This assumption results in higher peak cladding temperatures and
higher peak local oxidation than assuming a non-zero pre-accident oxidation value.
Cladding oxidation from two sources is considered: (1) pre-accident or pre-transient oxidation
due to corrosion at operating conditions, and (2) transient oxidation which occurs at high
temperature during the LOCA. Pre-transient oxidation is determined by a fuel performance
calculation and is a function of bumup. Over the bumup range that the fuel rod is at high power
and can approach technical specification peaking limits, the pre-transient oxidation is small;
however, at high bumups, pre-transient oxidation can become significant.
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Transient oxidation is calculated as part of the LOCA analyses. By rule, this oxidation must be
computed using the Baker-Just reaction rate equation. Using this equation, the calculated
reaction rate decreases in direct proportion to the increase in thickness of the layer oxidized and
increases exponentially with absolute temperature. Therefore, the transient oxidation is
maximized by minimizing the initial oxidation layer which yields the highest reaction rate. The
increased reaction rate produces higher temperatures which further increases the reaction rate,
thus compounding the effect.
The reason that the assumption of zero pre-accident oxidation value results in a conservative
calculation of peak cladding temperature and total peak local oxidation is that Framatome's
calculations show that a non-zero pre-accident oxidation assumption reduces the transient
oxidation by an amount greater than the pre-accident oxidation. Therefore, the maximum
oxidation; i.e., the sum of both pre-transient and transient oxidation is greatest when zero pre
transient oxidation is assumed. These results apply for conditions where the transient oxidation
is the dominant contributor to the total oxidation, which is the case for calculated PCTs in excess
of 2000OF and for bumups at which peaking can approach the technical specification limits.
These are the most limiting cases for both LBLOCA and SBLOCA.
Framatome also recognizes that conditions exist where the total oxidation is dominated by the
pre-transient oxidation. This situation occurs when lower PCTs are calculated and at high
bumups. For cases with low PCTs, the pre-accident oxidation becomes dominant because the
transient oxidation is substantially reduced or effectively eliminated due to the low absolute
temperature. For high bumups, the transient oxidation is reduced or effectively eliminated due
to the inherent low power and associated low transient temperatures, and is further reduced by
the presence of a significant initial oxide layer. For these cases, the maximum total oxidation is
essentially equal to the initial pre-accident oxidation value. This oxidation value can exceed the
value calculated using a zero initial pre-accident oxidation for these conditions; however, the
total oxidation is precluded from approaching or exceeding the 17% value by the design limit on
pre-accident oxidation. Framatome has a design limit on pre-transient oxidation of [ ]
microns defined on a 95/95 basis that cannot be e)ceeded. This limit corresponds to [
J of
the thinnest cladding currently used by Framatome."
The above response is also applicable to the Realistic Large Break LOCA evaluation model.
The key concept is that the metal voter reaction rate models, Baker-Just and Cathcart-Pawel,
are highly oxidation level dependent. Ifthe transient starts with an oxidation level the
subsequent oxidation formation is significantly reduced, the larger the initial level the more the
formation of additional oxidation during the transient is reduced. The reduction of the oxidation
formation during the transient then leads to a reduction in the cladding temperature since a heat
source, oxidation formation, is reduced.
Decay Heat
Question 29: Section 4.3.3.2.3 of E&F -2103 discusses the decay heat standardbut does not
show the calculateddecay curve used in the analyses. Please con-pare the decay heat model
with uncertaintyapplied to the ANSlIANS-5.1-1979 standardto show that the S-RELAP5 model
predicts orbounds the data in the standaidfor the simulation period. Include in the discussion
the treatment of gamma redistributionuncertainty?
Response 29: The decay heat calculations made by the realistic LOCA methodology include
contributions from (1) fission power decay, (2) power from fission product decay, (3) power from
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actinide product decay, and (4) power from decay due to neutron capture in fission products.
The fission power decay is computed by the reactor point kinetics model in S-RELAP5, and will
be unique for each LOCA calculation; how&ever, this term is important for only the first second or
two of the LOCA transient and vanishes as the reactor fission process is rapidly shut down. The
remaining decay power terms are calculated using features of the 1979 ANSI/ANS standard for
decay heat, as recommended in Regulatory Guide 1.157. More specifically, the decay heat
used is the ANSI/ANS-1 979 "Simplified Method" using the ANSI standard tabulation. Inherent in
the "Simplified Method" are the assumptions of infinite operating time at full power, all fissions
from U-235, and 200 MeV/fission (conservatively low value which yields a higher fission rate
more fission products). In addition, actinide decay is included which represents about 60/6-15%
additional decay heat. [
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The distribution of the fission product decay heat source is assumed to follow the distribution of
the initial operating power. Diffusion of the decay heat source due to redistribution of the
gamma radiation energy is conservatively neglected in the methodology, and no uncertainty is
applied due to this effect.
Assessment
Question 30: Numerous tests citedin the methodology assessment, such as FRIGG2, THTF,
GE level swell, FLECHTand FLECHT-SEASET are valid under specific pressureconditions.
Please clarify and discuss the applicabilityof the tests used in the assessrmntprogramto the
ranges of conditionsin which they were used. Include in the discussion the assessment of void
distribution and subcooled boiling via high pressure data and the applicabilityof these models to
low pressures.
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Please discuss andjustify use of the Forslund-Rohsenow correlationto determine PCT.
Justificationis needed to assure that errors in other models and the thermal hydraulics will not
produce heat transfercoefficients that are beyond the range of the intended correlation.
Response 30: The set of assessments (FRIGG2, THTF, GE level swell, FLECHT-SEASET,
etc.) define the whole test- and simulation-space for code validation. Pressure, void fraction,
mass flows, etc. define these spaces as was shown in the response to Question 2. This is
useful for defining the limits of a correlation or an analysis. A second purpose is the evaluation
of uncertainties for dominant LBLOCA phenomena. The THTF and FLECHT-SEASET series of
tests was used to cover the application ranges of the film boiling heat transfer correlations. A
discussion of the role of these tests, as well as the concern of potential compensating error, has
been provided in the responses to Questions #2 and #20-#23, (NOTE: the responses to these
questions also address the second part of this question on the Forslund-Rohsenow correlation).
The GE level swell and FRIGG2 assessment are high pressure tests (at typical BWR full
pressure). Their purpose is to evaluate void distribution, interfacial friction and subcooled
boiling. The conclusions from these assessments are most relevant during the blowdown phase
when pressures are still high and the primary phenomenon of interest is interfacial friction. The
void distribution is dependent on both the interfacial friction and boiling models. In addition,
subcooled boiling was not judged to be a relevant LBLOCA phenomenon and, consequentlywas
not included in the PIRT.
In addition to the high pressure void distribution comparisons for the THTF and GE level swell
tests, void distribution comparisons have been made for low pressure reflood tests. The void
distribution comparisons for FLECHT-SEASET and FLECHT SKEWED reflood tests are
represented by the calculated and measured differential pressures between 72 and 84 in.
displayed in Figures 3.3.71 to 3.3.79 of EMF-2102(P) Revision 0. Note particularly that code
data agreement is excellent after the region between 72 and 84 in. is completely quenched.
This demonstrates the wet-wall (pre-CHF) interphase friction model is applicable and adequate
for both high pressures (THTF Tests) and low pressures.
The void fraction data for the FLECHT-SEASET tests are derived data from differential pressure
measurements with assumptions and approximations made for the computation of frictional
pressure losses. The derived data have to be digitized from the data report for use in
comparison plots. Framatome ANP, therefore, considers the differential pressure data to be
more appropriate for assessing the code performance on the void distribution. In general, the
reflood process at a particular elevation roughly goes through three stages: far away from the
quench front, close to the quench front and below the quench front. Since the differential
pressure behaves similarly at all elevations, it is sufficient to show the code-data comparison at
the hot spot (between 72 and 84 in) for all tests.
As presented in Section 4.7 of EMF-21 00(P) Revision 4, the film boiling heat transfer in
S-RELAP5 includes three components: convective heat transfer to steam, boiling heat transfer
to liquid, and wall-to-fluid heat transfer (see also response to RAI Questions 21 and 22). Semi
theoretical correlations and models developed under specially designed configurations are used
for the three heat transfer components. The separation of these components has not been done
in the complex test programs used to support nuclear safety research. Specifically for FLECHT
SEASET tests, the only heat transfer data available are those for the effective heat transfer
coefficient with respect to saturation temperature, i.e., heat flux divided by (wall temperature
saturation temperature). Accordingly, the film boiling heat transfer model can only be and is
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validated as the collective effects of all the components. Framatome ANP has demonstrated
through various assessments that the film boiling heat transfer model as a whole performs
properly and adequately for the intended applications. Sufficient data does not exist and it is not
necessary to analyze each individual submodel separately.
The plots of the calculated and measured differential pressures between 72 and 84 in. displayed
in Figures 3.3.71 to 3.3.79 of EMF-2102(P) Revision 0 indicate that the calculated liquid fraction
far above the quench front is lower than the measured. The lower accumulation of liquid at the
position far above the quench front and the generally lower core inventory calculated (Figures
3.3.89 -3.3.97 of EMF-2102(P) Revision 0) are responsible for the calculation of higher clad
temperatures during the temperature rise period and conservatively high PCT. The higher PCT
calculated in the FLECHT-SEASET, FLECHT Skewed, and CCTF tests are due to the right
reason - lower calculated liquid fraction at elevations far above the quench front.
The calculated steam temperatures are higher than the data for the two FLECHT Skewed tests
and are lower than the data for the FLECHT-SEASET tests. In general, the two most important
factors influencing the steam superheat are (1) net heat transfer to steam and (2) the vapor
generation rate. A lower calculated steam temperature may be caused by lower heat transfer to
steam or higher vapor generation rate or a combination of the two. In spite of a lower calculated
steam temperature, the calculated effective (overall) heat transfer coefficient is not higher than
the data during the temperature rise period, as shown in Figures 3.3.80 through 3.3.88 of EMF
2102(P) Revision 0. This is a result of the right reason, as explained in the above paragraph.
The oscillations in the calculated steam temperature comes from the interfacial area
enhancement factor given in Equations (3.43) and (3.44) of EMF-2100(P), Revision 4. This is
part of the droplet model changes for the post-CHF dispersed flow regime (see Pages 3-18 and
3-19 of EMF-2100(P) Revision 4). The oscillations are accounted for in the developed code
heat transfer uncertainty. For this methodology there are no current plans to try to improve this
model. However, development of the S-RELAP5 code will continue and this is one of the
models which will be examined in this future development. This is consistent with the CSAU
methodology, which indicates that one of the side benefits of applying the methodology is that it
indicates the areas of the code where future development should take place.
In the development of the RLBLOCA methodology the CSAU approach was followed. As part of
this approach there is a direct flow from the PIRT to the development of the assessment matrix.
This flow is from the identification of the important phenomena to those experimental
assessments which address these phenomena. Sufficient data is then required to develop the
uncertainties for these phenomena. We believe that sufficient assessments have been
performed to meet the requirements of the methodology development process that was followed.
With respect to performing additional assessments, it should be pointed out that assessments
have already been performed for the FLECHT SKEWED tests 13914 and 13609. The results of
these assessments are reported in EMF-2102(P) Revision 0 Section 3.3 and summarized in
EMF-2103(P) Revision 0 Section 4.3.1.6. Unfortunately for the other assessments we do not
have the electronic data currently available to run these assessments. The ability to obtain
assessment data for this project has been one of the biggest impediments to its performance in
a timely fashion. In addition, as indicated in the frst paragraph, it is felt that sufficient
assessments have been performed and that additional assessment are unnecessary.
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S-RELAP5 uses Lahey's mechanistic subcooled boiling model to calculate subcooled boiling
phenomena. The Lahey model is not based on experimental data with certain fixed ranges;
therefore, its applicability is not limited to within a certain pressure range. As it is pointed out in
Section 3.10 of EMF-2102(P) Revision 0, strong subcooled boiling phenomena are present in 10
out of the 27 tests considered. The assessment was performed partly in response to ACRS'
concern about whether S-RELAP5 produces a correct void distribution curve shape for
subcooled boiling. The assessment is included in EMF-2103(P) Revision 0 to demonstrate the
S-RELAP5 code's general capability to properly calculate the void distribution in heated rod
bundles for void fractions up to around 80% under the pre-CHF (wet wall) flow conditions,
including subcooled boiling. For LBLOCA events, the pre-CHF flow regime and the subcooled
boiling occur below the quench front for the rod bundle geometry and have little or no effect on
the temperature rise and PCT. Furthermore, the comparison plots of differential pressure in
Figures 3.3.71 to 3.3.79 of EMF-2102(P) Revision 0 show that the void fraction below the
quench front is well calculated. This demonstrates the capability to calculate the pre-CHF flow
void distribution under low pressure conditions.
The GE level swell test was performed to evaluate S-RELAP5 capability to predict transient void
fraction conditions. The assessment was included in the Realistic LOCA model submittal
because it demonstrates the S-RELAP5 code capabilities to predict this behavior. The pressure
is within the 2200 psi to atmospheric range encountered during the PWR LBLOCA. No
uncertainties were derived from this assessment. Use of S-RELAP5 is not limited to LBLOCA,
and the conditions of this assessment are more applicable to SBLOCA. This same assessment
was presented and referenced in support of the use of S-RELAP5 for the SBLOCA
methodology.
Framatome ANP does not use FLECHT Skewed Tests 13609 and 13914 in the uncertainty
analysis and the calculation of the film boiling heat transfer coefficient multipliers. The FLECHT
SEASET assessments performed were selected to cover the range of possible PCT's. Figure
5.3 of EMF-2103(P) shows that the PCT values for the 59 cases ranges from 1000IF to 17000 F.
THTF and GE level swell data are for the pre-CHF (wet wall) flow regime. The wet wall flow
regime does not play a significant role in LBLOCA. As indicated previously, the FLECHT
SEASET differential pressure code-data comparisons show that the S-RELAP5 code does very
well in calculating the void distribution in the pre-CHF regime under low pressure.
Long-Term Coolabilit
Question 31: Pleasediscuss howthe Framatome-ANPRLBLOCA methodology addresses the
element of long-term coolabilityas requiredin the regulatoryacceptance criteria.
Response 31: The analysis of a LOCA is continued until the cladding tempeiature at all
locations in the core is decreasing, and the fluid level in the core is rising. At this time, the path
to long-term cooling is established. The fluid within the core will continue to rise and the
cladding at all elevations quench without further excursions. Once quenched, the core is
maintained within a few degrees of the coolant temperature through a continuous flow of water
maintained by the ECCS.
Procedures have been established and approved by the NRC for the smooth transition to long
term cooling during which water is recirculated from the reactor building sump through a heat
exchanger to the reactor vessel. For hot leg breaks, the establishment of recirculation is the
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final requirement for long-term stable cooling. For cold leg breaks, however, coolant supplied to
the vessel may not flow to the core. In the most severe case, the core continues to boil for an
extended period and only sufficient water to make up for the boiloff is actually passed to the
core. Boiling, without throughput of water, will concentrate boric acid. To prevent the
crystallization of boric acid within the core, a throughput flow is assured by operator action. The
final computation is to demonstrate that this action is timely, assuring the effective establishment
of long-term cooling.
The plant licensing basis includes an evaluation of long-term cooling. The evaluation is only
repeated if the change being made has an adverse impact on long-term cooling.
Question 32: Please describe the methods and analyses that wil be employed to demonstrate
that boric acidprecipitationis assessed or neglected in the methodology.
Response 32: Since all ECC systems inject borated water, salts could build up, precipitate, and
block core channels during long-term cooling. To prevent this, operator action is taken to
establish a flow of water through the core regardless of the type or location of the break. A
simple concentration calculation that assumes boiling at the decay heat rate and no core
throughput (water passed through the core) is made from the initiation of the event to the time of
operator action. The concentration calculated must be shown to be below the saturation limit of
boric acid for the core conditions. The rate of concentration at the time of operator action is
shown to be less than the loss of boric acid caused by the throughput flow. This assures that
the concentration will thereafter decrease.
The plant licensing bases include an evaluation of the potential for boric acid precipitation. The
evaluation is only repeated if the change being made has an adverse impact on the potential for
boric acid precipitation.
Entrainment and 2-D Effects
Question 33: The S-RELAP5 liquid entrainmentpredictionsoverpredict the data by a factorof 2
for the FLECHT-SEASET and skewed tests. However, S-RELAP5 overpredicts the clad
temperaturesat the upperelevations. Pleasediscuss this apparentanomaly and also discuss
the capabilityof the 2-D model in S-RELAP5 simulate the superheatnearthe wall and account
for the radialsteam temperatureprofile across the channel in the tests.
Response 33: (Information relative to this question is also provided in the response to Question
71a.) The comparison plots for liquid carry-over are not the best indicator for liquid entrainment.
The mass in the test section is a betterindicator for liquid entrainment because the data and the
calculation clearly represent the same thing. Figures 3.3.89 through 3.3.97 of EMF-2102(P)
Revision 0 provide comparisons of the calculated and measured mass in the test section for the
analyzed FLECHT-SEASET and FLECHT SKEWED tests. While Figure 3.3.89 for test 31805
shows good agreement between the measured and predicted mass in the test assembly, all of the
other plots cleady show that the S-RELAP5 predictions have less mass in the test assembly
through the time of PCT. It is estimated that this underprediction of mass in the test assembly is
from 0 to 20%. In addition, as discussed in the response to Question 71a, the calculated liquid
fraction is less than the data at elevations sufficiently above the quench front. This is shown in the
code to data comparisons of the differential pressure near the 78 in elevation, and the result of the
code calculating the lower liquid fractions is higher rod temperatures.
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The nodalization used for the FLECHT-SEASET and FLECHT SKEWED tests is one
dimensional, as discussed in Section 3.3.5 of EMF 2102(P) Revision 0. The tests were not
modeled as a 2D component since the FLECHT-SEASET tests have a uniform radial power
profile and the radial power distribution is roughly uniform for FLECHT SKEWED tests.
This question refers to film boiling assumptions applied in the prediction of heat transfer in this
regime. The heat sink temperature assumed by S-RELAP5 is the film temperature calculated as
the average of the wall and saturation temperatures. The assumption of average hydraulic
volume properties will contribute to the code uncertainty for film boiling; however, this is an
independent contributor to uncertainty that is directly captured in the uncertainty analysis.
Void Fraction
Question 34: Page 4-97 discusses Tmin but does not describe the conditionsas to howthe
correlationis applied in the code. Please discuss andjustify the effect of void faction on the
application, effect of its exclusion, and the applicationof Thin in the Framatome-ANPRLBLOCA
methodology.
Response 34: The technical discussion on the implementation of the Tmin model can be found
in Section 4.7 in the S-RELAP5 Models and Correlations Code Manual (EMF-2100). Basically,
when T, < Tn, the heat transfer mode is selected based on the larger of the heat fluxes from
transition and film boiling. [
] The S-RELAP5 Tmin
model does not have an explicit dependency on void fraction. The most often referenced Tmin
model was developed for the TRAC code. That model is presented as a best-estimate model
and is functionally dependent on pressure (Berenson model). Void fraction is highly correlated
with pressure; hence, modeling the pressure dependence will compensate for some effects of
void fraction. The uncertainties determined for the S-RELAP5 Tmin model remove the need to
treat pressure and material type by basing the uncertainty on a bounding data set as mentioned
in Section 4.3.3.2.6 of EMF-2103. A more rigorous treatment was judged to be unnecessary
based on sensitivity studies that showed that variations in Tmin have a minimal effect on PCT
and oxidation.
The Tmin of [
] K used in the plant applications is e~tremely conservative for the early
blowdown quench. Consequently, no early blowdown quench is calculated. Therefore, Tmin
does not affect the stored energy at the end of blowdown.
All of the reflood test assessments indicate that the tempeoture rise period and the PCT depend
strongly on the film boiling heat transfer and are relatively insensitive to the quench times.
Furthermore, the calculated quench times for FLECHT-SEASET and CCTF low reflood tests are
mostly later than the data, regardless of what void fraction is calculated at the onset of quench.
It should also be pointed out that in S-RELAP5 the onset of quench requires two conditions: (1)
surface temperature must be below Tmin and (2) transition boiling heat transfer rate must
exceed the film boiling heat transfer rate.
Question 35: Page 5-2 of EMF-2103 states that "the plant process parametersare treated
statistically,however conservative methods also can be used in the absence of adequate data to
support the statisticaluse." Table 5.1 also does not indicate the folloWng parameters. Please
discuss which have been treated statisticallyand which conservatively in the methodology.
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Initial Conditions:
RCS Temperature
Accumulator line resistance
Safety Injection Temperature
PeripheralAssembly Power(how is this bounded)
Also please discuss how the following model uncertaintiesare handled and/orjustify their
omission from the analysis:
Broken nozzle resistance,K-factor
Broken loop pump resistance
Condensation
Fuel conductivity (before and after burst)
Fuel density (packingfraction afterburst)
Rod intemal pressure
Cladding burst temperature
CladdingBurst Strain and average strain
Metal/WaterReaction
Since different plant designs will have different values and ranges for many of the parametersin
the above lists, will the various parametersbe identified in the plant-specific submittalsgiving the
distributionsor conservative limits?
Response 35: [
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Included in EMF-2103 Revision 0 Section 5 is a sample problem presenting results from a 4
loop Westinghouse PWR. As part of the discussion, Table 5.7 is provided showing an example
of the coverage of specific plant process parameters used in a RLBLOCA analysis.
Question 36: Please discuss the procedureswhich will be used to insure that the range of
conditions in the plants for which the Framatome-ANPRLBLOCA methodology is used are
consistent with those in the test programs used to assess the code and determine the code
uncertainties.
Response 36: In the CSAU methodology, the intent is to develop a PIRT which defines the
phenomena which are important for the transient event and plant types being considered. From
this PIRT an assessment matrix is defined to address the defined important phenomena. Thus,
the assessment matrix is intended to cover the ranges of the important phenomena for the
transient event and plant types. However, in practice there is generally insufficient applicable
test data to fully cover all possible ranges for all important phenomena. Framatome ANP
believes that a sufficient data range has been covered by the test matrix presented in Tables 4.2
and 4.3 of EMF-2103(P) to support application of the methodology to the LBLOCA transient for
W 3 and 4-loop plants and CE 2x4 loop plants. Based on the provided PIRT, heat transfer,
break flow, and ECCS bypass (described by multiple downcomer phenomena) are the dominant
phenomena influencing clad temperature response in a LBLOCA. The primary components of
these phenomena are either treated statistically or conservatively and are specifically discussed
in either the RLBLOCA methodology document (EMF-2103) or the S-RELAP5 Code V&V
document (EMF-2102). In addition, a detailed analysis of specific plant results vs the
assessment matrix ranges has been provided for the primary heat transfer modes in the
response to RAI #2.
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Question 37: Fig. 4.4 shows the leakage paths connecting from the upperhead to the upper
downcomer. Pleasediscuss the effect of the geometry, resistance and flow rates through these
junctions on the LBLOCA response expected in the plant designs forwhich the methodology will
be used. Specifically, what is the impact of modeling this leakage on blowdown temperatures
and PCT?
Response 37: The leakage flow paths shown correspond to flow holes drilled in the plate
between the upper downcomer and the upper head in Westinghouse design plants. It is
believed that the original intent of the design was to provide a small coolant flow through the
upper head region to cool components in orconnected to this region. The flow holes exist and
their dimensions are well known. Plants can often provide data on upper downcomer to upper
head bypass flow. This information is used during input model development for calculating the
flow resistance that provides the expected bypass. The uncertainty of this bypass is considered
to be small and it has been judged to have a minor influence on PCT and oxidation.
The dominant PIRT phenomenon associated with this leakage flow is the fluid temperature in
the upper head region. The upper head contains a significant amount of liquid and the path of
least resistance for this liquid during the LOCA is downward through support or guide tubes to
the top of the core and possibly into the core where it can provide significant cooling. The
temperature of the upper head fluid determines when this fluid reaches saturation pressure and
begins to flash thus providing the driving force for flow to the core and upper plenum.
PCTs have been shown to be sensitive to upper head temperature perturbations in sensitivity
studies. [

The major PIRT-related phenomenon of concern is core flow stagnation which is closely
associated with upper head temperature. Once the steady-state condition has been
established, the relatively small leakage that occurs between these components is not expected
to impact clad temperatures. Iffor a given plant, this leak path has some unique dynamics, this
will be modeled on a plant-specific basis.
A relatively simple bypass model is used for leakage between the downcomer and the upper
head. A junction is applied from the upper head to each radial sector in the downcomer using a
code calculated flow area option. This produces a relatively large flow area. Loss coefficients
are then tuned to the plant supplied bypass fraction. Ultimately, this bypass along with flow from
the exit of the core and/or upper plenum provide the conditions to tune the steady state upper
head temperature for the specific plant. The rather large bypass flow area provides essentially
no momentum flux between these volumes and is necessary to avoid Courant limiting conditions
in adjacent fluid volumes.
Question 38: Fig 4.7 shows four half assemblies surroundingthe hot assembly. Please
discuss the use of)[ assemblies versus[ J assembliessince the pover level of these adjacent
assemblies would affect the theimal conditionsand cross flow in these outerassemblies. A
comparison of the effect of this rmdeling on blowdown temperaturesand PCT would be helpful.
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Response 38: [

Question 39: Please provide the nodalization sensitivity study results used to arrive at the
upper plenum and core nodalizationsshown in Figs. 4-4 through 4-8. Please discuss the level
of nodal detailneeded to showPCT convergence. Also discuss how the alignment of key
leakage paths influences the chirmey effects observed in the upperplenum studies and noted in
Table A.2.
Response 39: Nodalization convergence of the upper plenum is difficult to demonstrate
because of the need for multi-dimensional thermal-hydraulics and the inherent asymmetry of the
structure. For this reason, the approach taken in establishing the nodalization guidelines for the
reactor vessel internals was to examine possible options and choose the most conservative
configuration. The most important characteristics of nodalization is that it captures the dominant
phenomenological characteristics and that it accurately describe the structure while ensuring
practical runtimes. In the upperplenum the key LBLOCA parameters are liquid fallback and
carryover. [

[
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Question 40: Please discuss the sensitivity of PCT to the cioss flow resistancein the core and
how are these resistancesare calculated.
Response 40: The cross flow resistances in the core have been judged to have low importance
on PCT and, for this reason, have not been included in the PIRTgiven in Table 3.4 of the
methodology document (EMF-2103). The Westinghouse Flow Blockage tests were used to
assess S-RELAP5's capability at predicting cross flow using the TWODEE component applied
where two-dimensional hydraulic modeling is necessary. This assessment is documented in
Section 3.13 of EMF-2102.
EMF-2054 does reference a proprietary method (EMF-2328(P)(A)) for calculating cross flow
resistances across rod bundles. The formulation for cross flow resistances in the core is the
same as that currently used in Framatome ANP's NRC-approved SBLOCA methodology. [

I
Question 41: Reg. Guide 1.157 states that 'A distinction fmm, and transitionto laminar
convection (i.e. Re < 2000) should be made, with a value of the laminarheat transferfor rod
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bundles that is appropriatefor the applicablebundle geometry and flow conditions." Please
discuss how the models in Section 4.0 of EWF-2100 meet Reg. Guide 1.157. Also, does the
heat transfermodel for single phase vapor which considers the Sleicher-Rouse correlationand a
separatenaturalcirculationcorrelationresult in the appropriateheat transferfor Re numbers
less than 10,000 since the lovwer limit for this correlationis 10,000 (page4-115, EMF-2103)?
Please discuss the use of the Sleicher-Rouse correlationand the steam cooling model for
transitionand laminarflow.
Response 41: The methodology addresses the Reg. Guide 1.157 requirements implicitly in the
correlations applied for single-phase heat transfer which are described in Sections 4.2 and 4.5 of
EMF-2100(P). The correlation for single-phase liquid heat transfer at very low flows is the
maximum of the Dittus-Boelter correlation and the laminarflow correlation. S-RELAP5 uses a
Nusselt number of [
] for forced convection in the laminar region. EMF-2100 references the
COBRA/TRAC code; however, it has it's origin with work first presented in Rohsenow and Choi's
Heat, Mass, and Momentum Transfer(1961) and also presented in Tong and Weisman's
Thermal Analysis of PWRs (1996). For laminar flow around a cylindrical rod, the minimum
Nusselt number has been derived as 4.0. However, in a rod bundle this is dependent on the
pitch-to-diameter ratio. For most fuel assembly designs for PWRs, this ratio is about 1.3. At
these dimensions the laminarflow heat transfer Nusselt number is bounded by the value of
[
] used in S-RELAP5.
The Sleicher-Rouse correlation is a composite of a turbulent correlation and laminar correlation.
The laminar component is simply Nu(lam) = 5.0. This is less than the [
] value expected for
laminar flows in typical PWR rod bundle geometries; however, the turbulent component is
applied for the full range of Reynolds number. To address the turbulent Reynold's number
range below 10000, the Sleicher-Rouse correlation was assessed using the 161-rod bundle
FLECHT-SEASET Steam Cooling Tests. Figure 41.1 shows that S-RELAP5 (i.e., Sleicher
Rouse) conservatively estimates heat transfer in this Reynolds number range. [
] To address the laminar range, the
coincident periods of laminar forced convection from LOFT, Semiscale, FLECHT-SEASET and
CCTF test were evaluated to validate the applicability of the correlation. Code-to-data
comparisons during these periods show similar clad temperature responses with the code
generally predicting higher clad temperature increases. This trend is consistent with best
estimate to conservative prediction of single-phase vapor heat transfer in the laminar flow range.

[I
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Figure 41.1 Calculated to measure single-phase vapor heat transfer
for low Reynolds numbers

-j

Question 42: How does the criticalflow model addressReg. Guide 1.157, Section 3.4.1.1 items
b and c?
Response 42: (Additional discussion of the S-RELAP5 critical flow model is given in Response
to Question 58 and 61.) Item b states "Recognize thermal nonequilibrium conditions when the
fluid is subcooled.! A subcooled critical flow model based on Almagir-Lienhard-Jones correlation
for the onset of vaporization is implemented in S-RELAP5 (see Section 5.1.2.1 of EMF-2100(P)
Revision 4) to handle the thermal non-equilibrium conditions when the fluid is subcooled.
Item c states "Provide a means of transition from nonequilibrium to equilibrium conditions." A
transition region is set up to bridge the subcooled non-equilibrium conditions to the two-phase
equilibrium conditions (item c). The transition from the subcooled model to the two-phase HEM
model is discussed in Equations (5.50) to (5.52) of EMF-2100(P) Revision 4. The basic design
is to smooth the rapid change in magnitude of the critical mass flow rate and to take care of the
under prediction of mass flow rate at very low quality by the HEM critical flow model.
The S-RELAP5 critical mass flow rate is evaluated using the equation of state at the throat. The
equation of state at the throat is derived from the flow and (non-equilibrium) state conditions at
the volume center, assuming complete mixing of liquid and vapor phase at the throat. The
resultant equation of state at the throat can be single phase (subcooled) liquid (equilibrium
quality less than or equal to 0), two-phase liquid and vapor mixture (equilibrium quality between
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0 and 1), or single phase vapor (equilibrium quality greater than or equal to 1). The critical flow
for subcooled liquid is calculated by the Bernoulli equation with pressure undershoot at the
throat given by the Alamgir-Lienhard-Jones correlation (Section 5.1.2.1 of EMF-2100(P)
Revision 4). The HEM critical flow model is applied when the state at the throat is a two-phase
mixture (equilibrium quality between 0 and 1).
The transition from subcooled choking to two-phase choking can be pictorially represented,
using the saturation pressure (Psat) as onset of vaporization, in three stages as follows:
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(see Section 5.1.1.2 of EMF-21 00(P) Revision 4 for a detailed discussion.) In the code, a
transition region between single phase subcooled and two-phase choking is set up and an
interpolation scheme is used to calculate the crtical flow. The transition region is extended
sufficiently far into the two-phase region to approximately account for the under prediction of
mass flow rate at very low quality by the HEM critical flow model. An under-relaxation scheme is
applied in the transition region to further smooth the solution (see Equation (5.53) of EMF
2100(P) Revision 4).
The critical mass flow rate for single-phase steam is calculated based on the mell-established
formulation for single phase sound speed (see Response to Question 58). The discontinuity
between the two-phase HEM sound speed as quality approaches 1 and the single phase steam
sound speed is not significant; therefore, special treatment is not needed for the transition from
two-phase to single phase steam.
Question 43: How does the frictionalpressure drop model addressReg. Guide 1.157 item
3.6.1, which states: 'A model for frictionalpressure drop to be used in ECCS evaluations
should: b) be consistent Wth models used for calculatinggravitationaland accelerationpressure
drops. If void fraction models orcorrelationsused to calculate the three components of the total
pressure drop differ from one another,a quantitativejustification must be provided?"
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Response 43: The pressure drops from friction, gravitation and acceleration are calculated
consistently through the basic fluid field equations. There are no separate correlations used for
computing the gravitational and acceleration pressure drops. The frictional pressure drop is
computed from the correlations based on experimental data since it is well recognized that the
frictional pressure drop is too complex to calculate from first principles.
Question 44: How does the post CHF heat transfermodel addressReg, Guide 1.157? Item
3.9.1 b), which states a post-CHFflow model should 'recognize effects of liquid entrainment,
thermalradiation,thermal non-equilibrium,low and high mass flow rates, low and high power
densities, and saturatedand subcooled inlet conditions?"
Response 44: The applicability of the post-CHF heat transfer model is presented in the
Response to Question 2. The liquid entrainment is treated through the interphase friction
package. The wall-fluid radiation is explicitly modeled. S-RELAP5 is a two-fluid, non-equilibrium
system code and the heat transfer to two phases at different temperatures is explicitly modeled.
All correlations are functions of local conditions (i.e., parameter values at the same location).
The dependent parameters for the post-CHF correlations are usually void fraction, phasic
density, phasic temperature, phasic thermal conductivity and heat capacity, Reynolds number,
mass flow rate, hydraulic diameter, droplet diameter and etc. The location conditions are
affected by the inlet conditions, power distributions, and parameter values at other locations.
Therefore, the mass flow rate, power density and inlet conditions are either explicitly included or
implicitly treated in the post-CHF heat transfer modeling. Test data of various power
distributions and different inlet conditions are used to validate the applicability and capability of
the model.
Question 45: To understandthe two-dimensional model behavior,please show the results of a
test problem to verify the convection of lateralmomentum by the vertical velocity. A sirrple ring
nodingproblem can be developed that representsthe flow from a downcomer and a break in a
hot leg which shows flows for both vaporand liquid.
Response 45: There is a two-dimensional gas velocity profile shown on Page 5-50 of EMF
2100(P) Revision 4. The profile is reproduced in the following.
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Also, in Section 3.13 of EMF-2102(P) Revision 0, there are a number of plots (Figures 3.13.6 to
3.13.11, 3.13.13 to 3.13.18, and 3.13.20 to 3.13.25)showing the axial fluid velocity vs.
transverse distance. Shown below is an example of the figures.
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The above two sets of figures demonstrate that under single phase conditions, where the
numerics is not affected by the interphase friction model, S-RELAP5 produces correct two
dimensional flow patterns, either as expected or in good agreement with the data. Examples of
the two-dimensional flow solution for two-phase are given and discussed in the response to
Question 122.
Question 46: Anomalous flow circulationhas been shoim to develop, for example, between
parallelpipes, that are of a numericalnature and cannot easily be corrected without the aid of
additionalform losses (see Proceedingsof ICONE8, 8 t InternationalConference on Nuclear
Engineering, "RecirculatingFlowAnomaly Problem Solution Method," D. Lucas, April 2-6, 2000,
paper# 8479). Please discuss the capabilitiesof SRELAP5 with regardto the sample flow
problem presented in this paperand steps to resolve this anomalous flow behaviorpotential.In
addition, discuss whether or not the new 2-D model introduces these numericalanomalies as
seen in 1-D formulations.
Response 46: One of the purposes of implementing the two-dimensional numerics in S-RELAP5
is to prevent the anomalous flow behavior between parallel pipes. In hundreds of assessment
and plant calculations, no recirculating flow anomalies are observed in the two-dimensional
nodalizations. The 2-D model was developed explicitly to be used in the simulation of
downcomer regions and the core region. Consistent with the design of the model, it has been
assessed using data from downcomer and core tests. The 2-D model applied in the downcomer
applications was assessed using data from the full scale UPTF Test 6. The 2-D model as used in
the core was assessed using data from flow blockage tests. The results of those comparisons
were discussed in EMF-2102 and EMF-2103.
Figure 46.1 shows the nodalization for the recirculating flow anomaly problem from the input
deck supplied by NRC. Volume 710 is a time-dependent volume, representing the ECC source.
Junction 711 is a time-dependent junction, providing the ECC injection into Volume 175.
Junctions 17501 and 17502 connect two parallel volumes (pipes), Volume 160 and Volume 130.
Volume 715 is anothertime-dependent volume which served as the sink for the system. All
volumes are vertically oriented. Except for Volume 710, all volumes are initialized with liquid at
2200 psia and 5500 F.
In the original problem (base case), the condition for the ECC source volume 710 is liquid at
2200 psia and 90 0 F. The 90°F cold water is injected into Volume 175 at a rate of 96 Ibm/sec
through Junction 711. Figure 46.2 shows the flow distribution into the two parallel pipes. After
the cold water enters Volume 175, the water in Volume 175 becomes colderthan the water in
the two pipes (i.e., Volume 130 and 160) below. The tendency for the cold water to move down
and warm water to move up produces the initial period of recirculation flow pattern. Eventually,
the flow becomes steady to an asymmetric pattern with all water flowing into one pipe and none
flowing into the other pipe. The initial recirculating flow pattern establishes the density difference
between the two pipes (Volume 160 and Volume 130). The gravity head difference from the
density difference balances the pressure difference for the flow and the final flow becomes
asymmetric: the flow rate at Junction 17502 is 96 Ibm/sec and that at junction 17501 is mro, i.e.,
all cold water flows into the Volume 130 and none into Volume 160. The asymmetric solution is
physically possible due to the small low rate and the temperature difference present in the
system.
To further explain the phenomenon exhibited in the base case calculation, three sensitivity
calculations were performed. In the first sensitivity calculation, the injection rate is unchanged
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(i.e., 96 Ibm/sec), but the ECC temperature (Volume 710 temperature) is set at 550"F, same as
the rest of the system. Shown in Figure 46.3 is the flow distribution for this calculation. There is
no initial recirculation period and the flow is evenly split: each of the two junctions, 17501 and
17502, has a flow rate of 48 Ibm/sec. Thus, if there is no temperature difference between the
injection water and the water in the rest of the system, the asymmetric flow pattern will not occur.
In the second sensitivity calculation, 90OF water is injected into Volume 175 at a rate of 300
Ibm/sec. Figure 46. 4 shows the results for this case. Again, the initial period of recirculation is
not present and the flow is symmetric. This demonstrates that the asymmetric solution is not
possible if the injection rate is sufficiently high to overcome the thermal head.
For the third sensitivity calculation, the ECC temperature is at 90OF and the injection is at 300
Ibm/sec for the first 200 seconds and then reduced to 96 Ibm/sec for the rest of the time. Figure
46.5 shows the flow pattern for this case. During the first 200 seconds of the transient, the flow
rate is equal into the two parallel pipes, each having 150 Ibm/sec. Also the temperature of the
system excluding the ECC source volume is reduced from 550OF to close to 90OF at the end of
the first 200 second period. When the flow rate is reduced to 96 Ibm/sec alter 200 seconds, a
small recirculation occurs for a short time period. However, the temperature imbalance is not
large enough to produce permanent asymmetric flow and the flow becomes equal in the two
directions at about 1200 seconds into the transient. These three cases demonstrate that the
symmetric steady flow pattern for the parallel pipes can be obtained under suitable conditions.
Finally, an additional calculation was made to demonstrate the effect of replacing the parallel
pipes by a 2-D component. In this case, Volume 160 and 130 ae replaced by a 2-D annulus
(TWODEE-A) component, similarto the nodalization used for a downcomer. The 2-D
component has 6 axial levels and 2 azimuthal sectors. The two azimuthal sectors are identical
and have the same flow area as that for the parallel pipes. The total length of the six axial levels
is equal to the length of Volume 130 (or 160) in the base input deck. All volumes excluding
Volume 710 are set at 2200 psia and 550'F at the beginning of the transient. The ECC source
volume (Volume 710) is at 2200 psia and 90OF at all times. Figue 46.6 shows the flow
distribution with the 2-D component. The slow injection of cold water on top of warm water still
produces an initial recirculating flow pattern, similar to that for the parallel pipes. The
recirculation ceases at about 1200 seconds and the low becomes evenly distributed. Thus, the
difference between the 2-D component and the parallel pipes is that the steady state flow is
symmetric for the 2D component and is asymmetric for the parallel pipes.
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Figure 46.1

Sketch of Nodalization
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Figure 46.2 Flow Split for the (base) Case of Cold Water (90 F)
Injecting into Volume 175 at 96 Ibmlsec
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Figure 46.5 Flow Split for the Case of Cold Water (90 F) Injecting into Volume 175 at
300 Ibm/sec for the First 200 sec and at 96 Ibm/sec for the Remaining Time
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Figure 46.6 Flow Split for the Case of Cold Water (90 F) Injecting into Volume 175 at
96 lbmlsec with the Parallel Pipes Replaced by a 2-D Component
Question 47: Recent reviews of thermal-hydraulicanalysis computercodes have questioned
the accuracy of momentum flux terms such as given by Eq. 2.116 in EMW-2100. Pleaseprovide
and discuss:
-The numericalform of the momentum equations in S-RELAP5 their reduction to the Bernoulli
"type"equation,
-The S-RELAP5 calculatedBernoulli expression versus flow channel cell number for a 1-D and
2-D pipe with and without a contractionand an expansion. A sirrpleproblem can be defined
having a constant flow area and variable flow area and elevation change with the pressure,
kinetic, and potentialenergy terms calculatedby S-RELAP5 for both vapor and liquid.
-Application of S-RELAP5 to the Ferrell-McGee data for flow through a pipe with expansions
and contractions. (see Ferrell,J. K. and McGee, J. W , *Two-phase Flow throughAbrupt
Expansions and Contractions", TID-23394, 1966.)
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Response 47: The momentum flux terms are described in the fluid field equations as
VWVV

(47.1)

For a 1-D pipe, the flux terms are of the form:

dv

d (V2
dx 2 V2

dx

(47.2)

Expressing in the finite difference form over a momentum cell j connecting Volume K and L, the
above equation becomes
12

_V

L

2

(47.3)

K

Ax,

where the subscripts K and L denote the "volume"velocities at the centers of Volume K and L,
respectively, and Ax, is the length (straight line distance) between the two volume centers. The
volume velocities are defined in Equations (2.106) through (2.108) of EMF-2100(P) Revision 4.
In a semi-implicit scheme, the volume velocities are evaluated at the old time (n-th time-step).
The expression (47.3) is unstable. Consequently, the flux terms are approximated by a donor
like formation:

L

L['V"
-'
I

(47.4)

The donor-like velocity vL•is the velocity at the outlet side of Volume L if v. is positive and is the
velocity at the inlet side of Volume L if v_ is negative (see Equations (2.117), (2.106) and
(2.107) of EMF-2100(P) Revision 4). The expression (47.4) is a hybrid of central difference and
upwind difference, and is equivalent to the momentum lux formulation used in RELAP5/MOD3:

1{

(V2jJ(v
) _ (v2 )' +viscous term]

(47.5)

(see Equations (3.1-103) through (3.1-106) of NUREG/CR-5535 RELAP5/MOD3 Code Manual
Vol.1). The above equation indicates that the inite difference representation is dissipative.
The RELAP5 numerical solution methods have been well established over the course of about
30 years' development and improvement. Verification work has also been performed at
Framatome ANP to showthat the numerical schemes are implemented properly. An example to
demonstrate the accuracy of the expression (47.4) for the momentum flux is depicted in the
following three slides, which were presented in the review meeting for Framatome ANP
(Siemens) Appendix-K SBLOCA methodology (August 8-9, 2000).
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SIEMENS

Momentum Conservation Equations
Expansion-Contraction Test Problem
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• Motivation
. Check accuracy of momentum flux terms
* Test Geometry
• Tube with 4:1 area contraction and expansion
* Test Conditions
• Single-phase liquid (-incompressible) with no wall friction or irreversible
losses
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SIEMENS

Momentum Conservation Equations
Expansion-Contraction Test Problem
Differencing Schemes

"*Central Difference
* Second order accuracy but unstable
AP

=

-(pOV),(vjlvj_)

"*Upwind Difference
* First order accuracy (i.e. dissipative) but stable
AP = -(PV),(vj-v,.,)

"*S-RELAP5
• Stable, high accuracy for area changes but can be dissipative
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The last slide shows that the S-RELAP5 approximation to the Bernoulli form is quite accurate.
It should be pointed out that Volume K and Volume L maynot have the same flow area and
there may be a bend between the two volumes. S-RELAP5 does not explicitly treat the force
balances around the bend and at the abrupt area change. The flow restrictions (bends and area
changes) are approximated by using energy-loss coefficients, which are generally obtained from
Idelchik's Handbook or Crane's Handbook.

The Ferrel-McGee Test 2C-7 was simulated using S-RELAP5. The test conditions were:
Pressure
Flow Rate
Quality

120 psia
1150 lb/hr
0.076

The test section geometry modeled was:

Lower
Upper

Length
Diameter
F/D
Length
Diameter
OD

24 in
0.46 in
0.00005
48 in
0.59 in
0.00002

The RLBLOCA Methodology specifies that abrupt area changes be modeled using the abrupt
area change model without code-computed form loss terms. The terms are required to be
specified by other means. For the Ferrel-McGee problem, the form losses were computed from
Crane (Reference 2) and are computed (using diameters) as:
2.6

Kpasin

A~al

A large)

Kcnrcin=0.5(1--A

(i.1 0.6

0.592

=0.154

-`.1=0.5(1-0.46 2
A1 ~~~)

0.9

0.592 )=.9
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The S-RELAP5 nodalization diagram for the Ferrel-McGee experiment is shown in Figure 47.1.
With the exception of the test pressure, the problem was run to steady conditions with the above
specified input. The system pressure was set to 118 psia to betterapproximate the 117.976
psia measured pressure at the test section eat. At the end of the calculation, the pressures
were recorded and plotted as a function of test section length, shown in Figure 47.2. The filled
circles are the measured data at the specified measurement locations while the S-RELAP5
results are the open squares representing the cell centered pressures. Note that ifthe S
RELAP5 momentum equation was integrated continuously over the test section, the pressures
at the 24 in level would overlay the data. Since the pressure drop though the test section
depends on the two phase friction and the tw phase pressure drop through the expansion, the
good agreement of S-RELAP5 to the measurements show that the tmw-phase wall friction is
acceptable, especially at low pressures, and that using the single phase loss coefficient for
abrupt area changes under two phase conditions is acceptable.
References
1) Ferrel, JK and McGee, JW, US AEC Report, "Two Phase Flow Through Abrupt Expansions
and Contractions", TID-23394 Volume 3 (1966).
2) Crane Co., "Flow of Fluids Through Valve and Fittings", Tech. Paper 410, 1982.

12 nod. 6" each

(bad M. gednem

Figure 47.1 S-RELAP5 Nodalization for the Ferrel-McGee Experiment
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FerrelI-McGee
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Figure 47.2 Comparison of Measured and Calculated Pressures from
the S-RELAP5 Simulation of the Ferrel-McGee Test 2C-7
Question 48: Please discuss the stabilityanalysis forthe numericalscheme presentedin
Section 2.6.5 of EMF-2100. Include a discussion of a consistency analysis of the finite
difference equations and, as discussed in Section 2.6.4, justificationof the use of the value of C
= 0.35 when evaluating Eqs. 2.124 and 2.125. Include in the discussion the eason why the
value of C must be within the range 0.0 to 0.5 forstability.
Response 48: A general discussion of stability of the semi-implicit numerical solution scheme is
presented in Section 2.6 of EMF-2100(P) Revision 4. Comprehensive stability analysis for the
complex two-phase flow system is not possible. The S-RELAP5 numerical scheme is essentially
the same as the RELAP5 scheme and has been empiically proven to be stable. The adequacy
of the S-RELAP5 numerical scheme has also been demonstrated by the ability of the code to
simulate the tests reported in EMF-2102(P) Revision 0.
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The central difference scheme is second-order accuracy and unstable and the upwind difference
(donor) scheme is stable with first-order accuracy (see the response to Question 47). The S
RELAP5 difference scheme for the direct and cross-product momentum flux terms:

o1

1 2 =andvy

aY

is a hybrid of the central difference and upwind difference schemes. The hybrid scheme has
high accuracy and is stable as demonstrated in Response to Question 47. The upwind
difference part does introduce some dissipation, which is necessary for stability. The use of
"volume-average" velocities (see Sections 2.6.2, 2.6.3 and 2.6.4 of EMF-2100), instead of
junction velocities, enables the code to treat consistently the multiple junctions connecting to a
side of a volume, which can be used for connections between 1-D and 2-D components. The
weighting factors used in the 'volume-average" velocities (see Equations 2.106 to 2.108 of EMF
2100(P) Revision 4) imply that the fluid does not come to rest at the 'Wall", i.e., the inviscid fluid
assumption is invoked, and the flow resistances, such as wall friction, are modeled as "added
on" by using friction factor correlations.
The downstream (acceptor) difference is used only when the upstream difference is not present.
This is not necessary and is performed only to improve the accuracy. The criterion of 0<C<0.5 is
based on the analysis of the mixing upwind (upstream) difference and downstream difference for
the first order linear hyperbolic partial differential equation. Since the downstream difference is
used under special circumstance and the difference scheme for momentum flux terms is
expressed in a more complex form, the simple criterion may not be applicable. Experience
C •r 1. The value of C=0.35 is
indicates that there is no stability problem for any value of 0 0
empirically determined to be preferable based on certain sensitivity studies performed years ago.
The scheme has been demonstrated to be adequate in the performance of the assessments
reported in EMF-2102(P) Revision 0.
A stability analysis was performed by Stewart (Journal of Computational Physics, 33, 259-270,
1979) on an equation set similarto that found in RELAP5 and S-RELAP5. In that analysis,
Stewart stated that a "Lax-Richtmyer type of stability analysis cannot be performed" due to the
equation set having complex characteristics. Stewart then showed stability for the two-phase
equation set was achieved under two conditions: 1) the combination of time step, node size and
At
velocity must satisfy v-A < 1, i.e. the Courant limit, and 2) momentum exchange. Stewart

AX

further showed numerical experiments which indicated that there are minimum node sizes where
high frequency instabilities may occur. Based on Stewart's work, Shieh, et.al, (NUREG/CR
5535, Volume 6, October 1994) performed a similar stability demonstration with RELAP5/MOD3.
Framatome purposely sought an existing code to form the basis of the RLBLOCA methodology.
The significant advantages for adopting an existing code include model and theory development,
assessment, and documentation. Having adopted RELAP5, additional model development,
assessments, and documentation efforts were made to support the RLBLOCA methodology.
Consequently, there are several sources of information available to Framatome in support of the
RLBLOCA submittal. Since the semi4mplicit numerical scheme in S-RELAP5 is identical to the
one used in RELAP5/MOD3, the stability analysis presented in NUREG/CR-5535, Volume 6, is
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applicable and therefore satisfies the stability and consistency issues contained in RAI number
48.
The next discussion concerns the multiplier C= 0.35. This multiplier is applied to specific
occurrences where upwind differencing is not available, such as node boundaries representing
walls and velocity direction is away from the wall. Ignoring the cross derivative would be
acceptable under these conditions, however increased accuracy was desired. In lieu of using
center differencing, a method for using combined upwind and downwind differencing by Murray
was investigated. Murray (RELAP5 International Users Seminar, Boston, 1993) developed a
method for using a weighted combination of upstream and downstream differencing:

0

So.AO

0UJ+
0-o

-)

'

I

Murray performed a stability analysis using a linear Euler equation, and determined the criteria
for stability was:
11

1-(2co - 1)vat
=Ax

where
vAt
Ax
1
2
In S-RELAP5, the upwind difference is set to zero and C = 1 - c = 0.35. The value of 0.35 was
determined by the best fit to LOFT L2-6 clad temperatures, specifically the early quenching
immediately after the blowdown peak. However, the code version and system model that were
used in the testing are no longer applicable. In the current code version and LOFT model, the
effects of using this model are not readily apparent.
Question 49: During the review of S-RELAP5 for applicationto 10 CFR Padt 50, Appendix K
small-break LOCA analysis, concerns were raisedregardingthe completeness of the formulation
of the momentum equation. Specifically, the momentum equation as formulated is a vector
equation that can only be reduced to 1-D if the flows and forces act in a single directionand hard
surface reactionforces have also been omitted. Also, the momentum equation can only be
reduced to Bernoulli's equation for pipes by integratingthe differential form of the momentum
balance along a streamline. Please discuss the momentum equation and its application to the
reactorcoolant system when majorportions are modeled as a series of variableflow areas, 1-D
straightpipes, and flow channels with bends.
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Response 49: The S-RELAP5 field equations are written for a space filled with fluid. The
structures are not explicitly considered. The nodalization consists of volumes (cells) and
junctions (with no length) forming straight pipes and two-dimensional grids. The fluid is assumed
to be inviscid. The effects from walls, bends, and abrupt area changes are superimposed (or
added-on) to the field equations by using friction factor correlations for volume wall frictions, and
energy-loss coefficients on junctions for bends and abrupt area changes. The energy-loss
coefficients for flow restrictions (i.e., bends and abrupt area changes) are generally obtained
from Idelchik's Handbook or Crane's Handbook. The approach has been widely used in the
industry for the modeling of reactor systems and its adequacy has been demonstrated by the
ability of the code to simulate the tests eported in EMF-2102(P) Revision 0.
The momentum flux term
12)

8x2x
for the 1-D component or the x-direction of a 2-D component is in the Bernoulli form. It can be
expressed in finite-difference form over a momentum cell j connecting Volume K and L (see
Figure 2.2 or 2.3 of EMF-2100(P) Revision 4) as

2

Axi

where Ax1 is the momentum cell length (in the x-direction), which is equal to half of the sum of
the two volume lengths (in the x-direction), and the subscripts K and L denote the vlocities at
the centers of the two volumes (i.e., the two ends of the junction) respectively. Of course, the
above equation is known to be unstable and donor-like velocities as shown in Equations (2.116)
and (2.117) of EMF-2100(P) Revision 4 must be used. The point to be stressed is that
streamline integration is not required to obtain the momentum equation in the Beuioulli form,
even though integration is used in Equation (2.115) of EMF-2100(P) Revision 4.
Question 50: Please discuss the mannerin which S-RELAP5 indicates to the userthat mass,
energy, and momentum are conserved in a plant application.Is them a measure that shows in
the code output that the above parametersare conserved?
Response 50: Mass conservation is shown on the S-RELAP5 output. However, there is
currently no direct printout in the S-RELAP5 output that indicates wiether energy or momentum
have been conserved. This would require significant additional calculations in the code,
increasing run time and finally the cost of using the code. Therefore, the conservation of
momentum and energy are only indirectly evaluated.
Momentum equations are force equations and show up on the output as pressure drops across
various portions of the systems. They can be checked against plant data in a steady-state
calculation. For transient calculations, the calculated differential pressures can be checked
against test data. S-RELAP5 output does not display any measure of energy conservation.
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Users can use control variables to set up the measure to check the energy conservation for the
entire system or parts of the system.
As indicated, the conservation of momentum and energy are not directly checked in the code but
can be evaluated based on the fbllowing. First there is the results of all the assessments. For
each of these assessments the code is first brought to a steady state which is checked against
the initial conditions for the assessment. The fact that the code is able to attain steadystate
conditions that are in agreement with measured data indicates that the momentum and enegy
are being conserved. If not, and they were constantly being perturbed, the code would not settle
out to a steady state, let alone one that vas in agreement with the measured conditions.
Secondly, the execution of the assessment transients provide a comparison of the calculated
and measured pressure profiles during the transient. The pressure profiles are dependent upon
both the momentum and the energy and if either were not being conserved then poor agreement
would be expected between the data and the calculation. Hovever, for the four LOFT and two
Semiscale assessments, the agreement between the calculated and measured pressure profiles
are good to excellent (See Figures 4.1.5, 4.1.37, 4.1.74, 4.1.111, 4.2.6, and 4.2.30 ofEMF
2102(P) Revision 0). This good agreement indicates that the code treatment of both the
momentum and energy equations is adequate for use in the performance of LBLOCA analyses.
With respect to the actual plant calculations, the code is diven to a steady state condition and
this steady state condition is checked against the plant opelating conditions. In addition, the
primary to secondary energy balance is also checked. These checks provide the assurance that
the code and plant specific model is adequately modeling the plant. The fact that the code
attains a steady state condition that corresponds to the actual plant operating conditions is the
primary indication to the analyst that the code is functioning as intended.
An example demonstrating that S-RELAP5 numerics conserved energy was presented during
the August 8 and 9, 2000 presentation of the SBLOCA methodology and is reproduced below.
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SIEMENS

Energy Conservation Equations
Vessel Blowdown Example Problem
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Question 51: Please discuss the orrissionof the viscous sheartermin the 2-D formulation.
Include a discussion of the consequence of the orrissionof this term, for example, in the hot
bundle and hot channel during eadly reflood when the Re numbers are in the range 1,000 to
2,000. Are there low flow conditions during the LOCA (blowdown, refill, reflood, long term during
downcomer boiling)where omission of this term would affect the hot channel thermal behavior
and/orhot rod PCT?
Response 51: The discussion of omission of the viscous shear terms has been presented on
Page 2-5 of EMF-21 00(P) Revision 4. In the reactor vessel, the dominating surface stress
forces are wall friction in single phase flow and wall friction and interphase friction in two phase
flow; the viscous shear is insignificant relative to those forces, and thus not important. The
conclusion of the PIRT was that wall friction did not have a sufficiently significant effect to be
considered for uncertainty analysis; therefore there was no reason to consider the effect of
viscous shear. The low flow conditions are treated in the wall friction and heat transfer
coefficient correlations. Furthermore, unless sufficiently fine nodes are used, such as those for
CFD codes, inclusion of the viscous shear terms in a system code only contributes to
background noise.
Question 52: Pleasediscuss the numerical solution strategydescribedin Section 2.6.5.1 fora
single 1-D pipe and a second system using a 1-0 loop connected to a 2-) component. Include
a discussion of the development of the coefficients fhom the numericalapproximationto the
conservation equationsand the tn-diagonalmatrix, along with the column vectors containingthe
source terms.
Response 52: In S-RELAP5, all volumes and junctions, regardless of what components they
belong to, are treated equally in the solution scheme. The overall solution strategy is to reduce
the conservation equations into a set of linearly independent equations where there is only one
equation and one unknown per hydrodynamic volume. The process is described in EMF-21 00
Sections 2.6.5.1 and 2.6.5.2. In Section 2.6.5.1, the frst transformation using the momentum
equation is described. The key point is the reduction of Equations 2.120 and 2.121 into
Equation 2.135. Briefly, the process consists of adding and subtracting the old time pressure
drop

into Equations 2.120 and 2.121, thus brining Equation 2.127. Using matrix notation, Equation
2.127 can be written as:

solving for velocity (•)

R= A-`6 + A-`6
where R is the left hand side, while A-b and A-1 6 are the right hand terms (old time velocity
and pressure drop, respectively) of Equation 2.135. Substituting Equation 2.135 into the mass
and energy equations (described in Section 2.6.5.2) results in one equation for change in
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pressure (PL"' - PL") per hydrodynamic volume, hence a set of'N' equations with 'N' unknowns.
It is easily shown that they form a linearly independent set of equations. Thus, the concept of tri
diagonal is immaterial. Also, since the orthogonal derivatives that appear in the 2-D momentum
equation are old time terms and are contained in b, no additional development is required.
Thus, the S-RELAP5 solution scheme is entirely different from that of TRAC-M. The derivation
is described in Section 2.6 which demonstrates that the derivation of the S-RELAP5 numerical
scheme is the most complete when compared to TRAC and other system codes. The TRAC-M
manual describes the matrix in general form without specifying the coefficients. S-RELAP5
provides all the actual coefficients.
The S-RELAP5 solution scheme does not solve the 1-D and 2-D components separately. Once
the finite difference terms are obtained, the basic elements are volumes and junctions. There is
no distinction between 2-D and 1-D junctions or volumes in the finite difference equations. Each
junction has two momentum equations (vapor and liquid velocities). Section 2.6.5.1 solves the
liquid and vapor velocities in terms of pressure changes of the connection volumes. Section
2.6.5.2 describes the analytical steps to eliminate the void fraction, liquid internal energy, vapor
internal energy, and noncondensable quality from the two mass balances, one noncondensable,
and two energy balance equations to obtain a pressure equation for each volume. The resultant
pressure equation is shown in Equation (2.208) with all the terms described in Equations (2.209)
through (2.215). The text in the last paragraph describes how a system of NxN sparse matrix is
obtained for a problem with N volumes. In general form, the pressure equations for an N-volume
problem are:
Ax = b
or
a 1,

a 12

...

a 1 N,

API

a21

a22

...

a2 N

AP2 I

[b
b2

-am

aN2 ...

a,NJ

LAPNJ

bNJ

where a, (i# j) is zero if no junction connects volume I and volume j. The elements b, and
nonzero aj's are the terms given in Equations (2.209) through (2.215) of EMF-2100 (P) Revision
4. The pressure matrix subroutine PRESEQ is coded in accordance with the steps and the
terms developed in Section 2.6.5.2.
Question 53: Please discuss the method and model used to simulate the ECC entering and
mixing in the dischargelegs? Also, since ECC water can enter the loop seal during rapidSIT
injection, please discuss how S-RELAP5 captures this behavior.What is the effect of loop seal
refill on steam binding, the reflood rate, and the PCT?
Response 53: There is no special component or process model for the ECC mixing. The
applicability and adequacy of S-RELAP5 to simulate ECC mixing have been shown in the
assessments of UPTF test 8, Westinghouse/EPRI One-Third Scale Test, and LOFT LBLOCA
Tests. The back flow of SIT ECC water either does not occur or is not significant in LOCA
events due to (1) the pump design provides physical barriers to hinder or prevent back flow into
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the loop seal and (2) the steam flow from the core to steam generator and then to cold leg is
sufficiently strong and the pressure drop due to condensation is sufficiently large to prevent back
flow. In UPTrF Test 8, there is no evidence of any significant back flow to the loop seal in either
the calculations or the data.
Question 54: Please provide the comparisons of the S-RELAP5 predictionsto the Marviken
test system pressure for the tests presentedin EMF-2102, Section 3.5. Discuss howthe
uncertaintyin break flow was determined. Does the S-RELAP5 model include wall heat
structures? ff not, discuss the effect of the orrissionof wall heat on the results.
Response 54: The following nine figures show the comparison of pressure near the nozzle
entrance for the nine tests. The measured pressures exhibit some fluctuations, except for Test
2. The calculation of break flow uncertainty is discussed on Section 3.5.5 of EMF-2102. The
wall heat structures are not included. There are no accurate data available for wall heat
structure modeling. In any case, the contribution from the walls to the critical flow calculation is
insignificant since the wall and fluid are roughly at the same temperature initially and the fluid
temperature change during the very short transient is rather small, particularly in the discharge
pipe and nozzle section. The key point is to obtain sufficiently accurate fluid conditions
upstream of the break.
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Marviken Test 6
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Marviken Test a
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Marviken Test 16
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Marviken Test 17
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Marviken Test 20
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Marviken Test 22
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Marviken Test 24
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Marviken Test 25
Nozzle Entrance Pressure
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Question 55: What is the cause of the dbop in mass flow rate at 75 seconds in Fig. 3.5.18 and
'at 20 seconds in Fig. 3.5.22 pesented in EMF-2102? Why was the S-RELAP5 prediction not
shown to completion in Figs.14, 15, 18, 21, and 22?
Response 55: The mass flow rate drops at 75 seconds because steam has reached the bottom
of the vessel in the calculation earlier than the test. As discussed in the last sentence of Section
3.5.4 of EMF-2102(P) Revision 0, the calculation time for all tests are the same or close to the
duration of the experiment as specified in NUREG/CR-2671 (Reference 3.5.3 of EMF-2102(P)
Revision 0). The test was terminated when the ball valve began to close or when steam entered
the discharge pipe (the last sentence of the paragraph next to the last on Page 3.5-3 of EMF
2102(P) Revision 0). Apparently, the flow measurement was not stopped at the termination of
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the test. The closure of the ball valve is not simulated in the calculation; theefore, there is no
point to carry out the calculation further than the specified test period.
Question 56: The comparisonsto the data showthat the transitionfrom single-phase to two
phase conditions is not hell predicted. Please discuss the expected transitionin the plant
calculations,including effect of persistence of the duration of the transitionperiod for an
extended time and the errorintroducedin the calculation that is not captuied by the uncertainty
evaluated from the Marviken test comparisons. Include a discussion of the effect of the dulation
of the transitionperiod the uncertaintyin the break flow model determined from the Marviken
tests.
Response 56: [
The duration of the transition period is typically 5-15 seconds in the Marviken tests and is
typically less than 5 sec in the plant calculations. Therefore, the Marviken transition period data
are more than sufficient to cover the plant applications.
Question 57: Does the criticalflow model uncertaintyshow a dependence on LID for all fluid
conditions?Please discuss the lack of this effect in the uncetainty evaluation.
Response 57: The critical flow uncertainty does not have a dependence on L/D. Any geometry
dependence, including L/D, of the critical flow model is implicitly taken into account in the critical
flow uncertainty analysis. In the plant applications, the geometty dependence is accounted for
mainly through the break size spectrum analysis.
Question 58: How is the criticalflow rate calculated wMen superheatedsteam exits the break?
Please discuss the uncertaintyin the break flow model underthese conditions.
Question 59: No tests were provided to show the capabilityof the code to piedictpure steam
flow out the break. Were comparisonsof S-RELAP5 with data for saturatedsteam flow, to
Marviken Test 11, performed? Please discuss the uncertainty in the break flow model for
saturatedsteam.
Response to 58 and 59: The single-phase steam critical flow is calculated based on the sound
speed formulation:

a2= (6p)

V2

where a, P, S, p, and V are, respectively, sound speed, pressure, entropy, and specific volume.
This theoretical model for single-phase vapor choking has been well established. In plant
calculations with cold leg breaks, steam always mixes with subcooled water before going out of
the breaks; therefore, single phase steam choking does not occur. Thus, during the period when
the break flow is choked, the twio-phase critical flow model as exhibited in the Marviken Critical
Flow Tests is applicable to plant calculations.
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Question 60: Were comparisonsperformed between S-RELAP5 and data for vessel blowdown,
such as Allemann, OExperimentalHigh Enthalpy Blowdown from a Simple Vessel through a
Bottom Outlet," BNWL-1 111, Battelle Northwest Laboratory, 1970? If so, please discuss the
results of the cormparisons.
Response 60: The particular test has not been used for assessment by system codes such as
COBRA/TRAC, TRAC and RELAP5. Framatome ANP has no data available to perform the
assessment of the test. Furthermore, the Full Scale Marviken Critical Flow Tests used for critical
flow uncertainty analysis are essentially blowdown tests from the vessel bottom.
Question 61: HEM is an equilibriumbreak flow model. Since HEM is appliedto two-phase
conditions, and since non-equilibrium conditionscan exist at the break with combinations of
subcooled liquid with saturatedor superheatedsteam (orsaturatedliquid with superheated
steam) exiting the system, how are these conditions handled with the S-RELAP5 criticalflow
model? What is the uncertaintyin the break flow model undernon-equilibriumconditions?
Response 61: In evaluating the critical mass flow rate, S-RELAP5 derives the equation of state
at the throat from the flow and state conditions at the volume center, assuming complete mixing
of liquid and vapor phase at the throat. At the volume center upstream of the break, the flow is
non-homogeneous (vapor velocity # liquid) and non-equilibrium (vapor temperature * liquid
temperature). With the equilibrium assumption, the resultant equation of state at the throat can
be single-phase (subcooled) liquid (equilibrium quality less than or equal to 0), two-phase liquid
and vapor mixture (equilibrium quality between 0 and 1), or single-phase vapor (equilibrium
quality greater than or equal to 1). The HEM critical flow model is applied when the state at the
throat is a two-phase mixture (equilibrium quality between 0 and 1).
During the reflood period of a LBLOCA superheated steam and subcooled liquid can exit the
break together. Since there is sufficient amount of highly subcooled ECC water to bring down
the superheated steam to saturation, the equilibrium quality of the two-phase mixture at the
volume is less than 1, particularly during the period when the break is choked. Therefore, the
critical mass rate computation is within the range of the subcooled single phase and two-phase
HEM critical flow model. It should be pointed out that the HEM critical flow model assumes
complete mixing of vapor and liquid to compute the maximum allowable mass flow rate through
the break, but it does not really turn the non-equilibrium conditions into equilibrium conditions. If
the steam is superheated at the volume center, it will exit the break with the same amount of
superheat whether the break is choked or not.
The critical flow uncertainty for the subcooled single-phase and two-phase choking is obtained
from the analysis of nine Marviken Full Scale Critical Flow Tests, which Framatome, ANP has
data for. Since the steam in the Marviken Critical Flow Tests is saturated, the concern is: what is
the critical flow uncertainty if the upstream steam is superheated? There are insufficient
separate-effects data available to perform uncertainty analysis for such conditions. It is believed
that the uncertainty analysis from the Marviken Critical Flow Tests is applicable due to the
following reasons. First, as discussed above, the equilibrium quality for the two-phase mixture of
subcooled liquid and superheated steam is below 1; therefore, the HEM critical flow model can
be used. Second, the period for which the break flow is critical with superheated steam is
extremely short or not present during a LBLOCA; therefore, its overall contribution is
insignificant. Third, in LOFT and Semiscale LBLOCA assessments, there is no apparent
difference in break flow behavior when the steam upstream of the break becomes superheated.
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Question 62: What is the uncertaintyin the criticalflow model when the flow is no longer critical
and may contain superheatedsteam or non-equilibriumtwo-phase conditions? Please discuss
benchmarks that were used to evaluate the break flow model under these conditions and include
results of the transitionfrom criticalto non-criticalconditionsand discuss how the model works.
Response 62: [
]
When the break flow is not choked, the critical flow model uncertainty does not apply. Under
such circumstances, the break flow is the same as any flow through a junction and is calculated
by the field equations and constitutive models. Many of the analyzed separate effects tests,
such as CCTF, UPTF, THTF, FRIGG-2, WestinghouselEPRI and FLECHT-SEASET, have
breaks without choking.
The treatment for transition from choked to unchoked flow is discussed in Section 5.1.2.3 of
EMF-2100(P) Revision 4 For LBLOCA the transition (from choking to not choking) is not
important since the period is extremely short. The Semiscale LBLOCA and LOFT LBLOCA
Tests are assessment examples where the transition occurs and the code performs well. The
transition treatment has also been validated with SBLOCA Tests (see EMF-2328(P)(A) Rev. 0).
An assessment of the methodology assumptions for broken nozzle and loop resistance form
loss has been provided in RAI #24.
Question 63: Section 3.5.4 states that a break flow multiplierof [
was used to predict
these tests. Uncertainty in the model is typically determined with a value of 1.0. Use of a
multiplierin the range [
], implies that S-RELAP5 tends to overpredictbreak flow for
the Marviken tests. Discuss how this additionalbias has been taken into account in the
uncertaintyanalysis when the bias was varied for the Marviken tests? Howis the break
dischargecoefficient then modeled when performing plant calculations? What is the uncertainty
in the break model if a dischargecoefficient of 1.0 is used? Please discuss howin light of this
initial assumed bias in the break multiplierinput, the 25 percent errorcalculated for the break
flow model bounds the data.
Response 63: There is clearly a misunderstanding with respect to the information conveyed. In
order to model the Marviken nozzles a geometry or K factor was required to match the test
depressurization. This geometry factor varied between [
] depending on the
particular test and nozzle. [

Question 64: The break nodalizationof the dischargeleg in Fig. 4.3 of EM-2103 shows [
] in the dischargeleg while the nodalization of the break in the Marviken test shows [
] in the exit pipe. In Section 3.5.6 of EMW-21OZ it is noted that 'the fine nodalization was
used to mitigate numerical diffusion Mhich may send hotterwateror vaporprematurely to the
dischargepipe." The modeling philosophy given in Section 4.2.3.5, entitled Cold Leg and Bieak,
seems to contradictthe statements in Section 3.5.6. Please discuss andjustify the diffeences
in the modeling philosophy applied to the Marviken test and that applied to plant calculations.
Include a discussionof the effect of finernodalizationon break flow and PCT in the plant
calculationsand the effect of the use of a ciude nodalization on break flow uncertainty.
Response 64: It is not appropriate to compare the flow path from the top of the vessel to the
nozzle in the Marviken Tests with the flow length between the vessel and the break in the plant
nodalization. [
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] The same strategy is used in nodalizing the vessel-side break. Therefore, a consistent
philosophy is applied in the break upstream nodalization for both the Marviken and the plants.
In plant calculations, there are two possible paths that allow steam from the top of the core to
exit the vessel-side break. One path is going up through the intact loop hot leg, steam
generator, intact loop cold leg and top of the downcomer; the other path is going down through
the lower plenum and then up though the dowicomer. In both flow directions, liquid entrained
by steam affects the state conditions of the break upstream volume. In the Marviken Tests,
steam at the top of the volume propagates slowly downwards to the bottom of the vessel,
discharge pipe and the nozzle to the break. The state conditions of the break upstream volume
are affected by the vapor pulled through by the liquid. Since two distinct processes (liquid
entrainment vs. vapor pull-through) affect the state conditions of the break upstream volume, the
vapor propagation in the Marviken vessel has to be simulated as accurately as possible in order
not to add improper bias to the critical flow uncertainty. Furthermore, the experiment stipulated
that the test was terminated when the steam entered the discharge pipe. Therefore, the state
conditions at the bottom of the vessel must be calculated accurately to prevent premature
delivery of steam to the discharge pipe. Summarizing, the essential point is to obtain accurate
state conditions for the volume upstream of the break in order to reduce to the minimum the
dependency of critical flow uncertainty on the numerical schemes and constitutive relations.
Question 65: Section 4.3. 1.10 discusses the CCFL (countercurrentflow limit) model appliedto
the uppertie plate and compares test data againstthe theoreticalflooding curve to bound the air
- waterflow rates. The performance of the code has not been demonstratedagainsttest data to
show that the model is performing correctly, especially undersaturatedand subcooled fluid
conditions. To demonstrate the capabilityof the model, please show comparisonsof code
predictionsto test data, such as the Noithwestern data (Bankoff, 1981), to show the
condensationeffects on the CCFL predictionsand the model's performance. How does S
RELAP5 prevent unrealisticconcurrentdown flow of liquid and steam into the core? Does
countercurrentflow orconcurrent downward flow produce uppercore cooling ora top down
quench for any of the separateeffects, integraltests, orplant calculations?
Discuss how the tm fluid models have been assessed for CCFL behaviorsince the flooding
point is determined entirely by the interfacialdrag and entrainmentmodels in the code. Has the
CCFL model in S-RELAP5 demonstratedits ability to reproduceflooding behaviorwhich is
consistent with scaling laws. Has a comparison been performed for the S-RELAP5 model to
tests such as the Creare 1/150' and 1/5nh scale data. Ate there continuous liquid and steam
velocity plots in the downcomer verifying that CCFL is preservedby the S-RELAP5 interfacial
drag model for saturatedand subcooled conditions? Since the CCFL lirnt model[
], what controls are used to assure that plant calculations /ilnot result in
violations of CCFL orunrealistic concurrentdownflow in this region? Also please discuss what
special interfacialdrag, film droplet, entrainmentide-entrainment,drop size models were added
or modifications/provisionsto RELAP5 to properly deal with countercurrentflow in the
downcomer in the [
I.
Response 65: The code performance on the CCFL phenomena has been demonstrated in the
assessments of UPTF Tests 10, 12 and 29 (upper tie plate), FRA-ANP CCFL Tests (upper tie
plate), UPTF Test 11 (steam generator inlet plenum), UPTF downcomer penetration tests 6 and
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7, CCTF tests (upper tie plate, steam generator inlet plenum, upper core cooling and
downcomer) Semiscale and LOFT LBLOCA tests (upper tie plate, steam generator inlet plenum,
upper core cooling and downcomer). The fluid conditions in these tests range from highly
subcooled to saturated.
S-RELAP5 uses a CCFL correlation of Bankoff-type. Users have the option to input the
coefficients in the correlation and to select where the correlation is applied. The correlation can
be reduced to Wallis form or Kutateladze form by input. The counter-current flow limiting is
invoked only when the model is selected by the user and the calculated countercurrent flow from
the interphase friction model exceeds the down flow limit. [

I
The CCFL at the upper tie plate depends strongly on the geometrical configuration of the tie
plate region. The coefficients in the CCFL correlation depend on the geometry of the flow
restriction and can only be determined by experiment. Framatome ANP performed CCFL tests
on several types of upper tie plates (Section 3.9 of EMF-2102(P)). Figure 65.1 (from Figure
3.9.5 of EMF-2102(P) Revision 0) shows the data against the Kutateladze flooding curve for a
Framatome ANP BWR ATRIUM-9 UTP (upper tie plate). The data were for the same UTP
installed in two different test facilities: Mini-Loop and FCTF. The Mini-Loop data are close to but
conservative with respect to the Kutateladze flooding curve:

K

F._.

(65.1)

The FCTF data is also conservative with respect to the above curve and overlay the Mini-Loop
data in the range where the data overlap. Translating the above curve in the CCFL correlation
form used by S-RELAP5 (Equations (5.106) and (5.510) of EMF-21 00(P) Revision 4) yields the
set of coefficients:

[

1

(65.2)

This set of coefficients is then used to assess other Framatome ANP CCFL Tests. The results
show that all data are conservative with respect to the UTP CCFL correlation.
It is not possible to determine a set of coefficient values that best fits the data because of the
large variations in data for different types of tie plates. On the other hand, it is not practical to
define a set of coefficient values for each type of tie plate. One particular reason is that
Framatome ANP has to deal with tie plates manufactured by other vendors in a mixed-core
configuration. Therefore, the most appropriate approach is to use a set of coefficient values that
bound the data, i.e., it is more restrictive on limiting the down flow of water. Accordingly, the set
of coefficients obtained from the Framatome ANP CCFL Tests and described above is used for
the upper tie plate CCFL correlation in all assessment and plant application calculations.
The UPTF tests are more appropriate than the Northwestern data to further assess the upper tie
plate CCFL model because UPTF is a full scale facility with real plant tie plates and subcooled
water and superheated steam were used. The assessments of UPTF Tests 10, 12 and 29
demonstrate that the CCFL correlation with the specified coefficients bounds all the data
(Section 3.7 of EMF-2102(P) Revision 0). As an example, a plot of Kutateladze parameters
calculated from the S-RELAP5 results compared with the UPTF CCFL correlation is presented
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in Figure 65.2. The plot demonstrates three things: (1) S-RELAP5 CCFL model behaves
correctly as shown by the linear upper limit of sqrt (Kg), (2) The CCFL correlation using the
specified set of coefficients is conservative relative to the CCFL correlation derived from the
UPTF data (solid line), and (3) a lot of calculation points are below the specified CCFL line.
Also, the calculation points with co-current flow solution are not shown in the plot.
In the reflood assessment and plant application cases, the low solutions calculated at the upper
tie plate junctions above the hot bundles are mostly co-current (an example is shown in
Response 122). Even if counter-current flow solutions are calculated, they are likely to be below
the already conservative down flow limit. Therefore, a certain degree of top down cooling limited
to near the top end of the rods is possible, but top down quench is highly unlikely. The rod
temperature histories shown in Figures 65.3 and 65.4 demonstrate that top down cooling is
insignificant.
Discussion of the downcomer ECC water penetration and CCFL, including suitability of using
scaled data such as those of the Creare 1/115th and 1 / 5 th tests, is presented in Section 5.5.2 of
EMF-2100(P) Revision 4. In essence, the relative distance between the broken cold leg and
each of the intact loop cold legs is an important parameter in determining the downcomer
penetration but is poorly represented in the scaled data. Th.e UPTF data showed that the
downward flow of ECC water in the downcomer is nonsymmetrical and heterogeneous. The multi
dimensional characteristics of heterogeneous penetration of ECC water was not observed in the
earlier small scale tests. [
] Framatome ANP uses the full scale UPTF downcomer
penetration test data to assess the performance of the S-RELAP5 downcomer model. [

I
The Kutateladze parameters from the UPTF Test 6 calculations are plotted below and compared
to the Glaeser correlation (as shown in Takeuchi and Young, 1998). Since the UPTF correlation
was developed from averaged data measured from the lower plenum fill rate, the S-RELAP5
liquid flows for comparison are averaged lower plenum fill rates converted to Kutateladze
parameters. A discussion is presented on the Glaeser correlation.
The measured and calculated steam up flows verses lower plenum fill rates are shown in Figure
65.5 and the associated Wallis parameters in Figure 65.6. Each point on the graph represents a
particular run from UPTF Test 6. The following table, Table 65.1, lists the run number, the
steam injection rate, the lower plenum 1111
rate, and the test run pressure. The test runs are listed
in descending order based on steam flow, which corresponds to the plotted points from top to
bottom. The accumulator injection flows are presented to show the amount of bypass measured
and calculated for each test run. The total accumulator flow ranged from 1440 to 1480 kg/s.
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Table 65.1 UPTF Test 6 Measured Flows and Pressures
Run No.

Steam Flow Rate
(kgls)
436
396
295
202
102

135
131
132
133
136

Liquid Flow Rate
(kgls)
548
570
898
975
875

Pressure
(kPa)
360
295
310
250
265

The UPTF correlation by Glaeser was developed to describe the nonsymmetric heterogeneous
gas/liquid countercurrent flow in the reactor scale tie plate and downcomer regions. Glaeser
extended the Kutateladze-type flooding equation to do so. The flow is nonsymmetric if the ECC
water is injected via the hot or cold legs, and the steam/iwater mixture is flowing out of one
broken hot or cold leg. The use of either Wallis or Kutateladze parameters implies the
assumption that the important gas velocity at the gas/liquid interface is approximately equal to
the superficial gas velocity, i.e. an average gas velocity within the flow channel. This is not the
case for large scale nonsymmetric flows.
Since the gas momentum at the inteiface influences the amount of water flowing downward, a
ratio of the gas velocity at the interface to the superficial gas velocity has to be introduced. This
gas velocity ratio is mainly determined by the distance 'L' between the respective intact leg, with
ECC injection, and the broken leg, where the gas/liquid outflow occurs. The largest upward gas
velocity compared to the average gas velocity occurs close to the broken leg due to the lowest
pressure in the vicinity of the broken leg. Consequently, the largest build-up of a pressure
difference in the gas flow occurs in the vicinity of the broken leg, if ECC water is injected into the
gas upflow. The closer that the ECC injection leg is located to the bloken leg, the smaller the
average gas velocity (superficial gas velocity) for the same interfacial gas velocity, which
determines the liquid down-flow rate.
The distance 'L' between the broken leg and the ECC injection leg is delned as:
L =

1-70DW, sin 2

2

2-•-'

(0-2)

(65.3)

where Do=, is the outer diameter of the downcomer interior and
where 0.. is the angle between the broken leg and the most distant ECC injection leg.
Another important parameter is the slope of the gas velocity profile, which is determined by the
gas viscosity. The correlation defines the reciprocal dimensionless length as:
2
fKG =j;___

j,

L

L

V

3

g3 L

Therefore, the UPTF CCFL correlation, in terms of Kutateladze numbers, is:

(65.4)
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(fKGKg) +0.011(K,)2 =0.0245

(65.5)

where

KX =(65.6)

and x-forg.
Note that the correlation is applicable to the later portion of the blow-down period near the 'end
of-blowdown'. The reason for this restriction is that the correlation is only applicable when there
is a large pressure drop between the broken leg and an ECC injection leg. These conditions are
no longer met after the break unchokes.
The results from applying the UPTF CCFL correlation to both the measured and S-RELAP5
calculated results from Test 6 are shown in Figure 65.7. The correlation was applied to the 3
loop and 4-loop sample problems for comparison purposes. The correlation was applied to the
later stages of the 'end-of-blowdown' period where the break was still choked and where the
substantial reverse core flow started to decay and positive core flow was re-established. Also,
note that the 3-loop sample problem had no counter-current flow during this period.
The results from the 3-loop and 4-loop transients are shown in Figures 65.8 and 65.9. In those
figures, the Wallis parameters are presented. [
] However, this occurs at
the lower vapor velocities and the occurrences are few in number.
Overall, these results show that S-RELAP5 under-predicts downcomer flow. This is also
evidenced from the higher than measured temperatures from the integral tests (EMF-2102) and
the RAI responses concerning the downcomer nodalization studies. This is the expected result
since the assessments indicate that the combination of the code and nodalization consistently
over predict core bypass. Given that core bypass is over predicted, it is highly unlikely that too
much downcomer flow is being predicted.
To assure that too much downcomer flow is not predicted, the limiting break case from the
RLBLOCA analysis will be analyzed with the following methodology. The time period before
reflood will not be analyzed. In blowdown the water in the system is flashing and downcomer
flow is not important to core cooling. In the refill phase the full scale UPTF tests have shown
that the model is conservative. For the reflood phase of the LBLOCA, a check on CCFL in the
downcomer will be implemented using the Wallis correlation. Since a CCFL model is not being
directly applied to limit flow in the downcomer, it is expected that there will be some calculated
points that exceed the Wallis correlation. Based on the results of the assessments, which
indicate that the overall prediction of ECCS bypass is conservative, if a significant percent of the
calculated points exceed the criteria, the analyst will review the analysis in detail.
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Figure 65.1 Comparison of FCTF Data and Mini-Loop Data Using an ATRIUM-9 UTP
(Figure 3.9.5 of EMF-2102(P) Revision 0)
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Figure 65.2 Calculated Kutateladze Parameters Test 10 Run 080
(Figure 3.7.141 of EMF-2102(P) Revision 0)
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CCTF Run 54
Hot rod clad temperature, 3.050m
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Figure 65.3 Comparison of Rod Surface Temperatures for High Power Bundles at 3.1m
Elevation, CCTF Test Run 54 (Figure 3.12.31 of EMF-2102(P) Revision 0)
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CCTF Run 62
Hot rod clad temperature, 3.050m
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Figure 65.4 Comparison of Rod Surface Temperatures for High Power Bundles at 3.1m
Elevation, CCTF Test Run 62 (Figure 3.12.58 of EMF-2102(P) Revision 0)
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UPTF Test 6
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Figure 65.5 Comparison of Downcomer ECC Water Penetration in Terms of
Mass Flow Rates for UPTF Test 6
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UPTF Test 6
Comparison of measured and calculated Wallis parameters
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Figure 65.6 Comparison of Downcomer ECC Water Penetration
in Terms of Wallis Parameters Using the Creare Correlation
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UPTF CCFL Correlation
Kutateladze parameters of measured and calculated flows
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Figure 65.7 Comparison of Data and Calculations
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3 Loop Sample Problem
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Figure 65.8 Wallis Parameters from 3-Loop Sample Problem
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4 Loop Sample Problem
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Figure 65.9 Wallis Parameters from 4-Loop Sample Problem

Question 66: Page4-4 of EMF-2103 briefly states how compensatingerrors are handledin the
assessment matrix for FLECHT, SCTF, CCTF, and THTF. Hovwever, there are no detailed
discussions of compensating errorsrelative to the separateeffects and integraltests. Please
discuss compensatingerrors relative to the separateeffects and integral experiments. The
discussionshould include Post CHF heat transfer,ECC bypass/condensation,and
blowdown/post-blowdown thermal hydraulics and entrainment.
Response 66: The concern with compensating errors is that they may result in the code being
able to predict some experimental assessments accurately but not be able to predict others due
to changes in conditions or scale. While it is recognized that there may be compensating errors
in large system analysis codes, it is also recognized that there is no practical method for proving
or disproving the existence of these compensating errors. Thus, the most practical approach for
dealing with compensating errors is to perform a wide range of experimental assessments to
show that these compensating errors do not impact the code results.
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The large number of test facilities and tests in those facilities that have been analyzed are shown
in Tables 4.2 and 4.3 of EMF-2103(P). This assessment matrix included tests ranging in scale
from as small as the Bennett Tube tests to full scale facilities such as UPTF. In addition,
facilities such as FLECHT, FLECHT-SEASET, CCTF, and SCTF included essentially full-length
fuel assemblies and in the case of the CCTF and SCTF full scale fuel assemblies. The tests in
these facilities covered a wide range of test conditions and the S-RELAP5 code was capable of
consistently predicting the test results in these facilities.
As an additional check, the LOFT, Semiscale, and CCTF assessments were re-run with the
code model biases removed. The code model biases were determined by comparisons of the
code with various SET assessments at varying scale. The use of these biases in a set of
independent assessments of different scale provides a level of confidence that the code, even if
there are compensating errors, can be expected to predict the important phenomena of the
LBLOCA. The removal of the code model biases for the LOFT, Semiscale, and CCTF
assessments consistently improved the comparison of code prediction and experimental data.
While this does not prove there are no compensating errors in S-RELAP5 it does indicate that
any compensating errors that exist in the code will not impact the codes abilityto predict the
results of a LBLOCA.
In general, the issue of compensating error is only relevant for dominant LOCA phenomena.
Two key areas of concern with regard to compensating errors are core heat transfer and ECCS
bypass. Core heat transfer is dependent on the suite of heat transfer correlations and interfacial
friction. In the response to Question 20, a discussion is provided that explains that the approach
to evaluating film boiling uncertainties inherently accounts for compensating error present from
the inseparability of heat transfer and interfacial friction.
ECCS bypass is dependent on the separable phenomena including condensation of ECCS
water, lower plenum sweepout, downcomer boiling, and downcomer counter current flow.

[

Question 67: Please identify a reference discussing errorpropagationand how this is handled
in the uncertaintymethodology.
Response 67: The non-parametric statistical approach directly propagates the uncertainties and
there is no special treatment required for error propagation.
Question 68: The Achilles Test in EWF-2102 showed that S-RELAP5 underpredictedthe core
liquid level, the PCT by about 125F, and the downcomer level. Pleasediscuss possible reasons
for these differences. The effect of the nitiogen on condensation was not measured in this test.
How is the effect of nitrogen on condensationdetermined in S-RELAP5? Also, please discuss
the sensitivity of the PCT to condensation efficiency. Howdoes S-RELAP5 compute
entrainmentof liquidby the nitrogen and, if so, how does this influence the calculations? Vhat
is the sensitivity of full scale plant PCT to condensationefficiency?
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Response 68: The Achilles test simulation was performed to confirm the ability of S-RELAP5 to
simulate the effects of nitrogen injection on core cooling following the emptying of the
accumulators. The test assembly consisted of an array of rods, arranged in an x-y grid, inserted
in a cylindrical pipe. This resulted in an extremely large degree of radial inhomogeneity in the
fuel rods. Figure 3.15.5 of EMF-2102(P) Revision 0 shows the radial variation in temperatures
at the PCT elevation. From this figure, it is obvious that an accurate modeling of the gaps
between the fuel rods and the pipe would be required to predict temperatures accurately. The
model flow areas and flow resistances were adjusted to account for the very large by-pass areas
in the core in an approximate way. Two different groups of rods were considered: those on the
inside area and those on the periphery. The flow areas for the rods on the periphery were
adjusted to account for the open flow area and the flow resistance was reduced to account for
the open flow paths on the periphery. Considering the approximate nature of the modeling for
the fuel rod array, a reasonable agreement between the calculated PCT and the measurements
was deemed sufficient for the evaluation of S-RELAP5.
With regard to the liquid levels, the comparison of the core liquid level shown in Figure 3.15.11
seems to reflect quite good agreement between S-RELAP5 and the test. The downcomer level
is somewhat bizarre, in that it would seem to require about 20 kPa more dynamic pressure drop
during reflood. By varying the losses between the exit of the simulated fuel rods and the exit of
the test assembly, it is possible to increase the downcomer level slightly. However, dramatic
increases in resistances result in too much expansion cooling downstream and the code
"ucrashes"when the water freezes. In fact, during the test, there was significant freezing of
suspended water. (See Figure 3.15.6, where the venturi was reduced by ice, causing an
anomalous indication of higher flow.) In the end, since the nitrogen had left the system by 25
seconds, it was not really essential to resolve the level anomalies, since they arose after this
time and were not considered to be related to the presence of nitrogen in the system.
The model describing the effect of nitrogen on condensation is presented in Section 3.4.9 of
EMF-21 00(P) Revision 4. This is discussed below. In general, the presence of the
noncondensable gases reduces the condensation rate and the higher the quality of the
noncondensable gases, the lower the condensation rate. The formulation in S-RELAP5 reduces
the liquid-side heat transfer coefficient by a factor, F, when liquid is subcooled.
Hf = HfF

where the subscript n denotes the heat transfer coefficient in the presence of noncondensable
gases and F is given by,
F= [a+0.366(1-a)(XG= •O (l_Xn)O4
The mass fluxes of the gas phase (steam + noncondensable gases) and fluid phase are denoted
by G9 and Gf, respectively, Xn denotes the quality of the noncondensable gas and the correction
factor for very low qualities is given by
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a = MAX[10O(0.1-X.),0]
The overall effect of condensation was addressed in a sensitivity study and the conclusion was
that the effect of nitrogen on condensation was not a significant contributor to PCT. A multiplier
is provided in S-RELAP5 for the effect of the reduction in the condensation rate in the presence
of noncondensable gases [see Section 2.9 of EMF-CC-097(P) Revision 7] and it was used in
plant calculations to address the sensitivity of the model. The sensitivity of the PCT to varying
this multiplier was about ±30 0F. [

]

Entrainment by noncondensable gases (nitrogen) is considered and the models are the same as
those for steam entrainment, except for the differences in the properties of the two gases.
is used in the analysis
Question 69: Section 4.3.3.2.6 of EMF-2103 identifies a Tmin off[
identifies a Tmin of
EMF-2100
4-20
of
while
Page
reflood
data
to
FLECHT
comparison
based on
the
impact on the test
discuss
f
) as used to establish the boiling curve. Please clarify
comparisonsand plant calculations.
Response 69: EMF-21 00, Section 4.7 summarizes the Tmin model used in S-RELAP5. [
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Baltimore, MD, August 1997.
Question 70: Regardingmodeling of transitionboiling heat transfer,at the lower limit S
RELAP5 uses the maximum of the Sleicher-Rouse steam cooling correlation and a free
convection correlation,Forslund-Rohsenowor Bromely is used for film boiling dependingon the
void fraction. Please discuss the lover limit of the transitioncorrelationswith regardto
consistency with the lower limit on the film boiling correlations. Pleasediscuss code stabilityvth
regardto the heat transfercoefficient at Tnin during the switch from transitionboiling to film
boiling.
Response 70: The switch from transition boiling to film boiling rarely occurs in transient
calculations. The most likely scenario is from nucleate boiling (pre-CHF) to film boiling (post
CHF) and then remaining in film boiling. The switch from film boiling to transition boiling is
responsible for the rod temperature quench behavior (rapid decrease in temperature) shown in
both the data and the calculations. Since oscillations ae not observed in either the data or the
calculations; the large difference in the magnitudes of transition boiling and film boiling heat
transfer does not create a problem with respect to code stability.
Question 71: Generalcomments regardingcode assessment:

